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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical and experimental study is made of the 

closed 'bubbles` of separated flow formed when a laminar 

boundary layer separates from an aerofoil surface and, 

after undergoing transition to turbulence, subsequently 

re-attaches. Attention is mainly confined to the 

so-called 'short' type of bubble, which is distinguished 

from the 'long' type by its relatively s .i 
ht overall 

effect upon the pressure distribution. 

In Part I, a semi-empirical theory for the 

prediction of the growth and bursting of two-dimensional 

short bubbles is developed. The existinF, data concern- 

ing short bubbles are re-examined, with particular 

emphasis upon the conditions governing re-attachment. 

A criterion for the determination of turbulent re-attach- 

ment is proposed, and approximate nuadrature methods 

developed for the calculation of the momentum thickness 

in the separated region. These results, together k". 'ith 

am empirical formula for the dotermi-n tion of the 

position of transition, are comb nod i: ith a simplified 

model of the pre -r ure di_-trtbu1 ion in the buhl>le region 

to predict the re-attachment position. ? 't in fr. und that, 

for a given imposed pressure dic, trihution, there exi=; ts 

a Reynolds number at separation below which re-attachment 
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is impossible. This is associated wit], the phenomenon 

of short bubble bursting. The predictions of the theory 

are in reasonable quantitative agreement with experiment. 

Part II deals with bubbles in three-dimensional 

flow. Experiments are descritbetd in wh. ch separation 

. 
bubbles were produced using an apparatus closely 

simulating conditions near the leading-edge of a swept 

wing of infinite span. Measurements of surface pressure, 

mean velocity and turbulence level are presented, from 

which it is deduced that the bubble structure is similar 

to that. of two-dimensional bubbles, apart from the 

existence of cross-flows in the shear-layer and a strong 

spanwise flow in the reverse-flow vortex. An extension 

of the two-dimensional btirstinp theory by means of the 

independence principle is in reasonable agreement wit? b 

measured bursting parameters. 
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"An aeroplane is a good thing, but it should not be 

exaggerated. " 

From the Diaries of Vaslav Nijinsky. 
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P RT11 I 

The Growth and Bursting of Short 

Laminar Separation Bubbles in Two- 

dimensional Incompressible Flow. 
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N0TATI0N 

(Part 

a Boundary layer parameter (see 
eqns. 4.16 and 4.17) 

A, B, C Constants (see equations 5.12, 
5.13, `5.27). 

c Reference (chord) length. 

Ci Class interval 

Cd = =u, dz 
°3Z 

Dissipation coefficient for 
p ue 3 turbulent flow. 

Cf 
T 

=W Skin friction coefficient. 
'pue 

C = Pressure coefficient. 
P 4oue 

Cl Constant (see equation 5.60) .. 

f Frequency of observations. 

F Non-dimensional rate of 
entrainment into viscous layer 
from external stream. 

h Bubble height or step height. 

H- */s Conventional shape parameter. 

H = c/e Energy shape parameter. c 
Hi = d- d+ß/ e Head's shape parameter. 

fed Total energy on dividing 
streamline. 

Momentum flux of dissipative 
flow (see equation 4.2). 
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Notation (continued) 

k ( es)2 
uc es 

= c v 

kl Constant in Clauser's eddy 
viscosity law (see equation 3.23). 

Kl, K2 Constants (see equation 2.7). 

R= xR-xs Total bubble length. 

ý1 = xT-xs Length of laminar separated flow. 

k2 X R-xT Length of turbulent separated 
flow. 

k* X/c Constant (see equations 5.12, 
n 5.13). 

N Number of observations. 

m Mass flux of dissipative flow 
(see equation 4.1). 

p u u 
Static pressure 2 © e- R eS 

P= S 
R 

) Caster's pressure gradient 
parameter. 

q= 2 

Q 
4E i ( ) "dz Dissipation coefficient for 

2 o 
u z laminar flow. 

e 
Q(x) Scalar multiplier of t(r) 

r= 1- ue 
R 

uh e 
Rh 

v 
R ue 

R s 
= ý V 



1.1 

Notation (continued) 
ue Z 

R 
k =s 

v l 

u d' 
Rd, e 

u e Rd,,, =V 

u e R 
e = 

V 

RT 
u kA turbulent Reynolds number. 

T 

t! ý) Seddon's 'distortion function'. 

u Temporal-mean component of 
velocity in the x di. rection. 

u' Fluctuating component of velocity 
in the x direction. 

ue Component of velocity in the x 
direction of the external stream. 

U0 Excess velocity above external 
velocity at centre line of a 
wake or jet. 

- u1 - 
I 
- Average velocity of dissipative 
M flow. 

\I = u/u e 

w Temporal-mean component of 
velocity in the z direction. 

w' Fluctuating component of velocity 
in the z direction. 
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Notation (continued) 

W(0 

x, z 

X" = X/c 

a 

zu 
= 0.995 

u e 

6f 

do 
.5 

fo(1 -ü )dz 
e 

Cole's wake function. 

Coordinates measured along and 
normal to aerofoil surface. 

Geometrical incidence. 

Incidence of Thwaites' flap. 

Boundary layer thickness. 

Unspecified measure of boundary 
layer thickness. 

Value of z at which u= ue+2uo. 

Boundary layer displacement 
thickness. 

due ueR ues 

.2 
jö 

U 
(1 -u 2). dz Boundary layer energy thickness. 

eu e 

= Z/6 

ßo 
. 5=z/do. 5 

=z/6* 

1(1 - :: 

= 8/c 

,c = ul/ue 

du 
e e 
u dx 

e 

Boundary layer momentum thickness. 

Crocco-Lees shape parameter. 

Pressure gradient parameter. 
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e 
due 

R8 ü dx 
e 

u 

u 
T 

V=V 
P 

P 

C-C 
PR-Ps PR Ps 

a 
1 Pu 

e Ps 
s 

aJ 

T 

46 
due 

r= Re 
u dx 

e 

w 

(Bar) 

Suffices 

Notation (continued) 

Pressure gradient parameter. 

Viscosity. 

Eddy (virtual) viscosity. 

Kinematic viscosity. 

Density. 

Crabtree's pressure recovery 
parameter. 

Similarity parameter of turbulent 
half-jet. 

Shear stress. 

Pressure gradient parameter. 

Standard deviation. 

Indicates lengths and velocities 
non-dimensionalised by as and 
ue respectively. 

S 

S Conditions at separation. 

T Conditions at transition. 

R Conditions at re-attachment. 

w Conditions at the wall. 

d Conditions on the dividing 
streamline. 

OD Conditions at infinity (free- 
stream cond iti ons) 
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Suffices (cont'd) 

+, p, - 

m 

e 

B 

Notation (continued) 

d2u 
Define sign of e (see section 
5.9) 

d-2 x 
Mean overall value. 

Conditions in the external stream. 

Conditions immediately prior to 
bursting. 



1. Introduction 

It has long been recognised that the stalling 

behaviour of thin two-dimensional aerofoils at low 

subsonic speeds is intimately connected with the 

behaviour of the small regions of separated flow formed 

near the nose of such aerofoils at incidences below that 

corresponding to the maximum lift. These regions of 

separated flow, which are usually termed "short laminar 

separation bubbles", arise as a result of separation 

of the laminar boundary layer near the aerofoil nose. 

The separated shear layer, after undergoing transition 

to turbulence within a- short distance after separation, 

subsequently re-attaches to the aerofoil surface as a 

turbulent boundary layer. At moderate incidence§ the 

overall effect of such bubbles upon the aerofoil 

characteristics and pressure distribution is very 

small. However,. as the incidence is increased a point 

is reached at which a sudden expansion of the bubble 

occurs, as a result of which the pressure distribution 

over the aerofoil surface as a whole is very much 

changed from-the inviscid form. This phenomenon is 

known as 'bubble bursting', and after bursting the 

resultant large region of separated flow is termed 

a 'long bubble'. 
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The type of stalling known as 'leading-edge stall' 

occurs as a result of the bursting of a short separation 

bubble at the maximum lift incidence of the aerofoil. 

The resulting long bubble occupies most of the wing 

chord, so that the loss of hift (and the movement of the 

centre of pressure] at stalling is very sudden and 

violent. This mode of stalling is associated with 

reasonably thin aerofoils at moderate to high Reynolds 

numbers. 

An alternative type of stall, known as 'thin- 

aerofoil stall', occurs when the bursting of the short 

bubble takes place at a low incidence, in which case 

the resulting long bubble is generally considerably 

smaller than is the case when leading-edge stall occurs, 

but expands with further increase of incidence. The 

aerofoil lift thus continues to increase until the bubble 

occupies the entire chord. Further increase of incidence 

results in only a comparatively gradual loss of lift. 

This mode of stalling is associated with aerofoils 

having sharp leading-edges at all Reynolds numbers, and 

with other aerofoils at law Reynolds numbers. 

The prediction of the stalling behaviour of a 

particular thin aerofoil thus requires a knowledge of, 

firstly, the conditions under which the short bubble 
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will burst and, secondly, the behaviour of the resulting 

long bubble. We shall here be concerned only with the 

first of these problems; a simplified analysis of the 

behaviour of long bubbles was'given by Norbury and 

Crabtree' in 1955. 

The bursting phenomenon has been studied by 

many workers, and a variety of empirical criteria and 

physical explanations for bursting have been proposed. 

Of the empirical criteria, that of Owen and 

Klanfer2 first gained general acceptance. According 

to these authors the magnitude of the boundary layer 

Reynolds number at separation, F6*s, is sufficient to 

determine whether a bubble is long or short. By an 

analysis of the available experimental evidence Owen 

and Klanfer proposed that bubbles will be of the short 

type if Rass > 450; that is, that bursting occurs at 

Kd3: 
s _ 450. 

Crabtree3 subsequently examined further experiment- 

al data which however showed that bursting can occur 

at values of R6*s as 

bursting occurs when 

is required to susta 

Although most of the 

tends to confirm the 

high as 1,000, and suggested that 

the pressure rise which the bubble 

in exceeds a certain value. 

reliable experimental evidence 

approximate validity of this 
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hypothesis, it is not easy to apply such a criterion 

to the prediction of bubble bursting, since the pressure 

rise over the bubble cannot be predicted without 

knowing the bubble length in advance. 

Gaster4 approached the problem from a slightly 

different viewpoint, and showed by an analysis of 

experimental data that there appears to be a unique 

relationship between the, boundary layer Reynolds number 

at separation, Rea, and a parameter P expressing the 

average velocity gradient over the length of the bubble. 

He further showed that, for the type of pressure 

distribution occuring on sharp-nosed aerofoils, 'the 

Owen-Klanfer criterion may be considered to be a 

special case of this more general two-parameter bursting 

criterion. Here again however the variation of bubble 

length with Reynolds number must be known in advance 

in order to predict the Reynolds number at bursting. 

The most notable of the physical explanations of 

the bursting phenomenon which have been proposed are 

those due to von Doenhoff5, Crabtree3, Wallisf', Gaster4 

and Woodward7. 

von Doenhoff5 proposed that bursting occurs 

simply as a result of the failure of the spreading 

turbulent shear layer to strike the aerofoil surface; 
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this implies that the aerofoil geometry has a consider- 

able influence upon bubble bursting. The simple 

assumptions involved in his analysis have however been 

found to be invalid in general. 

Crabtree's3 hypothesis that a bubble can only 

withstand a certain pressure rise has already been 

mentioned; he further suggested that after bursting 

the mechanism of transition in the separated laminar 

shear layer changes from a turbulent-spot to a (more 

gradual) amplified wave process, and that the resulting 

delayed transition leads to a more extensive region of 

separated flow. 

Recent experiments by Woodward7 have however 

shown that the transition point hardly changes its 

position during bursting, indicating that bursting is 

not dependent upon the transition process. Woodward 

therefore concluded that bursting occurs as a result 

of a failure of the turbulent shear layer to re-attach 

itself to the surface in spite of the high rate of 

entrainment of air into the layer from the external 

stream. 

Wallis6, on the other hand, has suggested that 

bubble bursting occurs as a result of the turbulent 

boundary layer re-separating a short distance after 
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re-attachment which, it is suggested, leads to an 

unstable flow configuration which breaks down into a 

single large region of separated flow. Although this 

mechanism has been observed in some cases, the main 

body of experimental evidence indicates that this is 

not the general cause of bubble bursting. 

Gaster4 proposed an alternative mechanism for 

bubble bursting. He suggested that when a bubble, 

initially in equilibrium, is subjected to a small 

decrease in free-stream velocity, the new length of 

bubble for equilibrium will be greater than that due 

directly to the resulting changes in boundary layer 

thickness and Reynolds number at separation, as a 

result of the perturbation of the boundary layer up- 

stream of separation. He further suggested that this 

mechanism, which may be considered to be a type of 

positive feed-back, becomes progressively more marked 

as the free-stream velocity is reduced, until eventually 

the final bubble length for equilibrium becomes so 

great that bursting occurs. Whilst there is evidence 

to indicate that a feed-back process of this type 

operates in some cases, it would appear that in general 

such a process may somewhat accelerate the bursting 

process, without being the main cause of it. 
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It is evident that, even leaving out of 

consideration the several other hypotheses which have 

not been mentioned in this brief survey, there is 

controversy concerning the actual mechanism of bubble 

bursting. 

An interesting line of investigation is however 

indicated by the suggestion of Woodward7 that bursting 

occurs as an actual failure of the re-attachment process. 

For if such a failure does in fact occur we might expect 

that a boundary layer calculation through the bubble, 

taking proper account of the interaction of the 

viscous and inviscid components of the flow, should 

predict a condition at which re-attachment cannot take 

place. 

The calculation of the interaction between a 

boundary layer and a supersonic inviscid outer flow is 

nowadays a relatively simple procedure. Because of 

the respective parabolic and hyperbolic nature of the 

equations governing the behaviour of the boundary layer 

and the external stream, both components of the flow 

may be calculated by simultaneous step-by-step methods. 

When however the external stream is subsonic, the 

equations governing this part of the flow are elliptic 

in character so that step-by-step methods cannot be 
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used. Instead, a laborious iterative procedure is 

necessary. 

For this reason, and because of the additional 

difficulty arising from the occurence of transition in 

the separated region, no attempt has so far been made 

to analyse the separation bubble problem in this 

manner. Although it would now be possible with the 

aid of modern computing facilities to calculate the 

external subsonic flow, there is at present insufficient 

experimental data available to derive a suitable 

empirical expression for the displacement thickness 

variation in the turbulent part of the bubble; this 

information is necessary for the calculation of the 

external flow. 

The work presented in the first part of this 

thesis represents a first step in the direction of 

solving fully the interaction between the external flow 

and boundary layer regions in subsonic bubble separations. 

As an alternative to the full calculation of the 

external flow field, a simple model for the pressure 

distribution is adopted which is in good accord with 

experimental evidence. 

Before constructing such a model, the essential 

features of the structure and behaviour of separation 
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bubbles will be reviewed. Tania has recently carried 

out a comprehensive review of work on low-speed bubble 

separations, and therefore only those aspects most 

relevant to the present work need be considered here. 

In addition, a simple criterion for determining 

under what conditions a turbulent shear layer re-attaches 

will be developed. Previous studies of laminar 

separation bubbles have tended to lay emphasis on 

conditions at separation, whilst neglecting serious 

consideration of the re-attachment point. This is 

perhaps not surprising in view of the fact that 

conditions at separation can'be calculated quite 

accurately by applying standard laminar boundary layer 

calculation methods to either an observed or a 

calculated pressure distribution. In order to determine 

boundary layer parameters at re-attachment, however, 

recourse must be made, in the absence of a method of 

calculating the separated boundary layer development, 

to experiment. This difficulty will be resolved in 

the ensuing work by the development of two simple 

approximate methods for the calculation of the 

momentum thickness variation in the separated region. 

Together, the pressure-distribution model, 

the re-attachment criterion and the methods of 
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calculation of momentum thickness, plus an empirically 

derived formula to determine the position of transition, 

will enable the growth and bursting behaviour of 

separation bubbles to be predicfed. 

ft 
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2. The Structure and Behaviour of Short Separation 

Bubbles. 

2.1. Distinction betwe. en Short and Long Bubbles. 

In Chapter 1 two types of separation bubble, 

long and short, were distinguished, both arising as a 

result of the separation of a laminar boundary layer which, 

after undergoing transition to turbulence, subsequently 

re-attaches to the surface. Before fully discussing 

the properties of short bubbles, which will be our main 

concern in this work, it is desirable tb distinguish 

more precisely between the two types of bubble. 

Bubbles were first classified as 'long' or 'short' 

by Qwen. and Klanfer2 on the basis of the ratio of the 

total bubble length 't' (i. e., the distance between 

separation and re-attachment) to the boundary layer 

displacement thickness at separation, ds According ' 
to these authors, for short bubbles Q/6* = 0(10), 

whilst for long bubbles R18*s = 0(104). Subsequent 

work has however shown that the distinction between the 

two types in these terms is not so clearly defined; after 

bursting a long bubble may in some cases be only a few 

times as long as the pre-existing short bubble (see for 

instance figure 1. ) 
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Tani-8 has suggested that the two types of bubble 

may preferably be distinguished by their different 

effects upon the overall pressure distribution. The 

presence of a short separation bubble has only a slight 

effect upon the pressure distribution, which is close 

to its hypothetical form in inviscid flow over that portion 

of the aerofoil not actually occupied by the bubble 

itself, apart from a slight reduction in the magnitude 

of the suction peak ahead of separation. A long bubble, 

on the other hand, modifies the pressure distribution 

considerably over the whole aerofoil, in such a way that 

the suction peak 'collapses' to a low value, and the 

constant-pressure 'plateau' after separation is larger 

and at ahigher pressure. These effects are well 

illustrated by the measurements of Gaster4 in short and. 

long bubbles shown in figure 1. 

The two types of bubble may additionally be 

distinguished by the effect upon them of a change of 

incidence or unit Reynolds number. An increase of 

incidence causes a short bubble to contract (provided 

that the bursting incidence is not exceeded), whilst a 

long bubble expands rapidly with increase of incidence. 

Qualitatively, changes of unit Reynolds number 

have the same effect on both long and short bubbles; 
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that is, a decrease of Reynolds number causes both types 

to expand. However, the rate of expansion of a long 

bubble is much greater than that of a short bubble. 

Additionally, long bubble flows-are generally associated 

with large-scale unsteadiness, whereas short bubbles 

are relatively steady except close to bursting. 

2.2 Conditions necessary for the Formation of Short 

Bubbles. 

If we leave out of consideration for the time 

being the factors dictating whether a bubble is short 

or long (which are basically what we are seeking to 

establish), the conditions necessary for the formation 

of a short laminar bubble are as follows: - 

(i) A pressure distribution having an adverse 

gradient of sufficient magnitude to cause laminar 

separation, 

and (ii) An auxiliary set of conditions upon the 

boundary layer upstream of the calculated position of 

laminar separation, such that the boundary laver will 

be laminar at this point. 

Included in this set of conditions are: that the 

aerofoil surface shall be smooth; that the turbulence 

level of the free stream shall be low; and that the 
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distance between the stagnation point and the theoretical 

laminar separation point shall not be too great; or 

more precisely, that the calculated laminar boundary 

, layer Reynolds number at separation shall be less than 

the Reynolds number for transition, which is of the 

order of R0 = 800 for pressure gradients large enough 
s 

to cause separation (see Crabtree55). 

2.3 The Structure of Short Bubbles. 

The essential features of the structure of short 

laminar separation bubbles are illustrated in figure 2a. 

The laminar boundary layer, originating at a 

stagnation point upstream of the separation point S, 

separates from the surface at S to re-attach downstream 

at the point R. Between the points S and R the flow 

, may be divided into two main regions: 

(i) The free shear layer, contained between the outer 

edge S"T"R" of the viscous region and the mean dividing 

streamline ST'R; 

(ii) The re-circulation bubble contained between the 

mean dividing streamline and the aerofoil surface STR. 

These two basic regions may then be sub-divided 

into those parts lying upstream and those lying down- 

stream of the transition point T. 



Upstream of T, the free shear layer is laminar 

and because only the comparatively weak viscous shear 

stresses operate in this region, the shear layer is 

incapable of withstanding a significant 

pressure gradient,. As shown in figure 2b, the surface 

pressure is therefore practically constant between 

separation and transition, apart from a small rise 

immediately after separation as the pressure gradient 

At separation levels off. This constant pressure 

'plateau' is a general feature of laminar separated 

flows. 

After transition to turbulence however, the 

apparent average shear stress in the layer is increased 

by at least an order of magnitude, and the pressure is 

able to rise until re-attachment takes place at a 

pressure near to the inviscid value. An alternative 

viewpoint is to say that turbulent entrainment energises 

the shear layer so that the pressure is able to rise. 

The pressure rise between transition and re-attachment is 

generally nearly linear, and is accompanied by a rapid 

expansion of the shear layer. 

As a result of the pressure rise which exists 

over the length of the bubble, a re-circulating flow 

is set up inside it. Since virtually all the pressure 
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rise takes place in the turbulent part of the bubble, 

this re-circulation is concentrated mainly in the 

region TT'R, and this region is therefore usually 

referred to as the reverse-flow vortex, whilst the region 

STT' is termed the dead-air region. The maximum 

reverse velocities in the reverse-flow vortex are 

generally of the order of 0.20 of the free-stream 

velocity. 

This description of the bubble structure follows 

that of McGregor9, who first conclusively established the 

presence of the reverse-flow vortex. 

After re-attachment the flow establishes itself 

as A turbulent boundary layer, the shape parameter H 

falling rapidly from a high value at re-attachment 

towards a typical flat-plate value. 

The process by which transition takes place has 

been studied by Bursnall and Loftin'-0, by McGregor9, 

and in more detail by taster`', who found that it occurs 

as a result of the spatial growth of travelling waves 

in the separated shear layer, particular frequencies 

being produced by the selective amplification of random 

di. stur bances. The process is a much more rapid one than 

that which occurs in an attached boundary layer, as would 

be anticipated in view of the highly unstable profile of 
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the free shear layer. Gault" showed that the 

transition point correlates well with the start of the 

pressure rise to re-attachment, and this was confirmed 

by the work of Gaster and McGregor. (This is not 

however the case in long bubbles; here the pressure 

rise may not start until a considerable distance 

downstream of transition. ) 

The distribution of turbulent fluctuations in 

4b 

short bubbles has been investigated by McGregor9 and 

Gaster4 It was found that high frequency fluctuatons, 

caused by the travelling waves mentioned above, initially 

appear in the laminar shear layer a short distance 

upstream of transition and grow rapidly until breaking 

down into turbulence. The turbulence level continues 

to rise thereafter, reaching a maximum value of 

approximately = 0.15 at the centre of the shear 
e 

layer at re-attachment; the intensity then decreases 

as the re-attached boundary layer undergoes re-habilitation. 

2.4 The Growth and Bursting Behaviour of Short 

Bubbles 

2.4.1. General Behaviour of Bubbles with change of 

Incidence or Reynolds number. 
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Experiments on aerofoils designed to determine 

the growth and bursting behaviour of short bubbles have 

been carried out in two different ways; either the 

aerofoil has been held at constant incidence and the 

unit Reynolds number reduced until bursting occurs, or 

the Reynolds number has been held constant and the 

aerofoil incidence increased until bursting. However, 

for a given aerofoil bursting takes place at the same 

combinations of incidence and Reynolds number, independent 

of which of the two ways it is approached. 

There is however a considerable hysteresis effect, 

in that if the free-stream velocity is increased from 

a low value, a short bubble will not establish itself 

until an appreciably higher velocity than that at which 

the bubble bursts when the velocity is reduced; and 

similarly for changes of incidence. 

In this work the bursting condition will always 

be taken to be that at which a short bubble changes to 

a long one, rather than vice versa. 

For the purposes of comparison and correlation 

of experimental results obtained on different aerofoils, 

the boundary layer Reynolds number at separation, based 

on some boundary layer thickness 6's and the external 

velocity ue , 
is evidently a much more useful parameter 
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than the unit, or chordal, Reynolds number. 

Accordingly, experiments at constant incidence 

and varying unit Reynolds number are more easily 

interpreted than those at constant Reynolds number and 

varying incidence, since in the first case the imposed 

pressure distribution remains substantially constant, 

because of the small overall perturbation due to the 

bubble, whilst Ra, varies; whereas in the second 
s 

case both the imposed pressure distribution and RaT 
s 

vary simultaneously, in a manner depending upon the 

particular aerofoil in question. It is therefore 

easier to make general statements about the behaviour 

of bubbles on aerofoils at constant incidence and 

varying Reynolds number than in the opposite case. 

The experimental results due to Gaster`+ shown 

in figure 1 are typical of the behaviour of a separation 

bubble when the imposed pressure distribution is held 

fixed whilst the Reynolds number is reduced. At high 

Reynolds number the bubble is small, the laminar (constant 

pressure) part of the bubble occupying about 70% of the 

total bubble length. As the Reynolds number is reduced, 

the lengths of both the laminar and turbulent parts 

of the bubble increase, the turbulent part rather more 

rapidly than the laminar, so that just before bursting 
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occurs at a value of R()" = 284, the turbulent part 
s 

of the bubble represents nearly half of the total 

bubble length. 
. 

There is a steady reduction in the 

slope of the pressure distribution in the turbulent 

region as the Reynolds number is reduced. 

2.4.2. Factors governing the Position of Transition 

in the Separated Shear Layer. 

Since the'laminar part of the bubble occupies 

about 60% of the tptal bubble length, the distance 

k between separation and transition has a major 

influence upon the bubble as a whole. It is therefore 

essential to be able to predict tl in order to'construct 

any quantitatively viable imodel of bubbles, because 

the laminar and turbulent parts must of course be 

analysed separately. Theoretical prediction of zl 

would be a formidable task, and at the present time 

an empirical prediction seems to be the only possibility. 

Let us discuss the variables involved in the 

required correlation. 

The length scale of the separated shear layer 

is the first important variable. It is found that 

a separated laminar shear layer undergoes only a very 

small growth and change of profile between separation 
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and transitiont, and hence to a good approximation the 

entire shear layer can be characterised by the boundary 

layer thickness at separation. The most suitable 

choice of thickness is the momentum thickness, O 
S, 

since this is not affected by the presence of the underly- 

ing dead-air region, whereas both the actual and 

displacement thicknesses of course are. Since laminar 

separation profiles are nearly universal, the shape does 

not enter into the correlation, to a good first 

approximation. 

The rate of growth of disturbances in a shear 

layer is very dependent upon the magnitude of the 

pressure gradient. However, as was discussed in 

section 2.3, the pressure gradient is negligible along 

the laminar part of the bubble, and hence this other- 

wise important parameter may be omitted. 

The pressure, and therefore external velocity, 

being essentially constant between separation and 

transition, the external velocity at separation, ue , is 
s 

the suitable velocity scale. 

The kinematic viscosity, v, of the fluid governs 

the rate at which vorticity is propagated and is 

evidently an important variable. 
f See for instance the contour diagrams of Mc(regor9. 
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Finally, the level of fluctuations present in 

the shear layer at separation may be expected to 

influence the distance. after benaration at which the 

spatially-growing. waves attain sufficient amplitude 

to break down into turbulent eddies. This level will 

depend upon the distance between stagnation and separat- 

ion, the pressure gradient acting over this distance, 

the free-stream turbulence level and the surface rough- 

ness. This last factor will be excluded from the 

present discussion, the surfaces being assumed to be 

aerodynamically smooth. Now in the case of leading- 

edge bubbles the distance between stagnation and separat- 

ion is usually small, and the pressure gradient strongly 

favourable except for a short distance immediately prior 

to separation. - Hence, any disturbances will tend to 

bd damped, and the level of fluctuations at separation 

will usually be small unless the free-stream turbulence 

level is very large. Most experimental work on 

separation bubbles has been conducted in conditions of 

low free-stream turbulence, and for practical purposes 

(for example, aerofoils in free flight) we are normally 

interested in such conditions. An important exception 

is the case of compressor cascade blades, which operate 

in comparatively turbulent conditions. 
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Considering only the low free-stream turbulence 

case, we may thus expect that the significant variables 

involved will be Z es, ue , and v. These Quantities 
s, 

may be combined in the non-dimensional groups 

ue 6S 

_i _ ti /es, and Re =S 1) 
s 

so we have that 
.= 

fn(R ). 
1 es ueZ1 

8s 
Alternatively the groups R. and Rs 

s 9,1 

may be used. von Doenhoff5 found on the basis of 

experiment that 

RR = constant =5x 104, independent of Fa 
1s 

This may alternatively be written k1 =5Rx 
ln4 

Os 

Gault1l later attempted a similar correlation 

for his experimental data, but found Rt to vary between 
1 

about 4x 104 and 7.5 x 104 for low turbulence condit- 

ions. However, there was considerable doubt concern- 

ing the accuracy of the measurement of the position 

of separation in much of this data, and in addition 

the position of transition was only inferred from the 

position of the start of the re-attachment pressure 
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rise, which is not an accurate method unless the 

surface pressure tappings are very closely spaced. 

More careful measurements of the lenFth of laminar 

separated flow in separation bubbles have been subsequent- 

ly carried out at Queen Mary College by McCregor9, 

Gaster`' and Woodward? The results of these 

experiments are plotted in the form kl against Re in 
s 

figure 3. With the exception of two experimental 

points, all the results lie in the range 

3x 104 <x Re <5x 10ý 
s 

and hence a reasonable representation of the results is 

given by 

4x 104 , (2.1a) Q1 = Re 
s 

or, what is the same thing, 

RQ =4x 104. (2. lb) 
1 

Thus, a formula of the type suggested by 

von Doenhoff, but with a modified value of the constant, 

correlates the Queen Mary College data reasonably well. 
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The accuracy of the measurements of R1 is probably 

better than '10%, whilst the values of ue are probably 
s 

within 1 or 2%, so there remains a considerable amount 

of scatter which cannot"be explained by experimental 

error, and which must therefore be due to the 

influence of factors not included in the correlation. 

" The most important of these is probably the level of 

fluctuations present in the boundary layer at separation. 

The data necessary for the inclusion of this factor in 

the correlation is however not available. 

Accordingly, in the absence of a more acceptable 

alternative, the empirical formulae given in equations 

2.1 will be used to predict the position of transition - 

in the ensuing work. 

2.4.3 Growth of Bubbles 

Attempts have been made by various authors to 

correlate the total non-dimensional bubble length, 

ROS, with a separation Reynolds number, ? 'Os or 

Rd 
s" 

Now since 2=R1q 2, where Q2 =Q. 2/6s 
is the non- 

dimensional length of turbulent separated flow, and 

is a function of Re as we have shown, a correlation 
s 

between k and Re would imply a correlation between 
s 

2 and Re , unless Q2 were a constant. Figure 4 



shows values of 12 plotted against Re , obtained from 
s 

the measurements of McGregor9 , Caster `' and Woodward ý. 

No correlation between the various sets of results 

is apparent, nor is 12 a constant, and it therefore 

appears that some parameters other than Re have an 
s 

. important effect upon Q2. 

The rough correlation between k and R found, 
s 

for instance, by Gaster4 may be explained by the 

dominating magnitude of zl as compared with k2 in his 

results. 

McGregor9 originally presented his experimental 

bubble growth results in the dimensional form of 2, 

and k1 against u, (or uoDl). Whilst such a presentation 

is not of value for the determination of general 

growth behaviour on different aerofoils, it does 

demonstrate clearly one significant fact. Immediately 

prior to bursting the rate of bubble growth with 

decreasing free-stream velocity becomes very large, and 

particularly so for well-defined bursts. This is 

shown in figure 5, reproduced from McCregor's thesis9. 

Bursting does not therefore occur as an isolated event, 

but as the end-result of an increasingly-rapid rate of 

bubble growth. 
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2 .4 .4 Bursting Criteria 

The most important contributions towards establish- 

ing the parameters governing bubble bursting have been 

made by Owen and Klanfer2, Crabtree3 and Caster4. 

On the basis of the experimental results 

available to them, Owen and Klanfer2 concluded in 1953 

that separation bubbles are long (00 
s- 

l04) or 

short (k/ö 
S= 

102) according to whether the separation 

Reynolds number is less or greater than approximately 

400 to 500. 

However in 1959 Crabtree3 observed, as the result 

of an analysis-of some additional, data, that although 

R6* is always less than about 500 when a long bubble 
s 

is present, the value of Rd,, for a short bubble on the 

point of bursting may be appreciably greater than 51)0, 

values of over 1000 having been observed. This 

suggested to Crabtree that bursting may be controlled 

by an alternative parameter; he found that a pressure 

recovery parameter a defined by 

Pp - Ps 

pUe2 
s 

C-C 
Pp PS 

1-C 
nS 

(2.2) 

appears to attain an approximately constant maximum 

value of about 0.35 immediately prior to bursting. 
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Crabtree interpreted this observation physically as 

implying that the turbulent mixing process can only 

sustain a certain pressure rise. 

Tani8 has analysed some additional results which 

suggest that Crabtree's value of QB = 0.35 may be 

somewhat too high. Figure 6 shows a collection of data 

from the experiments of Gaster4, McGregor9,1W? oodward7, 

Crabtree3, McCullough and Gault11'12. The scatter is 

rather large, and we must note that the results due to 

Caster lying above aB = 0.4 are of somewhat doubtful 

accuracy since no indication is given as to the method 

by which the re-attachment point was determined in these 

cases. If we disregard these results a value of 

ßý 0.30 seems closer to the average. It may he 

remarked that a is a rather sensitive parameter, and 

small inaccuracies in the determination of the position 

of reattachment in particular can lead to large errors 

in the value of a, because of the large pressure grad- 

Tent in the region of re-attachment. The rather large 

experimental scatter of values of aR does not therefore 

necessarily indicate that such wide variations actually 

occur. 

It is of interest to note here that, in incompress- 

ible flow, Bernoulli's equation leads to the alternative 
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definition of a that 

u 

a=1- (ueRi2,2.3 
e s 

so a maximum value of a implies a minimum value of 

ue /u 
e RS 

An alternative approach to the problem was made by 

Gaster4, who retained the separation Reynolds number as 

one parameter in a two-parameter bursting criterion, the 

second 
11parameter 

being 

u-u 
P= 

es2. 
( 

eR 

Q 

eS). 
2.4 

P is a measure of the average non-dimensional velocity 

gradient over the bubble length. Caster chose P, in 
s 

preference to the more rapidly changing parameter 

Rs;; , as the separation Reynolds number, and found 
s 

from an analysis of experimental results that at burst- 

ing P is a function of P. . This is shown in figure 7, 
0S 

in which some results additional to those available to 

Caster are included. The values of ue 
R 

and u 
es 

used 

in calculating PR (the value of P at bursting) for this 

correlation are those corresponding to the hypothetical 

inviscid velocity distributions, as suggested by Gaster, 

and are slightly different from the actual values in 
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the presence of the bubbles. 

Gaster found that the value of PB corresponding 

to a separation Reynolds number of Ra. 5= 450 (equivalent 
s 

to R 125 if (e )s = 3.5) is about - 0.09. Now R. 
'� 

SS 

= 450 is the Owen-Klanfer bursting criterion, and for 

linear velocity distributions 

A52 ueR- ueý 02 duP 

Q- dx s) 

which is Thwaites'13 separation parameter. For the 

type of pressure distribution associated with thin-nosed 
2 du 

aerofoils separation occurs when 
eý 

dX - n. ng, and 

, aster therefore argued that the Owen-Ylanfer criterion 

is a special case apprcpriate to such highly peaked 

pressure distributions of his more general two-parameter 

bursting criterion. 

For short bubbles, various trajectories to the 

right of the bursting line are traced out in the 

-P ti Re plane as either the Reynolds number or the 
s 

imposed velocity distribution are varied, whilst after 

bursting, Caster found that the values of P and Re for 
s 

the resulting long bubbles fall close to the bursting 

line. 

Gaster also attempted to correlate the non-dimensional 
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bubble length at bursting, 2, R, with R Such a es 

correlation, together with some additional data, is 

presented in figure 8. There is considerable scatter 

of the data, some of which may undoubtedly !, e attributed 

to experimental error, particularly in the determination 

of the point of re-attachment. Young', has however 

preseUted the following simple dimensional argument to 

suggest a suitable correlation of the data. He argues 

that on general dimensional considerations the non-di. mension- 

al bubble length should be a function of the separation 

Reynolds number and the average non-dimensional velocity 

gradient over the bubble length; i. e., 

R fl S 
uPR - ueS 

8= 
R8 ,(Q)?. 

5 
sse 

ll 

s 

Now at bursting Gaster's two-parameter bustinF 

criterion implies that 

e2 ue 
es i 

6 

or what is the same thing 

u-u 

us 

eRý eS) 
= f3 (Rp ). 2.6 

es Bs 
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Combining equations 2.5 and 2.6, we get that 

u-u 

gs}. 
ý=f4(R0)= f5{uS 

eR 

Qe 
sse s 

Recently Gloodward7 has carried out an experiment 

which showed that at bursting the lengths of two short 

bubbles, with identical imposed velocity distributions 

but considerably different initial boundary layer 

thicknesses, were the same. If this result is 

considered to be generally valid, the implication is 

that for a particular imposed velocity distribution 

QB is independent of es, and the only possible forms of 

the functions f4 and f5 are simple inverse functions, 

i. e., 

kg Kl K2 

es -2"? Res 
gs ueR ues 

es 

where K1 and K2 are constants depending on the form of 

the imposed velocity distribution. Accordingly, Young 

suggested the expression 

QB 
_ 

6.4 x 10 
2.7a ©s Re 

s 
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as representing the data shown in figure 8 adeauately, 

though the forms of the imposed velocity distribution 

were not the same for each experimental case. Further- 

more we have that 

u- u 
eR 

(u 
es 

'B = K2 
e s 

i. e., (1. -üeR) 

which is in agreement with Crabtree's hypothesis that 

eB(= 1-üe 2) is a"constant. Adopting the value 
R 

0B' 0.30 suggested above in preference to Crabtree's 

suggested value of 0.35, we get that 

-K2 = 0.163.2.8 
R. B 

82 uý - ue 1-üe 

Now PR RR S) _- R8 
(_ F) 

B9Z, 

which gives on substitution of equations 2.7a and 2.8 

that 

FB =-2.54 x 106. peS 2.9 

Since the values of u 
eR 

and ue used in the 
s 
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derivation of equation 2.8 were measured rather than 

hypothetical inviscid values, this curve should be 

compared with values of PR based on measured values of 

ue & ue Such a comparison is"shown in figure 9, and 
Rs 

it will be seen that equation 2.9 correlates the data 

reasonably well.. 

A similar two-parameter bursting criterion has 

been established independently at the Indian Tnstitute 

of Science from an analysis of experiments conducted 

there. This work has been reported by Phawani5, from 

whose paper figure in is reproduced. The pressure 

gradient parameter being simply a geometrical incidence, 

does not have the general applicability of Caster's 

parameter P, but the work provides valuable confirmation 

of the conclusion that the boundary layer Reynolds 

number at separation alone is. insufficient to charact- 

erise conditions at bursting. 

2.4.5 Physical Explanations of Bursting 

In the preceding sub-section we have discussed 

the main criteria which have been proposed to determine 

whether a bubble will be of the long or short type, and 

under what conditions a short bubble will burst, with- 

out considering the physical mechanism of bursting. 
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Rather a wide variety of explanations of bursting have 

in fact been proposed, some of which are of a somewhat 

speculative nature, and it is of interest in the 

context of the present work to discuss these in the 

light of the data now available. 

The first explanation of bursting was nut forward 

by von Doenhoff5 on the basis of a simple model which 

assumed that the laminar boundary layer separates 

tangentially from the aerofoil surface and continues to 

follow this path until transition occurs at a distance 

from the separation point, determined by the 

formula Rý =5x 104. After transition the turbulent 
1- 

shear layer was assumed to spread at a constant angle 

of 15° to its previous direction. The position of 

re-attachment is then determined geometrically by the 

point at which this spreading 'wedge' of turbulence 

strikes the aerofoil surface. Failure of the re- 

attachment process occurs when the turbulent laver 

becomes tangential to the surface. This simple 

. 
hypothesis predicts qualitatively most of the phenomena 

of bubble growth and bursting, for instance the 

expansion of bubbles with decrease of free-stream 

velocity, and the infinite growth rate prior to bursting, 

but Gaulti1 and McGregor9 found the assumptions to be 
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invalid in general. The laminar shear. layer was found 

to curve outwards from the tangential direction, and 

the deflection angle was found to vary widely from 

6° to 52°. Additionally, R was found by (, cult to vary 

between 4x 104 to 8x 104, although in the light of the 

correlation presented in section 2.4.2 it appears that 

this assumption of von Doenhoff was more accurate than 

Gault's results indicate. 

Maekawa and Atsumi16 then suggested that bubble 

bursting occurs when insufficient energy is supplied to 

the reverse-flow vortex (which they suggested attracts 

the separated shear-layer to the surface) to balance the 

dissipation of energy in the vortex due to the turbulent 

re-circulatory motion. They suggested that this may 

occur when R= 
Lues 

exceeds a critical value, and 
v 

further that for the separated flow to become sufficiently 

unstable for the circulatory motion to be energised, it is 

necessary that Rds., be greater than some critical value. 
s 

This latter statement is similar to the subsequent 

hypothesis put forward by nwen and Klanfer2, who by 

analogy with the behaviour of laminar wakes, postulated 

a critical value of Rdy, above which the laminar shear 

layer is unstable after separation. Tf Rd,,, is greater 

than the critical value, transition occurs within a 
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distance of say 1006*s, and turbulent mixing then 

energises the shear layer causing rapid re-attachment. 

If on the other hand R6, 
ß 

is less than the critical 
s 

value, transition is delayed until much farther (say 

several 1036Rs) downstream, and a long bubble is forme 

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of R6,, 

alone determines whether a bubble will be long or 

short, leading to the Owen-Klanfer criterion discussed 

in the previous section. 

-s 

value, transition is delayed until much farther (say 

several 1036Rs) downstream, and a long bubble is formed. 

Accordingly, it was concluded that the value of R6,, 

alone determines whether a bubble will be long or 

McGregor9 on the other hand supported the view 

of Maekawa and Atsumi15 that bubble bursting occurs 

when the reverse-flow vortex is unable to acquire 

sufficient kinetic-energy to maintain itself against 

dissipation, and postulated that there exists a 

maximum rate at which energy from the free-stream can 

be absorbed per unit length of the separated shear layer. 

Crabtree3 found that the Owen-Klanfer criterion is 

inadequate to predict bursting conditions and suggested, 

as has been discussed in section 2.4.4, that bursting 

occurs when the pressure recovery over the bubble 

(dictated by the imposed pressure distribution) exceeds 

u= 0.35. He further suggested that when this value 

of a is reached, either as a result of increase of 

incidence or decrease of Reynolds number, the bubble 
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disintegrates, the peak suction collapses and, as a 

result of the changed pressure distribution ahead of 

separation, Rd* falls to below 450, when he suggests 
s 

by analogy with flat-plate 'observations that turbulent 

spots are unable to grow and transition is considerably 

delayed. Thus, although according to this hypothesis 

?? d* 
is not the major parameter governing bursting% a 

J 

sharply defined increase in the length of laminar 

separated flow would be expected when bursting occurs. 

Lochtenberg! 7 made observations of the transition 

process in the separated laminar shear layer behind a 

rearward-facing step and he suggested that transition 

occured either as a result of a turbulent burst or an 

amplified wave mechanism according to whether 
, 

Rs, ,, x 

Rh was greater or less than 4.2 x 106 (Rh being the 

Reynolds number based on the step height h). He was 

then led to suggest that short or long bubbles exist 

depending on whether the burst or wave transition mechan- 

ism operates, so that a parameter of the type R,:; x 
s 

Rh might be used as a bursting criterion, where h would 

be some measure of the bubble height. Unfortunately, 

this type of criterion is not of great practical value 

unless the difficult task of predicting bubble height 

can be accomplished. Sato1 conducted experiments in 
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which he observed the transition process in the shear 

layer formed after separation of a laminar boundary 

layer from a deep step (h±. ), and found no evidence 

of turbulent spots; this observation is at variance 

with the criterion of Lochtenberg which implies that for 

deep steps turbulent spots will be formed at all 

practical Reynolds numbers. 

Both Savage19 and Tani8 have sought to explain 

the existence of a maximum attainable value of the 

parameter a by making use of the Chapman-Korst20''ýI 

postulate that the re-attachment compression along the 

dividing streamline is isentropic. In incompressible 

flow this amounts to postulating that the total pressure 

is conserved along the dividing streamline during re- 

compression. 

Since at re-attachment the total pressure on The 

dividing streamline is equal to the static pressure pp 

(the dynamic pressure being zero), Bernoulli's equation 

gives 

d2= PF9 2.10 Pl + feu 
1 

where the suffix 'd' indicates conditions on the 

dividing streamline, and the suffix lindicates conditions 
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at the start of re-compression. The static pressure is 

assumed constant along surface normals. In the case of 

short separation bubbles, the start of re-compression 

may be identified with the transition point, and as the 

static pressure is nearly constant between separation 

and transition, 

Pl = pt = PS, - 2.11 

and uu2. lla 
elý es 

so that 

u2 ud 2ue2u2 pR-ps 
- (_ L) =( 

1) ( 1) 
_(a)"2.12 

2p ue 2 ue 
s 

ue 
1 

ue 
s 

ue 1 
s 

Now for a laminar shear layer with finite initial 

thickness, the ratio udlue increases from zero at 

separation up to Chapman's20 asymptotic value of 0.587 

far downstream of separation, assuming small back-flow. 

Thus the maximum attainable value of a under these 

assumptions is 

°max - 0.5872 = 0.345.2.13 
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By considering the balance of pressure and shear 

forces acting on the dividing streamline, Tani8 has 

alternatively argued that the existence of a maximum 

attainable value of a may be accounted for by the 

existence of a maximum possible shear stress in the 

turbulent entrainment process. 

Gasterle carried out a theoretical investigation 

into the stability of separated laminar shear layers, 

and found no drastic change in stability with profile 

shape or Reynolds number. He'also found experimentally 

that transition in both short and long bubbles occurs 

as a result of the growth of travelling waves, and that 

the mean overall rate of amplification is much the same 

in both cases. These observations cast. doubt upon the 

validity of those explanations of the bursting phenomenon 

based upon the postulation of fundamental differences 

in the transition process in long and short bubbles. 

The two-parameter bursting criterion established 

experimentally by Gaster`' (see section 2.. 4.4) suggested 
Aue 

to him that, under the assumption that h/Rla --- where 

Aue = Ue 
R- 

ue is the change in external velocity over 

the length of the bubble, the bubble height h is an 

important factor determining whether re-attachment is 

possible. He suggested h/0S < 16 as a criterion for 
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the short bubble type of re-attachment. 

faster`' additionally suggested a feed-back 

mechanism by which bursting may be approached, such 

that as the free-stream velocity is decreased the 

upstream perturbation of the pressure distribution, 

caused by the presence of the bubble, increases as the 

bubble expands in such a way as to decrease the boundary 

layer Reynolds number at separation, leading to a further 

increase in bubble size, and sd on until bursting occurs. 

Woodward? made careful measurements of the transition 

position in separation bubbles just before and just 

after bursting, and found that the position of transition 

in the long bubble hardly changed from that in the 

pre-existing short bubble.. This supported the conclusion 

of Gaster's work that bursting does not occur due to a 

drastic change in the stability of the laminar shear 

layer. 

The discontinuous nature of the bursting phenomenon, 

together with this conclusion, suggested to Woodward7 

that bursting occurs as a result of a sudden inability 

of the shear layer to re-attach to the surface even 

though it is turbulent. The reasons for this inability 

to re-attach must be sought other than in the nature of 

the transition process. Woodward? also observed that 
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the Reynolds number at separation does not appear to be 

the major parameter controlling bursting, and suggested 

that the relative geometry of the bubble and the surface 

may be important. 

The hypotheses so far discussed have considered 

that the breakdown from short to long bubble occurs as 

a result of 'bursting' of the bubble itself. A different 

line of approach has bee pursued by Wallis6, who has 

suggested that re-separation of the re-attached turbulent 

boundary layer behind the bubble provides the mechanism 

of flow breakdown. It is almost invariably the case 

that. the pressure gradient is adverse after re-attachment, 

and re-separation may occur if this gradient is of 

sufficient intensity. Wallis postulated that the flow 

pattern consisting of a short bubble followed by a short 

length of attached turbulent boundary layer and subs- 

equent complete separation may not be stable, and may 

break down into a single large separated region. 

Whilst evidence exists indicating that re-separation 

is the cause of bubble breakdown in some cases (for 

example the experiments of Wallis6 and Moore22 ), in 

the majority of experimental observations of bubble 

breakdown no evidence for turbulent re-separation has 

been found (e. g. McGregor9). 
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Evans and Mort23 have suggested that abrupt leading- 

edge stalls occur as a result of either pure bubble 

bursting or turbulent re-separation according to 

whether Rd* is less or greater than about 1300. 

2.4.6 Discussion 

In view of the observations of Gaster and Woodward 

that there is no discontinuity in the nature or position 

of transition during the bursting process, those 

explanations of the bursting phenomenon (i. e., those of 

Owen and Klanfer2, Lochtenberg17 and in part that of 

Crabtree3) lose their appeal. 

The remaining theories may then be broadly divided 

into two categories; firstly, those postulating an 

actual failure of re-attachment (von Doenhoff's5 

hypothesis, Crabtree's3 maximum pressure recovery 

hypothesis, Gaster's4 maximum bubble height hypothesis, 

Woodward's7 hypothesis); and secondly, those postulating 

break-down of the reverse-flow vortex; additionally, 

Caster's feed-back mechanism may be an additional, 

though probably not sole, cause of bursting. 

As we saw in section 2.4.5, the assumptions of 

von Doenhoff's hypothesis are far from valid, and in 

particular the condition for bursting that the turbulent 
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shear layer becomes tangential to the surface is not 

found to occur in practice. 

In section 2.4.4 it was shown that Crabtree's 

maximum pressure recovery hypothesis is in accordance 

with Easter's two-parameter bursting criterion. This 

provides a somewhat more plausible explanation for the 

existence of Gaster'S correlation than Caster's own 

interpretation in terms of a maximum possible non- 

dimensional bubble height, h/es, which was based on the 
due 

somewhat questionable assumption that h/kl au 
e 

Furthermore, one might expect that if bursting 

depended upon a simple geometrical property such as the 

bubble height, then the bursting conditions would be 

very dependent upon the surface curvature, whereas such 

an effect is not apparent in, for instance, Gaster's 

correlation of P$ with Re, in which no account has 
s 

been made of curvature. 

The prediction of the maximum attainable value of 

Crabtree's parameter, Qmax 0.345, by the total pressure 

analyse3 of Savage19 and Tanis given in section 2.4.5 

is in striking agreement with Crabtree's experz. rnental1. y 

determined value of Amax = 0.35. However, the 

experimental results of McGregor9 shown in figure 11 

show this to be quite fortuitous. In this figure the 
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total energy on the dividing streamline 

Hd = pd + 2Pud2ý 2.14 

is plotted against distance aft of the separation point Hd -9d 
in the non-dimensional form Now from equation 

2Pu 2 

2.14, es 

Hd = ps, 2.15 
s 

so that 

2 Hd - HdS P- PS 

+ (ua ) 
Zpue 2 

pue 
2u 

es 
ss 

Cp -PSs Ud 2 
= 1-C + (u ). 2.16 

PS e3 

At re-attachment, ud =0 and p= PR, so that 

Hd - Hd c-C 
Rs PR Ps 

--------- _-o, 2.17 2 2pue 1-C 
s PS 

and therefore if total pressure were conserved on the 

dividing streamline during the re-attachment process, 
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Hd - Hd 

2pu 
S would be constant and equal to a throughout 2 

es the process. This idealised state of affairs 

is illustrated in figure 12. However, the experimental 

results shown in figure 11 show that the real variation 

of total energy is very different. At the transition 

point (start of the re-attachment pressure rise) the 
H-H 

total energy ° ds has the value 0.05, but increases 
2 

almost 2pues linearly up to 0.31 at re- 

attachment. This increase of total energy on the 

dividing streamline can only occur as a result of 

energisation by the turbulent mixing process at the 

expense of adjacent streamlines. Evidently, turbulent 

mixing plays a decisive role in enabling the energy on 

the dividing streamline to attain the magnitude 

necessary for re-attachment, -and any analysis needs 

for its success to take this into account. 

The suggestion that bursting occurs as a result 

of a breakdown of the reverse-flow vortex due to an 

insufficient supply of kinetic energy to it has been 

criticised by Crabtree3 on the grounds that it lays too 

much emphasis on one constitue-nt part of the flow. 

This would seem to be a valid criticism, for although 

it is true that the vortex must be maintained in 

equilibrium, it is on the other hand true that the 
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vortex is not of great strength (the maximum velocity 

in it being only about 0.2ue), and the dissipation in it 

may be expected to be only a small fraction of the 

dissipation in the shear layer as a whole. It seems 

probable that the reverse-flow vortex is only a secondary 

feature of the flow, and is unlikely to dominate it; 

therefore it seems more meaningful to consider the reverse- 

flow vortex as part of the viscous layer as a whole, 

rather than in isolation. This is in accordance 

with the practice adopted in modern treatments of 

supersonic shock-wave boundary layer interactions, in 

which the entire viscous region including both forward 

and reverse-flow portions are considered to be part of 

a 'boundary layer'. 

From the above considerations it appears that the. 

most fruitful line of approach towards a theoretical 

prediction of bursting conditions is to examine in 

detail the conditions under which the turbulent shear 

layer re-attaches to the surface, in the hope that this 

may clarify the present somewhat confused picture of 

the bursting process. 
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, 3. An approximate Criterion for Turbulent Re-attachment 

3 .1. Introduction 

The conclusions reached in chapter 2 indicate that 

a simple criterion for the determination of the 

conditions leading to re-attachment of a turbulent 

shear layer would be of value in a study of the bursting 

problem. Indeed such a criterion, providing as it would 

a simple closure condition-for separated flows, should 

be of value in the analysis of many other types of 

separated flow. 

The re-attachment criterion of Chapman and Korst20'21, 

which was mentioned in section 2.4.5, has been quite 

v4idely used in the analysis of well-separated flows (by 

'well-separated' we mean flows in which the separated 

region is large compared with the thickness of the 

mixing layer, so that the flow may be logically divided 

into an inner region of essentially stagnant fluid 

separated from the outer inviscid flow by a mixing 

layer). However, separation bubbles cannot be termed 

well-separated, and as was shown in section 2.4.6 the 

Chapman-Korst postulate that total energy be constant 

on the dividing streamline during the re-attachment 

process is completely invalid, for this particular type 
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of situation at least. We therefore seek a different 

approach to the re-attachment problem. 

A point of re-attachment has in common with a 

point of separation that the skin friction vanishes at 

the point, and that the velocity profiles are of the 

attached-flow type on one side of the point, and of the 

reverse flow type on the other. It seems likely 

therefore that re-attachment may be governed by criteria 

similar, in form at least, to those governing separation. 

Two basic types of simple criteria exist for the 

determination of laminar separation, those due to 

Thwaites 13 
. and Stratford 24 

. Of these, the former is 

the more suitable for generalisation to re-attachment 

since it depends only upon local conditions, whereas 

Stratford's criterion is derived from what amounts 

essentially to an approximate integration of the upstream 

boundary layer. Since conditions upstream of a point 

of separation are entirely different from those upstream 

of a point of re-attachment, Stratford's analysis cannot 

be applied to the re-attachment case. 

The turbulent flow counterpart of Thwaites' 

criterion is that of Buri25; these two criteria are: - 

du 
Thwaites' xs = {Re( 

u dxe)}s 
0.082,3.1 

criterion e 
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and 
Ruri' c 

rs {R8`'(ue dxe)1s - 0.04t 
criterion 

3.1 

Both parameters consist of a non-dimenßional 
du 

external velocity gradient, 
ü 

dxe, multiplied by some 
e 

power of Re, the different exponents of Re arising 

essentially as a result of the different skin-friction 

laws applying to laminar and turbulent flows. Thwaites 

derived the numerical value of his criterion from an 

analysis of the available exact solutions of the laminar 

boundary layer equations. Since exact solutions are 

not, of course, available for turbulent flows, the 

numerical value of Buri's criterion has been determined 

from experiment . 

These criteria are only approximate. Tanita 

showed that the Thwaites criterion is a first approx- 

imation arising as a result of the neglect of the 

(usually small) derivative of a shape parameter. 

It is of interest to discuss the essentials of Tani's 

analysis since it lends itself to extension to the 

turbulent case. 

t The value rs =-0.04 is that recently suggested by 
Allan=C, and independently by Smith27. 



3.2 Derivation of a Laminar separation Criterion 

using the Momentum and Kinetic-energy Integral Equations. 

We shall not here follow the analysis of Tani 

exactly, since only the special case of separation is 

under consideration, whereas Tani was concerned with 

the entire boundary layer development. 

The momentum integral and kinetic-energyt integral 

equations for laminar flow may be written (see for 

example Schlichting29): - 

du do . 
dx + (H+2) üe cixe 

Cf 3.2 

°° 2 
and 

13 
d 

(ue3£)= 2v. (äZ) dz, 3.3 3f 
ue ue 0 

where ue is the external velocity, H =6*/e is the 

conventional shape parameter, 6 and d* are the momentum 

anddisDiacement thicknesses defined as usual, 
t 

The kinetic-energy integral equation is somet. me, 
called the moment-of-momentum equation, to distinguish 
this equation more clearly from the energy integral 
equation obtained by integrating the energy equation. 

Since we are here concerned only with incomrress- 
ible adiabatic flow, so that no confusion with the 
energy equation is nossible, we shall abbreviate the 
term 'kinetic-energy integral equation' to 'energy 
integral equation'. 

66 
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Cf is the skin friction coefficient, and e is the 

energy thickness defined by: - 

e= 
Iaüe 

(1 - üe2). 
dz" 3.14 

Defining an energy shape parameter He by 

119 - e/ 6,3 .5 

equation 3.3 may be written 

de e+ 
dNe 

+3e 
du 

e_ 2v (au)2 dz. 3.6 dx HE dx ue dx 
ue3 j0 az 

Elimination of deldx between equations 3.2 and 3.6 

then gives 

du dH 
(H-1). u 

dxe -ü dxx ` `Cf 
23 (11) 2 dz. 3.7 

ee Heue ý 

At a point of separation the skin friction is by 

definition zero, so the term jC¬ may be omitted when 

considering such a point. 

Tani28 found that the second term on the left 

side of equation 3.7 is usually small, and can be 

neglected to a first approximation; then at a point 
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of separation we get approximately that 

du m2 
e 2v f 

(du) dz. 3.8 
ue dx H (H-l )uc 

o 
3j dz 

Following Tani, we introduce a dissipation coefficient 

( 
Q+ 4v ( (du) 

2 dz, 
3 .9 

u2 
Io dz 

e 

so that equation 3.8 becomes 

Rg 
due Q 3.10 

8 ue dx - 2H 2 (H-1) 

Now it is well-known that the velocity profile at 

separation is very nearly i tdependent of upstream 

conditions, and hence is almost universal. Thus the 

right side of equation 3.10, which depends only upon 

the velocity profile, is almost a universal constant. 

Tani gives the values of the functions Q,. H and H 

for a quartic velocity profile family quite represent- 

ative of actual profiles. Using his values we obtain 

du 
Xs [R8. 

dxI '-0.082,3.11 
es 

which is Thwaites 3 criterion for laminar separation 
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(see equation 3.1). 

To summarise, the criterion for lami mr 

separation derived by Thwaites from exact boundary layer 

solutions may be alternatively derived by eliminating 

the derivatives of momentum thickress between the 

momentum and energy-integral equations, and neglecting 

the derivatives of H 
e 

3.3 Derivation of a Turbulent Re-attachment Criterion 

using the Momentum and Kinetic-energy Integral Equations. 

An analysis of the type presented in section 3.2 

may be applied to the case of turbulent re-attaching 

flows. The momentum and energy i rtera]. equations 

for turbulent' flow may be written (see for example 

Rotta30 ): _ 

du S 

dx + (H+2). 
ue dx = Cf 12 äj (u'2-w'2). dz, 3.12 

eu 
eo 

and 
du 

(1E Ee2J 1u fT 
+3= T+ . dz +Iu. (u'? -wt . dz 3 i. 3 dx ue dx 

PU 
az u3 ax 

ea 

where t =P (-u1wT+väU) 3.1ýº 

The last terms on the right sides of each 
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of equatior8 3 . 12 and 3 . 1.3 involve streamwise derivatives 

of the Reynolds normal stress terms u and w' 
2. Their 

magnitude depends upon the degree of anisotropy of the 

turbulence, and is usually small enough to justify their 

omission. However, near separation these terms ma'! 

attain large enough values to cause marked inaccuracies 

in the momentum equation if they are omitted. Further- 

more, normal pressure gradients of measurable proportions 

may occur near separation. The same remarks may be expected 

to apply to conditions. near to re-attachment. The 

estimation of the magnitude of these effects is difficult, 

and we shall therefore omit them jr the following work, 

although some inaccuracy may as a result be anticipated. 

Neglecting therefore these terms, and prdceedi rg 

in a similar manner to that adopted in section 3.2, we 

obtain on elimination of do/dx between equations 3.12 

and 3.13: - 

du dH ar 
(H-1) 

ue dx ü dx Cf - 
?3 ! 

T+ dz. 3.15 

pu t' 

We now introduce a dissipation coefficient for 

turbulent flow of the form 

it 

T -az . dz, 3.16 
pale 

o 
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so that equation 3.15 may be written 

du dH 
_ 

Cd 
(H-1) ü dx H dx -2f3.17 

eEE 

This is Truckenbrodt's31 shape parameter equation. 

At a point of separation or re-attachment we 

have, as before, Cf =0 so that 0 

(H-1) u 
du 

dx Hc 
dH 

ox .-C Hd 
3 . 18 eeE 

" In the derivation of the criterion for laminar 

separation, the term containing the x-derivative of 

HE was omitted. Let us now consider whether the 

omission'of this term would be justified in the case of 

turbulent re-attachment. 

(Some experimental results for the three-dimensional 

bubbles studied in part II of this thesis will be used in the 
course of the following argur? ent. This may be j ustiýie<' 
because of the greater accuracy and completeness of the 3-fl 
over the 2-D data, for reasons discussed in Part I). 

dH dH 
The term H dxý may be written 

N 
. dx. dHe In 

Uc 
figure 13 are shown the curves of HF against H for 

the turbulent boundary-layer profile family of Thompson. 3' 

It will. he seen that for the high values of H associated 

with re-attachment (i .e., H=3.5, as will be found 
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dH 
in the next section), the value of dHE: 

is very close 

to zero. So, unless 
äX is very large indeed, the term 

e 
dHE 

H dx will be small. 

As justification for the use of Thompson's profile 

family, which is not necessarily applicable to a boundary 

layer re-developing after re-attachment, some experimental 

points for the boundary layer, during and after re- 

attachment, measured by the author behind- three- 

dimensional bubbles(see part-II) are included. The 

agreement is good. 

The variation of HE with streamwise distance for 

this experimental case, together with that for an 

additional case, is shown in figure 14. Clearly, H 

, 
passes through a minimum value at, or very close to, 

the point of re-attachment. 

It is possible to demonstrate that such behaviour 

is to be expected in the following manner. We approx- 

imate the velocity profiles by a linear profile 

extrapolating to a finite velocity uw at the wall. A poi' 'e 

value of uw defines attached flow, whilst uW is negative for 
reversed flo.. a, and zero at r e-at. ta _chment . 

(cec figure T"'. ) 
Putting r- z/d, and ü -- u/ue, the velocity 

profile is then 

ti ti 11, u= uW + C(1-üw). 
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Then 1 ü(1-ü)dc 
6. 

(2üw+l)(1-üW 

Z 
and ä= ü(1-ü2)dc 

= 4üW+1)2(1-üw 

0 

so that H=e=3. ýuw+1 )2 

E82 (2uw+1) 

The variation of H with üw is shown in figure 16a, 

and it will be seen that HE passes through a minimum value 

of 1.5 when ul = 0, i. e., for the 're-attachment profile'. 

Of course, this linear velocity profile is an over- 

simplification, but the behaviour should be qualitatively 

correct since the value of HC is much more sensitive to 

variations in the 'fullness' of the profile (i. e., 

variations of i) than to variations in curvature. 

On the basis of the experimental results and this 

simple model, there is therefore good justification 

for believing that He passes through a minimum value 

at re-attachment, so that the term containing dH 
E_ 

/dx 

may be omitted from equation 3.18; we then obtain that 

9 
due Cd 

due' 
dxýe 

ýFlE 
H-1 R, 3.19 

where the suffix R denotes conditions at re-attachment. 
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Equation 3.19 is a simple relation between a 

pressure gradient parameter and a term involving the 

dissipation coefficient and the two shape Parameters, 

applicable at a point of re-attachment. Evidently 

this equation has the potential of providing a criterion 

for turbulent re-attachment analagous to the separation 

criteria. If the velocity profile at re-attachment 

is universal, which will be shown in section 3.4 to be 

apparently the case, then the further assumption of a 

shear stress distribution depending on the velocity " 
du 

profile leads to the result that (ü e)R shall be 
e 

a function of the boundary layer turbulent Reynolds 

number only. 

3.4 Mean Velöcity Profiles at Re-attachment 

All the fluid in a re-attaching turbulent layer 

originates from a free shear layer upstream of the 

re-attachment point, separated from the surface by a 

slowly recirculating mass of fluid. It therefore seems 

plausible that the concept of a constant eddy viscosity 

through the layer, such as is frequently used in the 

analysis of free shear layers, may he of value in the 

treatment of the re-attachment profile. If in fact 

the eddy viscosity were constant through the layer, 
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then we might expect a similarity between the turbulent 

re-attachment profile and the laminar separation profile. 

Alternatively, we would also expect similarity between 

the re-attachment profile and a turbulent half-wake, as 

proposed by Coles33. One particular feature which we 

should expect to be exhibited by the re-attachment 

profile would be that the slope of the profile at 

the surface, (äz )w, should be zero. This feature is 

not however shown in the re-attachment profiles behind 

a separation bubble measured by McGregor' which, wit', 

a shape parameter H 2.75, were very different from 

the Coles profile, which has a value of fr 

On the other hand, re-attachment-profiles 

measured by Mueller3k, Tani35 and Seddon'c are much 

more nearly of the form suggested by Coles33, though 

having somewhat lower values of H. 

Two possible causes for the low value of H at 

re-attachment found by McGregor suggest themselves. 

The first is that the hot-wire anemometer used in 

these measurements is inaccurate in regions where a 

very large level of turbulence occurs toget`'er with 

a low mean velocity, as is the case in the inner 

region of a re-attaching turbulent shear layer. The 

second possibility is that the re-attachment profiles 
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presented by McGregor were obtained by interpolation 

between profiles measured at positions upstream and 

downstream of the re-attachment point itself. Because 

of the very rapid increase in mean velocity in the inner 

part of a boundary layer after re-attachment, such a 

procedure would lead to erroneously large velocities in 

the inner part of the interpolated profile. 

With the object of obtaining further information 

about the form of turbulent re-attachment . profiles, a 

series of such profiles were measured behind a swept 

separation bubble using a hot-wire anemometer. Because 

of the spanwise velocity component arising from the 

three-dimensionality of the flow, the anemometer was 

biased in such a way as to obviate the deficiencies of 

the instrument which were mentioned above. (This point 

will be discussed in greater detail in part II). In 

addition, great care was taken to ensure that velocity 

profiles were measured as close as possible to the point 

of re-attachment, so that no interpolation was necessary. 

The results of these measurements are presented in 

figure 17, together with two re-attachment pz'ofiles 

measured by Mueller3" and Tan i35. Apart from some 

scatter in the inner region, probably due to slight 

errors in locating the precise position of re-attachment, 

the various measurements collapse well on to 
, 
the mean 
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line drawn. on the figure. The shape parameters for this 

mean profile are: - 

H=3.50; HE = 1.51; H1 = 4.00; e=7.56.3.20 

This mean profile is shown together with Coles' 33 

wake function in figure 18. Also included for 

comparison is McGregor's re-attachment profile. The 

mean profile is of the same general form as the Coles 

profile, but has a somewhat more full shape. Seddon36 

found a similar type of departure from the Coles 

profile, and suggested a 'distortion function' t(O, 

where c= z/$, such that for a profile with no wall 

component, that is a separation or re-attachment profile, 

ü= IWF) + Q(x). t(ý), 3.21 

where W(; ) is the Coles wake function, and Q(x)is a 

scalar multiplier. Figure 19'shows the distortion 

function derived by Seddon from his experiments together 

with the distortion profile obtained by subtracting the 

present mean re-attachment profile from the Coles' 

profile and non-dimensionalising by the maximum difference. 

There is reasonable agreement between the two curves 

- (particularly in view of the rather small magnitude of 

the actual distortion in the present case), except in 
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the outer 20% of the profiles where the mean re-attachment 

profile approaches the external velocity at a slightly 

lower rate than that predicted by Coles. This is prob- 

ably due to the somewhat greater intermittency spread 

in ä re-attaching layer than in a boundary layer, as 

shown by the experiments of Fiedler and Head37. 

Evidently, the re-attaching boundary layer has 

a wake-like character; furthermore, if instead of 

comparing the re-attachment profile with Coles' wake 

function, we compare it with a true half-wake profile, 

the wake-like character becomes even more striking. 

Such a comparison is shown in figure 20. The half- 

wake profile chosen for the comparison is that given 

by Bradbury38 for self-preserving wakes and jets, which 
u is applicable for a wide range of the ratio üo , where 

e 
u0 is the excess velocity at the centre-line above ue, 

the external velocity. The profile is given by 

Bradbury in the form 

u-ue 
flý0.5)' 3.22 

u0 

where r0.5 - z/60.5, and d0,, is the point at which 

u= ue+O. 5uo. Since for the re-attachment profile 

uo -Us, 60.5 in the present case is the point at which 
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u=0.5ue, so we have that 

u-u e 1- ü 
u oe 

When plotted in this co-ordinate system, the mean 

re-attachment profile is indistinguishable from Bradbury's 

profile except for a very small deviation in the inner 

region and a slightly greater deviation in the outer 

region. 

The mean re-attachment profile obtained from, the 

present results and from those of Mueller34 and Tani35 

is different in form to the profile obtained by McGregor, 

but is in good accord with the expectation that the 

profile shall have the character of a free turbulent 

wake flow, with (3u) 
w=0. 

It therefore seems that 

the profile obtained by McGregor is in error for the 

above-mentioned, or other, reasons since it seems 

unlikely that there should be such a great difference 

in character of the actual profiles at re-attachment. 

Some careful measurements of re-attachment profiles 

behind two-dimensional separation bubbles are needed to 

verify that this conclusion is valid. 

Until such experiments have been carried out, 

we shall assume that the present mean re-attachment 

profile is a universal re-attachment profile for 
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turbulent flow, justifying this assumption on the 

grounds that the profile has been derived from different 

experiments with widely different histories upstream 

of the re-attachment point. 

3.5 Shear Stress 
. 
And Dissipation in a Re-attaching 

Turbulent Laver. 

The mean re-attachment profile thus has the 

expected character of a free turbulent wake,. and in 

order to estimate the shear stress and dissipation it 

seems plausible to adopt a constant eddy viscosity 

through the layer-as is the usual practice in dealing 

with free turbulent flows. Furthermore, Clauser39 

has shown that, excluding the inner wall region, the 

outer 80 or 90% of equilibrium turbulent boundary' 

layers may be considered to have an eddy viscosity in- 

dependent of the z ordinate. Now at re-attachment 

the inner w411 region is absent, so on this basis the 

adoption of a constant eddy viscosity through the 

re-attaching layer may be expected to be a good 

approximation. Clauser suggested on the. basis of a 

dimensional argument that the eddy viscosity ,, may be 

given by the formula 

IAT ki. pue6* 3.23 
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where kl is a constant, and pT is defined by the 

Boussinesq 40 formula, 

T=- 
u' w=UT 

au 3.2 l 

Rewriting equation 3.23 in the form 
ßuea 

-1, 
PT k1 

the constant k1 may be seen to be the reciprocal of 
Puh 

the turbulent Reynolds number RT defined by RT 
u T 

Cla user39 found that kl is a constant for a wide 

range of equilibrium boundary layers, 'the value of kl 

being 0.018. Mellor and Gibson41 subsequently suggested 

that kl w 0.016, whilst Rotta30 found values of 

kl = . 020 and . 022. 

The use of a formula, of the type given in 

equation 3.23 implies that the turbulent shearing stress 

is dependent only upon local conditions. This is 

plausible in the case of equilibrium boundary layers, 

but is not so easily justified in the case of non- 

equilibrium since the upstream history may then be of 

importance. 

The boundary layer at re-attachment is not of 

course in equilibrium, but the shear stress measurements 

at re-attachment of Mueller34 and Tani35 indicate that 

the value k1= 0.020 yields accurate predictions of the 
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maximum shear stress in these cases. The reason for 

this probably lies in the fact that upstream of re- 

attachment the flow is similar to a turbulent half-jet 

and therefore the structure of turbulence at reattach- 

ment may be expected to be of this type, providing that 

re-attachment occurs far enough downstream of transition 

for the shear layer to have developed to the half-jet 

structure. 

Adopting this value for kl, equivalent to RT= 50, 

we can now calculate the dissipation coefficient Cd for 

the meap re-attachment profile. 

The dissipation coefficient is defined in equation 

3.16 as 

ca =., 
2- 

dz 
f 

az 
pue 

where (equation 3.14) p(--urw- + v3u). 

The viscous shear stress, pvau is very small 

compared with the Reynolds shear stress, -p u'w r, and 

will be neglected as is usual. 

Substituting the expression for T given in 

equation 3.24, with u independent of z, in equation 

3.16 then gives 

2 
Cd --- 

I (az)2. dz. 3.25 
pue 

o 
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= we get Putting uü and 
z 

e 

c-2( aü)2. d ý*. 3.26 
d RT 

1 
70 

Thus the dissipation coefficient Cd is a constant, 

independent of the (viscous) Reynolds number, for a 

given profile under the assumption that RT is a constant 

as postulated above. 

Referring to equation 3.19 we therefore obtain 
du 

that the parameter (ü de)R 
is a constant if the 

e 
re-attachment profile is universal. 

Numerical evaluation of the integral in equation 

3.26 for the mean re-attachment profile found in 

section 3.4 gives 

J( au, )2. dc* = 0.554,3.27 

0 

so that with RT = 50 we obtain 

Cd - 0.0222.3.28 

Substitution of this value of Cd into equation 3.19, 

together with the values of H and He at re-attachment 

given in equation 3.20 leads to 
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C 
AR SHE H-1 

]R ' 0.00592, 

3.29 

A- due 
where A 

ued 

Some measurements of the dissipation coefficient in a 

boundary layer at and behind re-attachment have been 

made by Mueller34, and are shown in figure 21. Also 

included are some values derived from the three-dimensional 

experiments described in part II. On the basis of 

his experiments Mueller suggested that the variation 

of Cd with H may be expressed by the empirical formula 

1 1/6 
Cd = 0.0271 [ (1+9,. 4(-H-1.2) }1-11. R8_ 9 3.30 

where the minor dependence upon R6 obtained by Rotta42 

was retained without further verification. The present 

results tend to confirm this expression for values of 

H below about 2.3, but both the present results and those 

of Mueller show departures from the expression for. higher 

values of H, and it appears that for values of H above 

about 2.5 the value of Cd for conditions approaching 

separation tends towards the approximate value of 

Cd = 0.022; this is in agreement with equation 3.28. 
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3.6 Experimental Determination of the re-attachment 

parameter 

In order to test the validity of the result that 

AR = constant, this quantity has been evaluated using 

the data from 22 separate experiments. The values 

of 6, ue and dxe were obtained from experimental boundary 

layer traverses and surface pressure distributions in 

all, cases. Nine of the results are for re-attachment 

behind short two-dimensional, separation bubbles 

(McGregor9, Gaster", Woodward'); three are for long 

bubble re-attachments (Gault`+3); two are for re-attachments 

behind backward-facing steps (Tani35); three for 

re-attachment behind two-dimensional roughness elements 

(Mueller34); and five are for re-attachments behind 

three-dimensional short bubblest(see Part II). Details 

are given in Table I. 

The values of due/dx at re-attachment are in 

many cases subject to large errors because of the wide 

spacing of experimental points. Only in the cases 

numbered 1 to 4 in Table I are the values (due/dx)R of 

good accuracy. 

The values of AR are shown in figure 22, plotted 

t It will be shown in Part II that the re-attachment 
criterion is applicable to three-dimensional re- 
attachment if a streamline co-ordinate system is used. 
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against the boundary layer Reynolds number at re-attachment, 

R0 . As would be expected from the above remarks, there 
R 

is considerable scatter of the results, the majority lying 

within the range 0.0067<--AR < . 0089. The rather 

higher values of -AR obtained for two of the three 

long bubble re-attachments are probably due to the very 

high turbulence levels in these cases, which imply a 

higher level of shear stress and hence of dissipation. 

The mean value of all the observations of AF is 

AR 0.0082 3.31 

with a standard deviation w=0.0016. 

The quedtion now arises as to whether the scatter 

is due to the errors in the determination of individual 

values of AR, or to a real variation of AR with Re 
F. 

Assuming that there is in reality no significant 

Reynolds number dependence, as the analysis of section 

3.5 suggests, we may expect the values of AP to show 

a normal frequency distribution about the mean value 

if the errors in determination are truly random, and 

if the scatter is due entirely to experimental error. 

The histogram of the experimental observations is 

shown in figure 23, the class interval being chosen as 
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c. =0.001. The small number of observations (from a 
1 

statistical viewpoint) precludes the use of a smaller 

interval. The normal distribution curve 

A -n 2 fN 
exp[_I( 

Rw R) ] 3.32 

w 

is also plotted on the figure, f being the frequency 

of observations for a given class and N the total number 

of observations. 

The normal curve fits the histogram of experimental 

observations well enough to lend support to the view 

that the scatter of experimental data is due to random 

errors in determination of the data. There is however 

some bias of the histogram toward the lower end of the 

-AR scale, which may indicate that the true value of-AR 

is slightly lower than the arithmetic mean of the present 

results. If this were so, it would explain at least 

part of the discrepancy between the predicted value of 

AR(equation 3.29) and that found experimentally (equation 

3.31). It seems probable that the true value of AR 

lies between the predicted, and experimental values, but 

there is not at present enough conclusive evidence for 

any definite statement. Alternatively, the neglect of 

the Reynolds normal stress terms from equations 3.12 and 



3.13 may account for the low predicted value of A. It 

is well-known that these terns can be quite large in 

boundary layers near separation, and the same will be 

true of re-attaching layers since the turbulence level 

in such cases is at least as great as that in separating 

layers, Additionally, the effect of the neglect of 

the pressure variation normal to the surface may lead 

to further inaccuracy. Both these effects are however 

difficult to predict quantitatively. 

3.7 Alternative Derivation of the rrterion for Tuarb? zlent 

Re-attachment using the Momentum Integral and Entrainment 

Equat Ions. 

An alternative method of derivi. r. g the re-attach,, rye? _' 

crite ion is to make use of Head' s''4 entrainment entrat on, 

instead of the energy integral equation, in con i, i: ti on 

with the momentum integral enuation. The analysis 

follows similar lines to that of section 3.3. 

Head's entrainment equation is 

ul dd 
i11ý, (a-o . )'1 = F(H1), 3.33 

e 

where Head's shape parameter ?1=a 
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This equation states that the non-dimensional rate 

of change. of mass flow in the boundary layer is a 

function of the shape parameter H1. 

Equation 3.33 may be re-written in the form 

de 
+e 

due 
e 

dHl F(H1) 

dx ue dx Hl dx H1 3 . 34 

By eliminating 
dX between equation 3.34 and the momentum 

integral equation, equation 3.12, we obtain 

du 
e8 

dH 1_, F(H 1) 
-- (H+1) e 

Ue dx Hl dx 2Cf Hl 
3.35 

where the Reynolds normal stress term has been omitted 

as before. 

For the large values of H associated with re-attachment., 

Thompson's3`- curves of H1 against H, reproduced in Fig-214, 
dH 

show that 0.0. The linear velocity profile model 

used in section 3.3, which gave a qualitatively correct 

variation of He near re-attachment, indicates that f'1 nasses 

through a minimum at re-attachment, as shown in figure 16b. 

This is supported by the swept bubble measurements shown 

in figure 25. 

Omitting therefore the term containing 
dF l 
dX , and 

putting Cf=O, in equation 3.35, we get that at 

re-attachment 
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e due F(H1) 
AR e dxR 

ýH1 H+l 1R 3.36 

This equation is similar in form to equation 3.19, 

and if F is a function of Hl only as suggested by Feed, 

then the existence of a universal re-attachment profile 

implies that AR=constant as before. 

The value of the entrainment coefficient F can only 

be determined by recourse to some kind of experimental 

evidence. Green45 obtained the value F=0.098 at 

re-attachment by using turbulent half-jet mixing data; 

analysis of McGregor's9 separation bubble experiments 

however shows that F should be rather higher, F being 

between 0.11 and 0.13 in the majority of cases (see 

figure 26). The exception is the case for which 

u., = 45.7 ft/sec., at which speed the bubble is on the 

point of bursting. The almost infinite rate of increase of 

bubble length with reduction in speed as bursting is 

approached may well lead to uncertainty in measured 

values under such conditions, and in particular the 

point of re-attachment shown by McGregor for this case, 

lying as it does well behind the steep pressure rise, 

appears to be too far back; this would account for the 

apparently low values of F in this case. If we there- 

fore adopt the value FRý-0.12, together with the values 
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of H and H1 for the mean re-attachment profile given 

in equation 3.20, we obtain from equation 3.36 that 

AR =-0.00665 3.37 

This is somewhat closer to the mean experimental value 

of Ag=-0.0082 than is equation 3.29, but is still 

considerably lower. The final remarks of section 3.6 

again apply. 

3.8 Concluding Discussion 

In this Chapter we have derived the result that 

8 
due 

( 
dx 

) AR = constant. 
ue 

using both entrainment and energy dissipation consider- 

ations. This result contrasts with the separation 

criterion due to Buri2S(see equation 3.1) viz. 

1 du 
rs - Re 4(u 

axe 
ses 

The minor Reynolds number dependence of Buri's 

criterion may be considered to arise from the Reynolds 

number dependence of the shear stress in the inner 
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(wall) region of a turbulent boundary layer approaching 

separation. In the case of re-attaching flows 

however, this inner region will not be present since 

the effect of the wall will not be imposed on the 

boundary layer until after it has re-attached, and 

accordingly the Reynolds number effect is not to be 

expected. 

In the ensuing work in this thesis we shall adopt 

the mean experimental value of AR, viz. 

ýR - 0.0082 3.38 

in preference to the predicted values, since the values 

of the numerical constants (Cd, F) used in these 

predictions are open to some doubt, and considerable 

approximations were made. 

The criterion represented by equation 3.38 is of a 

form readily lending itself for use in practical 

problems since it enables a simple estimation of the 

momentum thickness at re-attachment to be made if the 

external velocity distribution is known, or vice versa. 

Provided that the relationship between momentum 

thickness at re-attachment and separation Reynolds 

number is known, the criterion therefore provides a 
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necessary link between separation Reynolds number 

and the external velocity distribution. 

The required relationship between 6R and the 

separation Reynolds number can only be obtained by 

calculation of the shear layer development in the 

separated region; this problem is discussed in Chapter 4. 

In conclusion it is worth remarking that if a full 

boundary layer calculation were made from upstream of 

the bubble to far downstream using the usual combination 

of momentum integral'equation together with either 

Head' S44 entrainment equation or the energy integral 

equation, then the re-attachment criterion suggested 

here would become redundant since no additional info- 

rmation to that provided by these equations has been 

used in the derivation of the criterion, other than 

the profile data. Nevertheless, the re-attachment 

criterion would provide a useful 'pivotal point' for 

the calculation. 
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4 Calculation of Boundary Layer Development in the 

Separated-Region 

4.1. Introduction 

Although considerable progress has been made during 

recent years in the calculation of separated supersonic 

flows, little attention has been Paid to subsonic 

separations, and in particular no real attempt at an 

analysis of the short separation bubble has been made. 

However, most of the basic ideas used in the supersonic 

case are applicable to subsonic flows. 

Two main approaches have been adopted in the treat- 

ment of supersonic separated flows; these may be termed 

respectively 'dividing streamline methods' and 'integral 

methods'. In the dividing streamline methods, such 

as those of Chapman20 and Korst21, attention is focused 

on the energy level of the dividing streamline, which 

is generally calculated with the aid of error-function 

profiles, some attempt often being made to take into 

account the effect of an initial boundary layer thick- 

ness at separation. This type of approach is however 

only applicable to well-separated flows in which the 

length and depth of the separated region are large 

compared with the mixing-layer depth. 
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The integral methods on the other hand seek to 

describe the viscous region in terms of simple integral 

quantities instead of concentrating upon one particular 

streamline. The most well known of such methods is 

the Crocco-Lees46 mixing theory, which is basically an 

entrainment method. This theory has been found capable 

of providing much useful information of a qualitative 

nature, but generally only provides good quantitative 

results when the mixing rate is determined from experiment. 

The theory is applicable to both laminar and turbulent 

flows. 

- More recently, Lees and Reeves47 have developed 

a method for calculating shock wave-laminar boundary 

layer interactions by solving'simultanecusly the momentum 

integral and kinetic-energy integral equations (together 

with a coupling equation to relate the external and 

dissipative flows), the profile parameters being 

derived from Stewartson's48 Lower Branch (Reversed Flow) 

family of solutions of the Falkner-Skan Equation. The 

method appears to yield good results. 

Quite apart from the unsuitability of the dividing 

streamline approach to limited regions of separation, 

the integral type of approach is more suitable for the 

solution of the present problem of calculating the 
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variation of momentum thickness between separation and 

re-attachment. This type of approach will accordingly 

be adopted here. 

Before proceeding to a further discussion of 

the present application of the integral approach, let 

us firstly outline the essential features of the Crocco- 

Lees and the Lees-Reeves methods, for incompressible 

adiabatic flow. 

4.2. The Crocco-Lees Mixing Theory 

We shall consider only the separated region itself; 

although the theory is also applicable to attached flows. 

The flow is considered to be characterised by two 

more or less distinct regions: - 

(i) An internal dissipative region of local thickness 

6, in which the (non-uniform) velocity u is essentially 

parallel to the x-axis on the average; 

(ii) An external inviscid flow. 

Transfer of mass from region (ii) to region (i) 

(i. e. , mixing or entrai nnent) takes place by the action 

of viscosity or turbulent transport. The static 

pressure is assumed constant and equal to pe along a 

normal to the wall. 

The mass flux of the internal streaF^ is given by 
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d 
M= Pe 

f 
u. dz, 4.1 

0 

and the momentum flux by 

u . dz 4.2 I= pe 
2 

Now let the average velocity u1 of the internal flow 

be defined by the relation 

ul =I 
m 

4.3 

We may now write the conventional boundary layer 

displacement and momentum thickness in terms of these 

quantities as: 

J: 
(1 - dz , ue 7e 

Jd 
and e= ße(1-üe)dz ü 

?. 
4.5 

pe e 

Putting equations 4.4 and 4.5 into equations 4.1 to 4.3 

we get 

ul=K=d 
-d 3`-e 4.6 

ue d -d %ý 
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and m= Peue 4.7 

where K= 
I is an important parameter always less than 

atü 
e 

unity. 

A mixing coefficient F is now introduced such that 

dm F 4.8 
dx peu e' 

From equations 4.7 and 4.8 we therefore have 

peueF 
d 
dx 

fpeue(d-d*)] 1 

or since 0e=constant, 

F_1h (4.9 üe ue 

Note that equation 4.9 is identical to Head's 

entrainment equation (equation 3.33), except that here 

no assumption has yet been made concerning the functional 

character of F. 

For separated flows, Crocco and Lees suggest that 

both the mixing coefficient F and the shape parameter K 

may be taken to be constant. Now K may be written in 

the form 
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(o-a*)-8 
-1-(e "- a-a" - a-a" 

so that in terms of Head's44 shape parameter, H1=ýQý' 

we get that 

K=1-i ýý 1 
LF. 11 

Thus, a constant value of 1c implies that H1 is constarit. 

The assumption that both K and F are constant does nct 

1) . therefore disagree with Head' S14 proposal that F=AY 

For turbulent flow Crocco and Lees suggest the 

values K=0.72 (i. e., H1=3.6), corresponding to 

Tollmien's49 solution of the half-jet mixing problem, 

and F=0.03, derived from Schubauer and Klebanoff's5c 

measuremclnts'near separation of a turbulent boundary 

layer. 

Putting (6-61) = H, P in equation 4.9 we get 

ü dx LueH1 
e 

If F and 111 have the constant values Fm and F? ý then 

1d 
1.. 3 ue dx uee '- 

()M, 
' 
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or 
dg+e due 

= (F 
dx ue dx Hl m 

4.13a 

Equation 4.13 may be written in integrated form as 

x2 
[ue ei 

2= (H )m uedx. 4.14 
1 

xl xl 

If ue(x) is known, the variation of e can thus be 

calculated, and if required substituted into the 

momentum integral equätion (with Cf=O) to obtain the 

variation of 6*. 

The values of F derived from the measurements of 

McGregor shown in figure 26 indicate that the value of 

F=0.03 suggested by Crocco and Lees is much too low, 

for separation bubble flows at least, and a mean overall 

value of Fm=0.12 between transition and re-attachment 

seems realistic (the remarks made in section 3.7 concerning 

the case um = 45.7 ft. /sec. being again applicable). 

Unfortunately the variation of Hl'cannot be accurately 

derived from McGregor's9 results because of the distortion 

of the measured profiles in the reversed flow arising 

from the lack of directional sensitivity of the hot-wire 

anemometer used to measure the velocity profiles. 

However, the three-dimensional results presented in Hart 

II do not suffer from this type of inaccuracy. In 
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figure 25. is shown the variation of H1 with streamwise 

distance for two swept bubbles. In the turbulent 

separated region a mean value of H1 =5 is indicated. 
m 

We therefore tentatively suggest that a 

reasonable approximation in the turbulent separated 

region may be obtained by putting 

(H )=0.12 = 4.024 4.15 
1m 

It is of interest to remark here that, even for the I 
du 

high value of ü dXe associated with re-attachment 

e 
due e 

(i. e., u dx - . 
0082), the rate of change of momentum 

e 

thickness, 
äX, is very dependent upon the precise value 

of the constant on the right side of equation 4.13a. 

Accurate prediction of the momentum thickness thus 

depends quite strongly upon the accurate choice of this 

constant. As we shall see in section 4.3, this 

disadvantage of the entrainment method is less severe 

if the energy integral equation is used instead of the 

entrainment equation. 

4.3. The Method of Lees and Reeve S47. 

Because it has been found that the Crocco-Lees 

theory is only of limited accuracy, Lees and Reeves 
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have recently developed a new method for the calculation 

of laminar separated flows. Only a brief outline of 

the essentials of the method will be given here. The 

method consists of a simultaneous solution of the 

momentum integral and kinetic-energy integral equations, 

(see equations 3.1 and 3.2), the shape parameters, 

dissipation integral and skin friction coefficient being 

calculated using the Stewartson48 family of reversed- 

flow (similar solution) profiles. These profiles are 

'uncoupled' from the similarity parameter ß, and instead 

the profiles are taken to be characterised by a parameter 

a (=a(x)) such that. 

aCü ) 

_a= 
e lz=O 

and 
Z 

a= [d1u=0 

for attached flow; 
(O<a<1.58) 

for separated flow, 
(O<a<1). 

4.16 

4.17 

This type of profile parameter was introduced by Tani28 

for attached flows, and entails a relaxation of the 

first compatibility. condition at the wall, viz. 

(a2u) _- 
ue due 

a z2 Wv dx . 
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Such a procedure was found by Tani to lead to much more 

accurate predictions of separation than the usual 

Karman-Pohlhausen51 technique. 

The method of Lees and Reeves has yielded accurate 

results in the calculation of supersonic shock-wave 

laminar boundary-layer interactions, in spite of the use 

of what might appear as a rather over-restricted profile 

representation. The superiority of the 'method over 

the Crocco-Lees46 mixing theory may probably be 

attributed to two main causes. Firstly, the Stewartson 

velocity profile family does represent the reverse-flow 

in a qualitatively correct way, whilst the Crocco-Lees 

mixing theory takes no account of the reverse flow. 

Secondly, and probably more importantly, the use of the 

energy-integral equation in place of the entrainment 

equation leads, at least in high adverse pressure 

gradients, to potentially greater accuracy. For 

comparing equation 4.9, the Crocco-Lees entrainment 

equation, with equation 3.3, the energy-integral 

equation, it is evident that the prediction of boundary- 

layer thickness (e in equation 3.3, (d-S*) in equation 

4.9) will require much less accurate prediction of 

the right side of equation 3.3 than of F, the mixing 

coefficient, when ue is varying rapidly, by virtue of 
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the third power to which ue is raised in equation 3.3. 

Additionally, of course, the term 
ö°° 

(äZ)2 dx has a 

precise value for a given profile, whereas the mixing 

coefficient F depends rather largely upon the definition 

of d 

4.4. Application of the Energy Integral Equation to 

Turbulent Separated Flows. 

The method of Lees and Reeves is not applicable 

directly to the calculation of turbulent flows, but 

evidently in principle the energy integral method could 

be applied to turbulent flow if suitable relationships 

between the virious profile parameters could be 

determined empirically. A first step in this direction 

might be taken by, for instance, assuming Colest33 profile 

representation together with a simple eddy viscosity 

hypothesis. However, we shall not pursue this line of 

approach in this thesis since the data necessary for 

the construction of such an hypothesis is not available 

at present. 

Instead we shall use the kinetic-energy integral 

equation for turbulent flow, equation 3.13, and introduce 

suitable simplifications, analogous to those made by 

Crocco and Lees46 in the entrainment equation, as 
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follows. 

The term arising from the streamwise derivatives 

of the Reynolds normal stresses will be taken to be 

small, and so negligible to the order of accuracy 

expected; the equation may then be written 

Co r 

dx (ue3£)_ 
PU 

3ý , ýz 
dz=Cd . 4.18 

ue 

The application in which we are presently interested 

is the determination of momentum thickness growth 

between transition and re-attachment. Now from 

figure 14 it can be seen that the value of He=E/o 

varies only slightly in this region, and is close to 1.50 

both at transition and re-attachment. We can thus 

write equation 4.18 with little loss of accuracy as 

C ia 
dx 

tue88 j= ff , 
L 

4.19 
Cem 

where H=1.50 = constant. 
Cm 

The assumption that He constant in the separated 

region is a better assumption than that of taking Hi= 

constant, as in section 4.2. The similarity in form 

of equations 4.13 and 4.19 is to be noted. 

The analysis of section 3.5 indicates that for 
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large H the value of Cd is not dependent unon Reynolds 

number, and at re-attachment is Cd = 0.022. Furthermore 

calculation of Cd for the error-function annroximation 

to the asymptotic turbulent mixing profile leads to 

a value of 

_11 Cd 
2/ aj , 

which has the value Cd = 0.0182 if the spread parameter 

QJ is taken as of = 11, as determined by the experiments 

of Liepmann and Laufer52 . Thus it appears likely that 

in the turbulent separated region of a separation bubble 

the value of Cd will be of the order Cd = 0.02. We 

shall assume an overall value, Com, for simplicity, in 

the absence, of better information. Then tentatively 

taking Com = 0.0182, the asymptotic mixing layer value, 

we may write equation 4.19 in the forms 

u' 
Tx [ue30}- (CHa)m' 4 . 20 

or dx 
+3 

du 

u dx -(C Ha)m' 
4.20 

eE 

where (tentatively) (de a)m 01.50 
= 0.0121.4.21 
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In integrated form equation 4.20 becomes 

xc rx 2 
[ue3 el 

2_ (d)m ue3. dx. 4.22 
xl cix 

1 

This overall value of Cd/He if substituted into 

equation 3.19 together with the value HR=3.50 given in 

equation 3.20 gives the value AR=-0.0048, which is 

considerably different from the experimentally determined 

value of AR=-0.0082. The discrepancy between the value 

of AR predicted by equation 3.19 and the experimental 

value has already been discussed in section 3.6. Altbouah the 
0 

value (d) = 0.0121 has been assumed over the length 
Hm 

of the turbulent separated region, it is only intended 

to be a mean value and is not necessarily accurate at 

any particluar point. The use of this value will be 

justified a posteriori in section 5.5. 

The relative sensitivity of the entrainment 

and energy methods to inaccuracy in the assumed constants 
C 

and and (Hd)m in strong adverse pressure gradients 
1¬ 

may be judged from the following simple numerical 

example. 

Suppose the pressure gradient parameter, 
du 

6, has the value -0.0060, then the value of 
de 

uP dx dx 

yielded by both equations 4.13a and 4.20a is 0.030 
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(assuming the values of the constants given in equations 

4.15 and 4.21), which we assume to be the correct value. 

If however (H were underestimated by 33% (i. e. 
1 

had the value 0.016), the value of Tx- would be under- 
C 

estimated by 27%; a proportional error in (pa)m would 
E 

lead to an error of only 13%. 

In effect, the contributionto 
dX due directly 

to the change of pressure is three times as great in 

the energy equation than in the entrainment equation. 

On this basis, it appears that for the calculation 

of the momentum thickness growth in the turbulent re- 

attachment region of a separated flow, where there is a 

strong adverse pressure gradient, the energy equation is 

preferable to the entrainment equation, bearing in mind 

the inaccuracies in the values of F/Hl and Cd/HE 

introduced by the simplification (necessary at present) 

of assuming these quantities to be constant. 

The simple quadratirre , equation 4.22, will 

therefore be used in the following work on bubble 

growth and bursting, though additionally some calculations 

will be carried out using equation 4.14 for comparison. 
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4.5 Variation of Momentum Thickness in the Laminar 

Separated Region 

The variation of the momentum thickness of the 

laminar viscous layer, between separation and transition, 

may be easily calculated if two simplifications are 

made; these are, firstly, that the pressure is assumed 

constant between separation and transition, and secondly, 

that the skin friction between these points is taken to 

be negligibly small. 

The first point has been discussed in section 2.3; 

although a slight pressure rise does occur after separation, 

it is generally small enough to be'neglected except in 

cases where the botndary layer-is not truly laminar, 

but transitional, at separation (see for example Fig. 4e 

of Gaultll). Such cases will be excluded from the 

present argument; generally speaking they are not of 

great practical interest since, for leading-edge bubbles 

at least, the Reynolds number" at which the boundary layer 

will be transitional at separation will be considerably 

in excess of that corresponding to bursting. 

Furthermore, Hankey53 has shown that for 

laminar separated flows an approximate expression for 

the variation of momentum thickness is 

x2 
[6ue61 4.23 

xI 
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which, for the typical lengths of separated flow 

occuring in bubbles, yields results very close to those 

obtained using the energy equation for turbulent flow, 

equation 4.22. It follows that the error in momentum 

thickness incurred by assuming that the pressure in the 

laminar separated region is constant will be compensated 

for almost exactly by the additional pressure rise in 

the turbulent separated region arising from this assump- 

tion. Too much importance should not be attached to 

this argument however, in view of the usually very 

small pressure rise in the laminar separated region 

With regard to the assumption that the skin 

friction may be neglected in the laminar separated 

, region, it has. been pointed out in section 2.3 that the 

reverse flow within the bubble is concentrated under the 

turbulent part of the shear layer. In fact, the 

reverse velocities under the laminar layer are so small 

as to be very difficult to measure accurately and cons- 

equently the skin friction in this region is also exceedingly 

small. An order-of-magnitude calculation using the 

momentum integral equation with zero pressure gradient, 

viz. 

äX 
- Cf 
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and using the upper limit of the exner°imentt: v iue-, of 

(negative) skin friction, indicates that the nrmontum 

thickness will only decrease by 1 or 7% hr=t w+yt"n 

and transition due to the effect of the ne*At ve lore 

friction. 

With these two assumptions, that the pr , iur 

gradient and skin friction are neg1iphiy sm111, wr 

from the momentum integral equation that 

do 0 

in the laminar separated region. 
Thus, 

= es 

where the suffices T and s refer to transit: i n and 

separation respectively. 

If the variation of d splacement thi kno s were 

7 oquircd in addition to that of i ent lm t lckne ,A 

would be. the aase if the complete f nt: rr tý-t ion týPtu n 

+tac viscous and invisc id floww: werfe to 1)+ <-Aleltl, 'wt , 

then it would be nt-<. " ±rs ºry to c *rry out .ir or el sur rst 

caa1u; ulation, using for example the method ist . rte tinij 

i eev For the purpose of the ßmpl iflet, ,rn 

presented in chapter, such eat °uiat Ion ift, hw vorr 

utme-ess 4ry I 
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5. A Semi-empirical Theory for the Growth and 

Bursting of Short Separation Bubbles. 

5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters we have reviewed the 

essential features of bubbles required for the construction 

of a simple model of bubble structure, established a 

simple criterion governing the conditions tinder which 

turbulent re-attachment takes place, and discussed some 

approximate methods for calculating the momentum thick- 

ness variation in the laminar and turbulent regions 

of a bubble. Furthermore, we have established that, 

at least to a first approximation, there is a simple 

relationship between the non-dimensional length of 

laminar separated flow, Ql, and the boundary layer 

Reynolds number at separation R8 
s 

By making use of this information, we are now in 

a position to calculate the major characteristics, such 

as bubble length, of a bubble formed due to a given 

imposed pressure distribution. If Woodward's7 hypothesis 

that bubble bursting occurs as a result of an actual 

failure of the re-attachment process is. correct, we should 

expect that the calculation will predict such a failure. 

Before constructing the simple model of a bubble 
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which we shall use, let us recapitulate the major facts 

and equations established in previous chapters which will 

be necessary for the model and the calculations based 

upon it. 

5.2 Recapitulation. 
4b 

. 

The form of the perturbed surface pressure 

distribution in the presence of a short bubble was 

described in section 2.3, and the following main 

features were noted: - , 
U) The overall perturbation effect of the bubble 

upon the pressure distribution is small except over 

that portion of the surface actually occupied by the 

bubble. Hence separation occurs at close to the 

position and pressure calculated by applying standard 

laminar boundary layer methods to the hypothetical inviscid 

pressure distribution; 

(ii) The pressure remains nearly constant between 

separation and transition; 

(iii) After transition, the pressure rises approximately 

linearly to re-attachment; 

(iv) Re-attachment occurs at close to the hypothetical 

inviscid pressure at that point. 

Furthermore, we have found that: - 
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(v) The distance between separation and transition 

may be found, to a first approximation, by using the 

formula (see equation 2. la): - 

_4x 
104 5.1 ý1 Res 

(vi) Re-attachment takes place in such a way as to 

satisfy the condition (equation 3.31) that 

du 
AR = (u 

dxe) _-0. n082; 5.2 
R 

(vii) The momentum thickness is constant to a good 

approximation between separation and transition 

(section 4.5), so that (equation 4.25) 

0T = 0S; 5.3 

(viii) The variation of momentum thickness between 

transition and re-attachment may be calculated by 

using either the entrainment equation (L4.14), viz. 

[ue O 1X2 
rx2=( 

)m j ue. dx, 5.4a 
1 

xl xl 

where tentatively (equation 4.15) 
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(H )=0.024; 
1m 

5.4b 

or preferably (see section 4.4) by using the energy- 

integral equation (4.22), viz. 

xC rx 2 
[ue3g] 2 

da)m 
J ue3. dx, 5.5a 

xl e xl 

a 
where tentatively (equation 4.21) 

C 
(Ha )m = 0.0121.5"5b 

5.3 The Simplified Bubble Model 

The information summarised in the preceding _ 

section enables a complete, though simplified, analysis 

of the short separation bubble to he made. 

The external velocity and the momentum thickness 

at separation, ue and 8S, will be used to non-dimensionalise 
s 

the velocity and length scales respectively. 

We shall make the following approximations, in 

accordance with the observations of section 5.2: - 

(i) Separation is taken to occur at the hypothetical 

inviscid pressure position; 

(ii) The pressure and hence the external. velocity is 

constant between separation and transition; 
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(iii) The external velocity falls linearly between 

transition and re-attachment; 

(iv) Re-attachment occurs at the hypothetical 

inviscid pressure at that point. 

The assumption that the velocity falls linearly 

is made to slightly simplify the analysis, in preference 

to the assumption suggested by paragraph (iii) of 

section 5.2 that the pressure rises linearly. The 

difference between the two assumptions is in practice 

not significant, and either assumption fits experimental 

observations equally well. 

The above assumptions are illustrated in fig-27; 

the external velocity distribution in inviscid flow is 

shown as the dashed line, and the perturbed distribution 

as the full line. 

As a result of the simplifications made, there 
du 

are discontinuities in the slope dX 
at separation, 

transition and re-attachment. In practice these 

discontinuities do not of course exist, the perturbed 

and inviscid curves blending together in the viscinity 

of separation and re-attachment. An ambiguity therefore 

exists in the assumed model concerning the proper value 
du 

of de at re-attachment, which is required for the 

calculation of AR. Examination of experimental results 
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shows that re-attachment takes place in a region where 

the displacement thickness is rapidly decreasing, so that 

the pressure gradient will be larger than the inviscid 

value. Reference to figure 1 indicates that as would 

therefore be expected, the re-attachment point lies on 

the steep pressure rise, and that the perturbed pressure 

behind re-attachment is rather greater than the inviscid 

value to account for this. 

We therefore assume that re-attachment occurs 
du 

at the value of de given by the linear velocity fall 

between transition and re-attachment, as shown in 

figure 27. 

5.4 Calculation of the Length of the Turbulent Part 

of the Bubble. 

We may now use the assumptions made in section 
5.3, together with equations 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 or 5.5, to 

calculate the length of turbulent separated flow in a 

bubble. 

u 

Putting ü=e and x=X u8'S .6 es s 

we have (ue 
du 

e)R =( 
dü 

e) 
e 

R. 
R. 

5.7 
e dx liR 
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Now since the velocity is assumed to vary linearly 

between transition and re-attachment, and assuming as 
du 

above that ( 
dx)R 

is given by the slope of this line, 

we have 

du (1-üe ) 
e) R 5.8 

dx R 
Z2 

where k2 _2_ 
x©-x, ,'E, 

.9 
ss 

and where we have used equation 5.3, i. e. 

0T =9 , or 0, r = 1. 
s 

This equivalence will henceforth be taken as 

understood. In addition, we have taken ue = uc , i. e. 
Ts 

Ue = 1, in accordance with the assumed model. 
T 

dut 
Now since ( k) 

u P_ 

we obtain from equations 5.7 and 5.8 that 

o -- A 

uPB 
5. an 

CR 
We may now calculate the momentum thickness .t 
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re-attachment by making use of equations 5.4 or 5.5. 

Associating the integration limits xl and x2 with the 

transition point (T) and the re-attachment point (F) 

respectively, these equations may both he written in 

the form 

RR 
`>. 11 

ýne 
l_Af urn dx, 
TT 

where n=1, A= (ý; )m for the entrainment method; `. l^ 
1 

n=3, A= (d)m for the energy method. r-. 13 

Dividing equation 5.11 by (uene)T = (týeTl0) 
J 

we obtain 

R 
(üen e) -1 _AJ üerz dx . . 1ý4 

'1' 

Now the perturbed velocity distribution 

between transition and re-attac}himent is given by 

e eD ý2 

xT - xý 
r. 16 where 

kl 
kl 

6. 
S 
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Substitution of equation 5.15 into equation 5.14 gives 

X-9 Il rý1+2 
p=-I+ -ý 

( {1-(1-ü )( 1)i dx, t. 17 
l_ ý' RR ue nn 

R 
ue 7 

R ý1 

which on integration leads to 

=1+A R- n (n+l 
ep 

12(1-it n+ý ) 

ep ýýý 

c. 18 

Equating the value of en to that required to c afiýsfy 
j. ` 

the re-attachment criterion, given by equation ß. 1C), 

we obtain 

r. +1 üe 
. Q2 R, ,, 

(1-iii ) 
R1qp 

A R" (1-a ) iii n n+l "- n(1-- ) 
R ?? eR 

A/(n+l)+(1-Ti )/R? 
n+l eR 

i. e. tle -n- 5'(} 

This equation shows that the non-dimensional 

length of the turbulent T),, Trt of a bubble, a 
ilep uep 

fun(, tion only of the ratio ,u= 
(= ), of t}he 

e ue ue 
cT 

external velocities at re-attachment and separation. 

It is to be noted that the form, of the imposed 

velocity distribution does not enter into this 

relationship, and that the boundary layer Reynolds 
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number is not involved. 

5.5 Comparison of Theoretical Length of Turbulent 

Sep arated Flow with Ex periment. 

We may now compare the variat !. on of e, with 

üe predicted by equation 5.20 with experimental 
R 

measurements. 

Considering firstly the kinetic-energy ri(, thod, 
ý, d 

substitution of the values n=3 and A =(C )m=n. 0121 given 

by equations 5.13 and 5.5b leads To 

89. E(1-ii ) 
ep 

u-0.270 
RZ 4 

eR 

with AR 0.0082, as given by equation =. 2. 

A more familiar parameter, thin li is 

Crabti, ee's3 pressure recovery parameter o. Now from 

equation 2.3 

CJ =1-u2 
e j, 

so the vaxiati. ori of q., ý With o is easily obtained using 

equation 5. '21. 

The resulting curve is shown in figure 28a. 

In addition, since the value of 0.0121 given 
m 
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in equation 5.5b is only tentative, similar curves 
C 

corresponding to values of of O. 01nG and 0.01+8 
E 

are included for comparison. 

Also included in the figure are experimental values 

derived from the results of Gasterw, McGregor` znci 

ti? oodwart7. Although there is some scatter (which is to 

be expected because X2 is always small and diffi(u lt to% 
C'1 

measure accurately), the curve corresponding to (fI-`)m 

= 0.0121 correlates the experimental results quite 

successfully. The variation of 22 with o is not very 

ý 
sensitive to variation of the value of (Il )m IT! (i it 

E 

therefore appears that the assumption of an overall. 
C 

constant value of (did) is quite well lustif ed, it 

least until better experimental data are avaJ 1ahic. 

ý. similar comparison using. the entraimmon! 

method instead of the energy method is shown in figure 

28b. In this case the values of n=1 sind A= (-L) 
cr1 M 

= 0.024 given by equations 5.12 arid ý, . 4h have horn 

taken, and in addition the curve for A=O. fl2f7 i; 

tor comparison. The form'of the curves is similar to 

those in f ip_ure 28a, but, it: will he seen that the 

variation of k2 with o is more sensitive to changes 

in the constant A than was the case for the energy 

method, as would he expected fror. the discussion in 
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section 4.4. 

We conclude from these comparisons that the 
C 

energy method with a value of A=(Hd)m = 0.0121 leads to 

the most accurate prediction of the length of turbulent 

separated flow, and accordingly equation 5.21 will be 

used in the ensuing work. 

Re-writing equation 5.21 in the form 

1-u 
e 

u 
4= 0.270 + 89.5 (----- Rý 5.2; 

eR Q, 2 

we see that ü 
eR 

4 
tends to a minimum as k2 tends to 

infinity: - 

1-u 
e 

e 
4) 

= 
QlmR1 10.270 + 89.5( ý; 

R ý2-, n' 2 2,2 

i. e., (üe 
R}) MIN 

0.270,5.23 

so that, since o= 1-ü2 
eR 

tends to a maximum 

value for large lengths of turbulent separated flew of 

GMAX =1-=0.48n ý. ý4 

Thus, the present analysis predicts the existence of an 

absolute maximum value of the pressure rise parameter a 
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which can be sustained by the turbulent separated flow, 

as proposed by Crabtree3. As we shall see in section 

5.6, bursting occurs before this maximum is attained, 

however. The value of z2 necessary for o to tend 

closely to the asymptotic value is rather large, and 

corresponds more nearly to the lengths associated with 

long, rather than short, bubbles. Nevertheless, the 

model of the external velocity distribution in the 

turbulent part of the bubble used in the short bubble 

analysis is similar to that used by Norbury and Crabtree] 

in their long bubble analysis, and we may therefore 

expect that the present analysis will be equally 

applicable to long and short bubbles in so far as the 

turbulent part of the bubble is concerned. In the 

long bubble case however, the assumption that separation 

and re-attachment occur at the corresponding inviscid 

pressure values is not applicable, nor does the start 

of the pressure rise correspond to the transition point, 

so the short bubble analysis as a whole is not 

applicable to long bubbles. 

The value of aMAX = O»48 may he compared with 

the values given by Norbury and Crahtreel (using a different 

type of analysis), who found o to vary between 0.37 and 

0.45 as a profile parameter was varied. 
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The present analysis thus lends support to the 

proposition that for long bubbles a is between about 

0.4 and 0.5. 

0 .6 General Theory of Short Bubble Growth and Bursting 

5.6.1 The total bubble length may be introduced into 

equation 5.20 by making the substitution 

Q2 =Q- Q1ý 5.25 

taking the values n=3 and A=(C Ha)m 
(equation 1. l3) 

corresponding to the energy method we then obtain 

1-u 

-4 
e 

u= B( P+C, 
5.26 

eR j' Q1C 

"(Ha)m 
where B=1, C= Ce5.27 

4(CHd)m 
-AP 4(Na) - AR 

CF 
With the values of 

am 
and AR given by equations 5.5b 

and 5.2 respectively, we have 

B= 89.5 ) 
C=0.270). 5.? 8 

Making the assumption that the non-dimensional 

length of laminar separated flow il depends only upon 
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the boundary layer Reynolds number at separation Pe 
s 

as given by equation 5.1, then equation 5.26 relates 

the velocity ratio ü 
eR over the bubble with the non- 

dimensional bubble length 1 and the separation Reynolds 

number. 

Put another way, the equation defines the 

possible pressure rise which can be sustained by a 

bubble of given length at a given Reynolds number. 

If we fix, for the sake of convenience, the 

origin of the x-coordinate at the separation point, 

so that xs=0, then equation 5.26 describes the curves 

of possible re-attachment points in the üetix plane, where 

x and üe have been put in place of 1 and üe in the 
p 

equation. One such curve, corresponding to Q, 1=200, 

is shown in figure 29. 

In order to determine at what point on this 

curve re-attachment will take place in a particular case, 

we make use of the experimental observation that 

separation and re-attachment take place at pressures 

close to their inviscid values. Thus, if the external 

inviscid velocity distribution curve is drawn in the 

üe tix plane, re-attachment can take place at any point 

on this curve. 

Re-attachment can therefore take place along 
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two curves, the line of possible re-attachments and 

the inviscid velocity distribution, the actual point 

of re-attachment being determined by the intersection 

of these two curves. To illustrate this, three typical 

linear inviscid velocity distributions are included in 

figure 29. For values of x 
>1600, two intersections 

1-ue 

occur, for X= 1600 the curves are tangential, and 
1-u 

for x 
<1600e there are no intersections. 

1-ü " 
eThus for values of x 

<1600, no re-attachment 
1-ü 

is possible under the, given 
e conditions. 

The two possible positions of re-attachment 

predicted for each inviscid velocity distribution 'when 

>1600. lead to an ambiguity. However, one of the 
1-ü 

e two positions corresponds to a very much greater 
bubble length than the other (except when the curves 

are nearly tangential), and hence would produce a larger 

perturbation to the flow as a whole than would re- 

attachment at the more forward position. We postulate 

that the flow will adjust itself in such a way that 

the least perturbation to the flow (and hence the least 

energy loss) occurs. 

Thus we infer that the re-attachment point 

closer to the separation point will be the physically 

realistic one, and that the other point should be 
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regarded as physically impossible. 

Considering therefore only the Physically rtore 

realistic solution, it may be seen from figure 29, that 

as xdecreases towards the value 16nn, the hubt-, le 
1-u 

e 
length increases more and more rapidly until the rate 

of increase becomes infinite at x= lhflfl. TT OW 
1-ü 

e 
since the re-attachment point lies on the i_rvisci 

velocity distribution curve, we have that =X 
l-ü 1-tz 

ep e 
u 

e 
Now Q1_Rs 

n0u -u ' 1. -u s 1-11 s es e. ep e 

u 
e s 

and recallir_F that (aster's4 hurstin7 parameter is 

2P_ 
-e s 

Alt U 
( e) 

_eOsn, 
u 0s 

s 
týe= when Au= u -uý 

seP 

e i. e. -P t? 
u/Qs 

A U -ý ssese 

we see that, if P is }-ent constant, a caecrease in 
QS 

- 
leads to an increase in -P. row by assuming 

e T, 
Ql is constant we have inplicity assumed that FO is 

s 
also constant, so that the restalt from figure 2 that 

re-attachment can only occur i. t y is ¢reater than a 
1-ne 
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certain value is equivalent to saying that re-attachment 

only occurs, for a given value of p© 
s, 

if -P is less 

than a certain value. This is ecuivalent to Easter's 

bursting criterion. 

Thus, the condition that the curve of nossbe 

re-attachments and the inviscid velocity distribution 

curve are tangential may be interpreted as the hursting 

condition. 

The way in which ii tends *o a mininun, an(' hence 
eR 

c to a maximum, when the burhhle length is large ran 1e 

also seen from this fiFure. 

5.6.2 Let us row generalise the ahove disc ussic T to 

the case of a general prescribed (inviscid) vet oc -ötv 

distribution. 

The problem generally requiring solut nn is, 

given a prescribed velocity distribution of the form 

U 

.f- _ 
ä lýXý 

E, 3n 

where c is a reference 1ength, te f'rc the variation of 

bubble lerFth with free-stream velocity, ird to find 

the condition under which the bubble bursts from the 

short to the ! on,, type. 
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On the assumption that the inviscid velocity 

distribution is unperturbed by the presence of the 

separation bubble except over the length of the hubhle 

itself, we have for a given geometrical configuration 

that 

u e s= const., 5.31 
u 

and from laminar boundary layer theory that 

(fjS)2 
U" c= 

const. 5.32 

Combining equation 5.31 with equations 5.30-and 5.32 we 

therefore obtain üe = ue = f2(X), 5.33 
e s 

uc 

and (ý 8)2 es 
= k. 5.3u 

v 

Equation 5.33 expresses the curve of the Prescribed velocity 

distri_ht, tion in the ii ti 
X plane. In order to find the 

ec- 
position of re-attachment, the intersection is required 

of this curve with the family of curves defining hocsibie 

re-attachment positions and having tile free-strear 

velocity as parameter. Sincr for equation 5.34 we have 
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that R8 mue 29 Re may alternatively be considered as 
sss 

the parameter. 

Mow the positions of possible re-attachment points 

are defined by equation 5.26, which may be written in 

the-functional form 

u 
f3( , 

Q1) 
= 

eR" 
5.35 

es ©s ue 
s 

However, k l/es is taken to be a function of P only, 

. 
ýs 

so equation 5.35 can be written 

u ep 
f 

4(-ý-, R. )=u, 5.36 
gS aS e, 

and since from equation 5.34 we have R E., - f? c ss 
equation 5.36 becomes 

FSýc , RA )=U5.37 
sR 

The position of re-attachrient lies on the curve 

represented by equation 5.33 so that we also have 

tze = f2(! ). 5.38 

solution of equations 5:. 38 and 5.37 yields the 
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variation of 9, and u with R 
eR es 

In order to find the bursting speed, we require 

that equations 5.38 and 5.37 are satisfied, and addi-tio 

that the curves defined by the two equations in the 

X u plane are tangential; that is 
ec 

ax/c 
f5(c, Rfls) = ax/c 

f2(C 5.39 

eR tls 
In order to find the bursting speed, we require 

that equations 5.38 and 5.37 are satisfied, and additionally 

that the curves defined by the two equations in the 

X u plane are tangential; that is 
ec 

where x=Q. 

In practice, enuation 5.37 is not easily obta nahle 

as an explicit ecuation for üe 
, and the solution of 

R 
the problem is best carried out graphically. 

5.7 An Illustrative Fxamrle 

As a simtie illustrative example of the graphical 

procedure, let us find the variation of bubble lencth 

and the bursting speed for a linear prescribed velocity 

distribution. 

Let the prescribed velocity distribution be given 

by 

U=-X 
ec' 

or putting x''` = x/c, 

U=1- X% " 4n 
e 
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Also, assume that the (aerofoil) geometry is such that 

the constant in enuation 5.34 takes the value k=O. 1n. 

i. e., A 
0P 71,, 5.41 

s 
as 

where eat = a/c. 

Equation 5.1 will be used to calculate the distance 

between separation and transition, viz. 

4x ln4 
Ql Ql/0s R 

s 

The variation of 1 with ti eR 
for various values of 

Ql can be calculated from equation 526, and us i nfT 

equation 5.1 the corresnondinn values of PA follow. 

Now from eauation 5.41, 

R _ 
1 c_ F 

ý 

so the values of Q'= r can then he calculated. 

The results of the calculation are shown in figure 

30 for values of F between 160 and 250. It will be 

seen that, as expected, the position of re-attachment 

moves nrocressively aft as the value of P is 

reduced, until "bursting" takes place at pý = 175. 
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Any further reduction in speed must lead to an overall 

change in the flow over the aerofoil since re-attac! _-ent 

is then no longer possible under the prescribed conditions. 

A comparison of figure 30 with ('aster's experimental 

results shown in figure 1 shows that the theory predicts 

the qualitative behaviour well. 

The growth of a bubble with decreasing Reynolds 

number may be explained in the following way. At high 

Reynolds number, es will be small, as also will he HR, 

so that in order for the re-attachment criterion to be 

satisfied, QueNOR must 'be large; re-attachment thus 

occurs a very short distance after transition. 

Feduction of the Reynolds number will lead to an 

increase of es, and hence also in 8R, so the bubble 

expands in order that AR shall remain constant. T}, e 

decreace of (du 
e 

/(Ix)p will however be somewhat-offset 

h`a the increase it ep/6 caused t, v the decrease in 

ue /ue , and the increase in energy di. ssi. natinn result n^ 

from the exnanlion, and a further slight expansion is 

niece s,?. rv for 

At ih Rcyi o ds numbers a small increase of bubble 

lel' t}i causes a ? arý? e decrease i. n ((lu 
e 

/( X)p, and the 

rate of increase of bubble lengtb is therefore low. 

! 1Owe. ver, ; s., the ?. eý. riot s number is reduced, the change 
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in (due/dx)R caused by a given increase in bubble length 

is reduced, so that the rate of charge of hu; hl>le l'? nVtn 

with Revnolds number increases. Ultimately a stage 

is reached at which the decrease in ((iue/dx)F due to 

increase in bubble length is exactly counteracter' h,,, the 

increase in 0p/0s caused by the decrease of ue /u 
, and 

R es 
the increased distance. over which dissipation occurs, and, 

any further reduction in u will cause the re--att=_chmcnt 

criterion to he violated and the bubble will "hurst". 

As can be seen from fivure 31, tree maximumm, value 

for Crabtree's pressure recovery parameter attainei 

in the examnle of figure 30 is amax 0.314 at bursting, 

and the non-d imýn >> onaý bubble length at bursting is 

B=325... This value of gmax is in reasonable ac'. reemen. t 

'J th the va1. n. ie of 0.35 suggested by Crabtree, and the 

bubble le-iF? th at hursti,; agrees 0uitý well with the 

values in figure 8. However, to make a nro, )er 

COIe: l)d-l''1S0:: W]'h eXDerjrront it .s 
necessary to consider 

the more general case. 

.3 _Y, 7wth an; i Bursting-; Theor\, "or Linear Imposed 

External Velocity Distribu+. ion 

"2" , aster's" ,, iork on the bursting of short 

has bubbles, which was b, r, of lv rc ý ieýaeý' i. ýl C'hanter ?5 
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shown that a functional dependence exists at bursting 
uu 

between the parameters Re and P= 
eV2 

( 
eR 

R 

es), 

s 
where the velocity rise (u -u ) over the bubble was 

eR es 

evaluated using the values of ue and ue taken from the 
Rs 

inviscid velocity distribution at the measured points 

of seraration and re-attachment, and As was the measured 

value. P is thus a parameter containing a mixture of 

measured and inviscid quantities. 

Now if P is written in the form 
ueR-ues 

u e 
p=Rs5.42 

es R, /. 9s 

we can immediately see that P is the product of the 

separation Reynolds number and the non-dimensional 

velocity gradient over the bubble length; and since 
(uP - ue )/ue 

at bursting P=f (Re the quantity 
Fss is 

Ses 
also a function of Re only at bursting. 

s 
The good correlation obtained by Paster thus implies 

that an average non-dimensional velocity vradient taken 

over the bubble length, together with the Reynolds 

number P 
es 

is sufficient to describe all the bubbles 

included in the correlation. It therefore appears that 

a linear imposed velocity distribution will represent 

the majority of exnerim. ental distributions with acceptable 
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accuracy. Examination of experimental distributions 

does in fact show that in the region of re-attachment 

they can generally be quite well approximated to by a 

straight line passing, through the points of separation 

and re-attachment. 

Accordingly, let us examine the growth and bursting 

behaviour predicted by the present theory, using a 

general linear imposed velocity distribution. 

Before proceeding with this analysis, it is necessary 

to note here. that the present theory is capable of 

predicting one of the three parameters ü, 2. 
e or 

R ri 

provided two of these are given, without any knowledge 

of the inviscid velocity distribution. This means 

that any prediction of bursting parameters by the theory 

should properly be compared with parameters based or 

actual measured, rather than inviscid, quantities. Thus 

the correct experimental values of PP for comparison with 

the present theory are those calculated using measured 

rather than inviscid values of Aue - that is, those shouu; r 

in figure 9. 

5.8.2. The simTDlest way to define the family of 

linear imposed velocity distributions passing through 

the point (x=0, ü 
e 

=l) is to define the slope in the 
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ue, x plane by some parameter S say, where 

ü -1 
S = 

eR 
5. 43 

However, in order to allow a direct comparison with 

Caster's work to be made, we will use Caster's 

parameter P=POS. S instead, without any loss of generality. 

Because of the nature of the equations involved in the 

ana'lysis, p will not be introduced until the end of 

the analysis and will be calculated numerically. 

Since the imposed velocity distribution is linear, 

the slope S does not depend upon the position of re- 

attachment itself; that is, we do not need to know the 

actual position of intersection of the imposed velocity 

distribution and the locus of possible points of re- 

attachment in order to find the burstinv condition. 

We may therefore proceed as follows. 

The locus of possible points of re-attachment is 

given by equation 5.26, viz. 

1-u 
e 

ue 
4= Bi R)+ Cr. 4l4 

R A- k1 

where B and C are given in equation 5.? 8. 

Differentiatinp- equation 5.44 with respect to k we 
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obtain 

du (1-ü ) 
eR eR 

5.145 
dý. (k-ýl)[4c: 3(ý-kl)+B) 

R 

Now the slope of the linear imposed velocity distribution 

is given by equation 5.43, so the tangency condition is 

ü -1 
B. 

) 
eR eR 

R=-B. (2-ý1)[4üe 
3(Z-zl)+Bj 

R. 

x. 46 so that (R, -21) [4ue 3(R-ýl)+B] = B. 

Now from equation 5.44 we have that 

(1-ü ) 

CQ-ýl) = B. 4eR . 47 
ü 

eB 
B (I -ü ) 

ep 
and 1+-4.48 

u -C eR 

The quantities -k andl can thus be eliminated from 

equation 5.46 to obtain the relationship between Ql 

and üe at bursting in the form 
R 

Rl = 4Rüe 
I? 

1-üeu 2 

u -C e R 

5.49 

Substitution of the relationship between Rl and 
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and R0 (equation 5.1) then leads to the variation of 
s 

5e with Re at hurstins; eciuation 5.48 provides the 
Rs 

corresnonding values of 1, and finally P and P may he 

calculated using enuation 5.43 and the relation n=`' 
CIS . CIS 

An alternative *nethod of calculating the 'hurst ' ,,. (- 

conditions, which also provides the ruhi, 7e growth hei? v'oizr 

in general, is to trace the hubhle growth for constant 

kl (i. e. constant P) and varying `' . TI-he hurst i na 

condition is then Provided by the observation that at 

bursting the bubble growth rate becomes infinite. 

For this purpose it is convenient to define two 

additional quantities: 

r 
r= l-ü , and q 

eR 2. - Rl 

so that from equation 5.44 we have 

(1-r) = Ba+C. . 
ýl 

The variation of r with n can he calculated 0ý.: e- 

and-for-all from this enuat_ion, and hel: ce (j-v1)=r/ 

can be obtained as a function of r. Pv spec ifyirir 

values of pi (ard hence R the variation of with 

r for the various constant values of P follow. 
eS 
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Now 

R 
es 

rSP 
Re 

so we can plot the variation of i with - Ps for each 

value of R8 
s 

By cross-plotting from the resulting curves 

we obtain the bubble growth lines for varying R and e. 

constant P shown in figure 32. It is to be noted that 

for a particular linear imposed velocity distributicn 

the parameter P is a constant independent of 'P 
© s 

provided the perturbation effect of the bubble upstream 

of separation is neglected, since according to laminar 
aS 

boundary layer theory the parameter As s (du is 
s 

independent of R8 and this parameter is equal to P 
s 

if ue is a linear function of x. This implies that 

the value of P is always equal to As, which according, 

to Thwaites13 is about -0.09. However, this criterion 

for separation is only approximate, and calculations 

by Head's'' more exact method show that separation often 

occurs at values of a as low as -0.15, so variations of 

P of this order can occur in this way, even though the 

inviscid velocity distribution is linear in the bubble 

region. Lower values of P can arise when a non-linear 

imposed velocity distribution is approximated by a 
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straight line. 

The curves shown in figure 32 correspond to 

bubble growth for a fixed imposed velocity distribution 

with decreasing Reynolds number. For each value of P 

there exists a value of R8 below which no solution exists; 
s 

this may be identified with the bursting condition. 

At this critical value of Re , the rate of increase of 
s 

bubble length with decrease of R8 becomes infinite. 
s 

The bursting line is the locus of such points as P is 

varied. The dashed lines above the bursting line 

correspond to the re-attachment points marked as 

physically unrealistic in figure 30. 

Also of interest is the variation of Crabtree's 

pressure rise parameter Q(=1-ue 
2); 

this is shown in 
R 

figure 33. The value of Q at bursting, GR, varies 

only between the limits 0.29 and 0.36 over the range 

of Re shown, whilst for values of R8 above bursting 
ss 

a rapidly decreases. 

_. 8.3 A comparison of the theoretical predictions 

of the variation of the parameters x, ß and P with 

ROs at bursting with experimental values may now be 

made. 

The predicted variation of PP with Res is shown 
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in figure 34, together with experimental results due 

to Gaster", Woodward7, McGregor9, Crabtree3, Gault11 

and McCullough, -. The values of PB for the experimental 

points were calculated using the measured values of 

ue and ue , in accordance with the discussion of 
Rs 

section 5.8. The agreement between theory and 

experiment is good. 

The predicted and experimental variations of 

the bubble length at bursting, jB, with R. are shown 

in figure 35.. Although there is more experimental 

scatter in this case, the bursting line predicted by 

the theory correlates the results as well as any single 

line is capable of doing. The theoretical bursting 

line follows the curve 

4 6x 10 
QB - R 

6S 
5.5?. 

quite closely, which is in reasonable agreement with 

the relation 

_ 
6.4 x 104 

R 
6s 

suggested by Young1 as being the best fit to the 

experimental results (see section 2.4.4). This is in 
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accordance with Woodward's7 observation that the bubble 

length AB at bursting is insensitive to the magnitude 

of 0 ' s 

However, in the absence of an exact expression, 

a better approximation to the theoretical bursting 

line may be derived as follows. 

For bubbles in general we have from equation 

. 48 that 1 

1-u 

u -C eF 

and at bursting in particular we have from equation 

S-49 that 
3 

1-ueR 2 
Rl = 4B ue(4) 

Rü -C eR 

so that - 1-ueR 

,=1 (ýl>2" 
u 

4-C 25 3/2 
eR eR 

Thus at bursting we obtain that 

RB = zi + 
B3/2 

5.53 
2u 

eR 

Ideally we should also like to substitute for üeR to 

give B as a function of kl only, but this is not 
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possible explicity. However we note that between 

the practical limits of 80<k l<350, 
üe varies only 

between 0.845 and 0.802, so that üe 3/2 varies between 
R 

0,778 and 0.720. For reasonably large values of ql 

the first term of equation 5.53 is dominant, so we may 

with fair accuracy take iz 3/7=0.75. Then with B=89.5 
eR 

(c. f. equation 5.28) we get that " 

1. 

ZB zl + 6.31 j12.5.54 

Introducing, the relationship between tl and R (equation 
es 

5.1), we obtain 

4x 104 
+ 

1.26 x 103.5.55 
8 Re R 

ses 

This relation is compared with the numerically exact 

relation derived from the present theory in figure 36; 

the approximation is very close. 

Finally, a comparison of theoretical and 

experimental values of Crabtree's parameter ß. at 

bursting is shown in figure 37. The theory correlates 

the experimental results fairly well, with the exception 

of some of Caster's results which lie well above the 

theoretical curve, and one of the cases of McCullough 
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and Cault, which lies well below it. It is worth 

noting however that the re-attachment points marked 

by Caster, which for these cases lie somewhat behind 

the points at which the steep pressure rise in the 

bubbles levels off, may be inaccurate since it is 

usually found that re-attachment occurs somewhat 

ahead of this position. Caster does not state how 

the re-attachment point was determined. The sensitivity 

of o to inaccuracies in the measurement of the position 

of re-attachment was discussed in section 2.4.4. 

The variation of OB between the limits of 0.28 

to 0.36 over the Reynolds number range 100<Re <500 
s 

may be compared with Crabtree's suggestion that 

O$0-35 (independent of R6 ), and with the modified value 
s 

0B-©. 30 suggested in section 2. 

5 .9 The Effect of Non-linearity of the Imposed 

Velocity Distribution 

We have shown in section 5.8 that the present 

theory predicts that the quantities ýB, PB and QR are 

functions of R8 only, if the imposed velocity distribution 
s 

is linear in the bubble region. Thus, Gaster's 

observation that PB is a function of Res is confirmed 

by the present theory for the special case of linear 
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imposed velocity distributions. On this basis it 

appears that the success of (aster's correlation of PB 

with Re may be attributed to the approximate linearity- 
s 

of the velocity distributions in the experiments which 

he has analysed. 

It is of interest to exämine the qualitative 

eflect of non-linearity of the imposed velocity distribution 

u. >on the bursting relationship. 

Figure 38 shows a typical locus of possible 

re-attachment points, relevant to a particular value 

of Re , together with three typical imposed velocity 
s 

distribution curves tangential to the locus; hence the 

three curves all represent cases for which bursting is 

about to occur. The curves are designated by the 
d2ü 

suffices or -, according to whether 
dx2e 

is 

greater than, equal to or less than zero, i. e. according 

to whether the curves of -ue as functions of x- are 

concave upwards, linear, or convex upwards (assuming 

the curves to be monotonic). 

she following general statements can be made: - 

(1) ü>ü>ü 
eR-, eß`0 eR+ 

(r) R_ <0<+ 

ü -1 
ý (3) -S+<-SQ, where S= and -S_<-S0. 
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Now o=1-ije so that from (1) we also have: 

+ 
' 4) u-< of-, <0 

All above quantities refer to conditions at bursting for 

a given value of Re . Put into words, the effect 
s 

of concavity upwards of the imposed velocity distribution 

is to increase the values of bubble length and pressure 

recovery parameter at bursting over the linear values 

for a given value of Re , whilst the effect of convexity 
s 

upwards is to decrease both these quantities. 

'he effect of either concavity or convexity is to 

decrease the value of -S at bursting from its linear 

value, and since the effect on -P is evidently 
s 

similar, P9 being constant. Thus, the values of -P 
s 

obtained using the linear imposed velocity distribution 

analysis are the maximum possible values. Referring 

to figure 34 we see that any (theoretical) bursting 

points for non-linear imposed distributions will there- 

fore iie below the linear theoretical bursting line. 

The linear theory will therefore always underestimate 

the value of R9 at bursting if applied to more general 
s 

velocity distributions. 

The experimental scatter above the theoretical 

bursting lines cannot therefore be attributed to non- 
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linearity of the imposed distributions, and is therefore 

due either to inaccuracies in the theory, or to experimental 

error. 

!. eferring again to figure 38, which is to scale, we 

see that a small concavity in the imposed velocity 

distribution can markedly increase the bubble length, 

whilst a relatively large amount of convexity is required, 

to decrease the bubble length to a comparable extent. 

The value of is fairly sensitive to both types of 

curvature. It seems likely that at least some of the 

departures of the experimental points in figures 35 and 

37 from the predicted bursting lines for linear velocity 

distributions are due to nonlinearity of the imposed 

distributions in the experimental cases. 

We have mentioned above without proof that the 

condition for bubble bursting in the linear case is 

associated with an infinite rate of increase of bubble 

length. This may be proved for a general imposed 

velocity distribution as follows. 

Loci of possible points of re-attachment are 

of the form (c. f. equation 5.26, and replacing Q by x): - 

ue = fýtx - R 
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that is, the loci of possible re-attachment points are 

translates. 

Let the imposed velocity distribution be of the 

form 

üe = fz GO. 5.57 

The condition for tangency (i. e., the bursting condition) 

is then 

f1I G-1 
1) = f2 (x) 

we may replace x by k since this quantity corresponds 

to the bubble lengths i. e., 

fi'( i) = f21(i). 5.58 

Now, the point -of intersection x= -X of the curves 

represented by equations-5.56 and 5.57 is given by 

fl{ý- f2(ß), 

so that 

ail 2 ýý1 
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Ifl'( 
1)-f2'(ß) = fl'(R-R1). 5.59 

öRl 

Thus, becomes infinite when the curves are tangential, 
ail 

the sign being +ve since f1' and f9' are both -ve and 

i1 ýQl 
; bowl so dý 

is -ve and finite provided 
e es 

that :? >0. Westhere ore have that 
DR 

= -. when 
a 

s es 
the curves are tangential, which is the re<qu i rod 

result 

it can be similarly shown that 
aue and hence 

ä30 R 
8 es 

are infinite when the curves are tangential. , 

Thus for a fixed imposed vleocity distribution, 

ue = f'tx3, the rates of change of Q and U with R 
es 

become infinite at bursting, irrespective of the form 

of f7. 

1-1.10 The Effect of Variation of the Transition Law 

Ir, the preceding comparisons of theoretical 

bursting parameters with experimental values the law 

(equartion 5.1) 

ýX lv 

s 
6 

has been used throughout to predict the position of 
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transition in relation to separation. Although this 

is a reasonable first approximation, as figure 3 shows 

there are marked departures from this law in some cases. 

it is therefore of interest to investigate the effect 

of different transition laws upon the bursting 

parameters. 

A simple method of doing this is to retain the form 

of this equation, but to vary the value of the numerical 

constant; that is we let 

4 
_ 

Cl x 10 

s 0 
5.60 

and vary the value of Cl. 

Figures 39,40 and 41 show the result of varying 
il ror.: 3 to 6 upon. the parameters P, -Z and Q at 

Durst i iig, predicted by the energy theory for linear 

imposed velocity distributions. An increase of C1 

both markedly reduces the value of -P. and increases 

the value of EB for a given value of R8 , but the 
s 

effect upon the value of aB is only rather slight. Thus 

although the total bubble length and the parameter n 

at bursting are markedly affected by changes in the 

position of transition, the pressure rise parameter o at 

which bursting takes place is relatively unaffected by 
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such changes. Just prior to bursting, the rate of 

change of a with Rg for a given pressure distribution 
s 

is very rapid (see figure 33), so referring to figure 41 

it may be inferred that the attainment of a value of 

a=0.30 is indicative of incipient bursting in all 

cases. 

Because of this weak dependence of QB upon the 

transition distance, it is not possible to attribute 

the large scatter of experimental values of aB in 

figure 37 to departures from the assumed transition law. 

5.11 A Possible Explanation of Flow Unsteadiness near 

Bum 

It was pointed out in section 5.6.1 that two 

positions of the re-attachment are predicted by the 

present theory for a given imposed external velocity 

distribution and separation Reynolds number, and 

the more forward of these two positions was chosen as 

being the physically realistic one. However, for values 

of P only slightly above bursting, the difference 
s 

between the two positions becomes very small, as may be 

seen from figure 32, and in these circumstances it is 

possible that the position of re-attachment may 

oscillate between the two points. 
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This is a possible explanation of the flow 

unsteadiness frequently observed as bursting is 

approached (see for example figure 10). 

5.12 Turbulent Re-separation 

The quite good agreement between the bursting 

parameters predicted by the present theory and those 

measured in all the experiments conducted at Queen 

Mary College (by McGregor, Caster and Woodward) indicates 

that the cause of bubble bursting in these cases was 

the failure of the turbulent shear layer to re-attach 

to the surface. 

However, as was discussed in section 2.4.5, it 

appears from the work of Wallis6 that bubble bursting 

may in some circumstances occur as a result of re- 

separation of the re-attached turbulent boundary layer 

behind a short bubble. 

Evans and Mort23 have analysed data which they have 

interpreted as indicating that bursting will occur by 

this mechanism if R. 
d" at bursting is greater than 

s 
about 1300; that is when R> 370, approximately. es 
Although the numerical value of this criterion does 

not appear to be generally correct, since one of the 

experiments of Woodward7 shows bursting to occur at 
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= 455, and the bursting parameters for this case are 
s 

very accurately predicted by the present theory, there is 

however a qualitative indication in the present re-attachment 

criterion and the turbulent separation criterion of Buri2=5 

(equation 3.1) that re-separation will be more likely 

to occur at high Reynolds numbers. 

The re-attachment criterion developed in the 

preceding work states that 

du 
(e 

dXe) A (a constant), 5.61 
eR 

whilst Buri's criterion for turbulent separation is that 

)=r (a constant). 5.62 R8 
"(e dýX 

S ses 

According to these criteria, if re-attachment occurs 

such that 

R1© 
du 

6S ue dx ?? 

is greater than FS, it is likely that turbulent re- 

separation will occur within a short distance. That 

is, re-separation is probable if 
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or 

1 rs 
L4 R 0R 

(8 
du 

ue dx R 

1 4 
rS 74 

R>, 
gR AR 

5.63 

Now according to the analyses of Allan-6 and Smith. 7 

I's - -0.04, and from equation 3.31, AR 0.0082. Thus 

re- separation is probable if 

0.04 ReK ý0.0082ý ' 

i. e. Re > 560.5.64 
R. 

Now the ratio of R to the Reynolds number Re of 
6R s 

the laminar boundary layer at separation is generally 

about 2, so that equation 5.64 is roughly equivalent to 

Res > 280; 5.65 

however, because of the fourth power dependence, the 

precise value is rather strongly dependent upon the 

values of I's and A,,,. 

Whether or not re-separation actually will occur 
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above the critical value of Re will be dictated by how 
s 

rapidly the adverse pressure gradient falls after 

re-attachment. Generally speaking, the pressure 

gradient falls to a value of about-a quarter of that at 

re-attachment within a very short distance, so turbulent 

re-separation will generally not he expected until 7- 
S 

is several time greater than the critical value given 

by equation 5.65. 
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6. Discussion and suggestions for future work 

The good qualitative and fair quantitative agreement 

with experiment of the simple approach presented in 

Chapter 5 indicates certain essential features of the 

mechanism of bursting, 'which may be stated in the 

following terms. 

The total velocity drop (pressure rise) along the 

turbulent shear layer is related to the length of the 

turbulent part of the separated flow, and these two 

quantities are dictated by the length of laminar 

separated flow and the imposed velocity distribution. 

Bursting occurs when expansion of the turbulent T)ar, t 

of the shear layer with decrease of R. cannot supply 
s 

a sufficient pressure rise to satisfy the requirements 

of the imposed velocity distribution whilst at the same 

time attaining the requisite value of the re-attachment 

parameter. In these circumstances the re-attachment 

process fails under the restraint imposed upon the flow 

by;, 7 the inviscid velocity distribution, and a large 

separated region results which will influence to a 

marked degree the pressure distribution over the 

surface as a whole. As a consequence, the restraint 

of the inviscid velocity distribution is relaxed and 

the flow is free to adjust itself to a new equilibrium 
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condition which will involve a large separated region 

and a pressure distribution considerably modified from 

the inviscid form. The value of the pressure rise 

parameter a may then be expected to approach the 

asymptotic value of. ßmax=0.48 given in equation 5.24. 

Long bubbles of this type cannot however he fully 

predicted by the theory of Chapter 5 because the 

pressures at separation and re-attachment cannot be 

approximated to by the inviscid values, and because 

the start of the pressure rise does not appear to 

coincide with the transition point, as was the case in 

short bubbles. 

Practical calculations of short bubble bursting may 

be approximately carried out, if the inviscid external 

velocity distribution is reasonably linear in the bubble 

region, by firstly calculating the position of laminar 

separation and the momentum thickness at separation. 

This can be done by applying one of the standard laminar 

boundary layer methods (e. g. Thwaites13, or, for more 

accuracy, Heads`') to the inviscid velocity distribution. 

Bursting conditions may then be predicted by using the 

theoretical relationship between ZB and R8 shown in 

figure 35 together with either the relationship between 

PB and ( ipure 34), or that between aB and Re l ig. 3'1 . 
S 
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Because of the approximate equality of P with the 

approximately constant parameter As, P generally varies 

only slightly as Re varies for a given pressure 
s 

distribution, whereas a varies rapidly; hence a is a 

more sensitive parameter'than P and it is therefore 

probably preferable to use the relation between aB and 

Res 

If the inviscid external velocity distribution depart,, 

significantly from a linear form in the bubble region, 

the growth and bursting behaviour may be calculated 

using the procedure outlined in section 5.6.2, the 

separation point being calculated in the same manner as 

for the linear velocity distribution case. 

The neglect of the perturbation effect of the bubble 

upon the external velocities at separation and re-attach- 

meat is a source of error inherent in the present simplified 

analysis. The magnitude of the perturbation will 

depend upon the details of each individual case, and 

in particular upon the size of the bubble in relation 

to the surface geometry. Hence it does not seem 

hopeful to attempt to establis]. a general empirical 

correction to account for the difference between the 

'measured' and 'inviscid' values of external velocity 

at separation and re-attachment. Accordingly, and 
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because of the additional simplifications made, the 

present approach must be considered as only a first 

approximate solution of the bursting problem, and more 

accurate results are to be expected when the full. 

inviscid-viscous interaction problem is solved. At the 

present time there is not enough experimental data 

available to enable the variation of the viscous layer 

displacement thickness in the separated region to he 

predicted empirically with any confidence as required 

for the full interactive solution. Careful measurements 

of velocity profiles in the separated region; with 

particular attention to the flow direction as well as 

magnitude, together with measurements of the Reynolds 

stresses in the turbulent re-attachment zhne, leading 

hopefully to empirical expressions for the shape 

parameters and the dissipation coefficient, should remedy 

this situation. An empirical expression for the 

determination of the position of transition in the 

separated layer, as used in the present theory, would 

have to be used in the interactive problem. The 

method of Lees and Reeves47, with a modified coupling 

equation relevant to subsonic flow conditions, could 

be used for the laminar part of the bubble, and 

extended for the analysis of the turbulent part by 
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incorporation of the empirically-determined expressions 

for the shape parameter and dissipation coefficient. 

The re-attached turbulent boundary layer development 

behind the bubble could be calculated by using the 

momentum integral and kinetic-energy integral equations 

with Mueller's3'' expression (equation 3.30) for the 

dissipation coefficient in re-developing flows. 

However, it is to be expected that the results of 

such calculations will broadly agree with the results 

of the present analysis, since the assumptions and 

simplifications we have made are based upon a fairly 

substantial body of experimental evidence, and the 

predictions of bursting conditions and lengths of 

turbulent separated flow of the present analysis are 

for the most part in as good agreement with experimental 

data as the scatter of this data would lead us to hope. 

At the same time, it is evident that in many respects 

the present analysis is probably over-simplified. For 

instance, there is some evidence of a slight Reynolds 

number dependence of the parameter AR (see figure 22), 

though the presently available data are not of sufficient 

accuracy to make any definite conclusions on this point. 

The empirical formula for the transition distance might 

also be subject to re-examination, and a careful set 
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of experiments under various measured free-stream 

turbulence conditions would be of considerable value in 

this respect. In addition, the discrepancy between 

the experimental and theoretical values of the 

re-attachment parameter needs further examination. Some 

additional and more accurate measurements of the 

pressure gradient parameter A at points of re-attachment 

behind short separation bubbles, in a variety of conditions, 

are required to establish the accuracy of the proposed 

re-attachment criterion. It is particularly desirable 

that two-dimensional measurements'should be carried out 

with a view to establishing whether the three-dimensional 

results, which have in some instances been used in the 

preceding work faute de mieux, are strictly applicable 

to the two-dimensional case. 
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7. Conclusions 

(1) The position of transition to turbulence in 

a laminar separation bubble may be approximately determined 

from the empirical formula 

4 X 1O 
ql = R 

es 

(2) Chapman'sý-e suggestion that total pressure on 

the dividing streamline is conserved during the re- 

attachment process is, in the case of short separation: hubbies, 

found to be invalid. The agreement between the value 

J max = 0.345 obtained by Savage19 and Tani8 using 

Chapman's suggestion, and the value omax = 0.35 suggested 

by Crabtree3%on the basis of experimental evidence, 

appears to be entirely fortuitous. 

(3) The turbulent mixing process plays a 

decisive role in energising the dividing streamline 

sufficiently for re-attachment to be possible. 

(4) The relatively low velocities and small 

depth of the reverse-flow 'vortex' of separation 

bubbles, compared with the shear laver, indicate that 

the vortex probably does not play the decisive role in 
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the flow as a whole suggested by Maekawa and Atsumil6, 

and McGregor9. 

(5) A criterion of the form 

(uff 
ddu ue) 

'-0.0082 
e 

appears sufficient to determine the conditions under 

which a turbulent shear layer can re-attach. 

(6) The predictioji of the momentum thickness 

variation in the turbulent separated region, where a 

strong adverse pressure gradient acts, by the approximate - 

method based upon the kinetic energy integral equation 

with the assumptions that HF and Cd are constant is 

potentially more accurate than the approximate method 

of Crocco and Lees utilising the entrainment equation 

with Hl and F assumed constant. This is because the 

latter method is approximately twice as sensitive to 

the correct specification of the constants than is the 

former. 

(7) There exists a correlation between the non- 

dimensional length of turbulent separated flow, 
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and the ratio of the external velocities at re-attachment 

and transition, u /u ; and hence between ýL and eReT 
Crabtree's pressure rise parameter Q. 

(8) Bubble growth and bursting behaviour may be 

predicted to a reasonable degree of accuracy by makinT 

use of the correlations mentioned in conclusions (1) 

and (7) 
. 

(9) Bursting occurs as a fundamental breakdown 

of the re-attachment process, when the external flow 

becomes unable to adjust itself to allow the viscous 

flow to satisfy the re-attachment criterion. The 

magnitude of the pressure rise over the bubble, as 

dictated by the imposed velocity distribution, is the 

major factor determining when such a condition occurs. 

For external inviscid velocity distributions which 

may be represented by a straight line in the rep on 

of the bubble, these correlations lead to the results 

that: - 

(10) The value of Crabtree's Parameter Q at bursting, 

Q., has a weak dependence upon the separation Reynolds 
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number, Ra and varies between the limits 0.27 to 0.36 
s 

over the Reynolds number range in which burstinP has 

been observed. This may be compared with Crabtree's3 

suggested constant value of oB = 0.35. 

(11) The predicted curve of oB against R follows 
es 

the trend of the experimental results, though there ic 

considerable scatter. 

(12) The predicted curve of (aster's parameter P 

at bursting, F'., against Re follows closely the 

experimental results. 

(13) The predicted curve of the non-dimensional 

bubble length at bursting, zB, against R. follows the 
J 

trend of the experimental results, though again there is 

some scatter. The predicted curve may be approximated 

to roughly by the curve 

4 6 x 10 Q_ 
BS 

which is in quite good agreement with Young's1`' sucgestion 

that 

6.4 x 104 ýR = Re 
s 
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A better approximation to the predicted curve is however 

give. by 

4x 104 
ýB R+1.26 

x 103 

e R 
s ©s 

(14) The dependence of the bubble length at 

bursting, 9B' upon the momentum thickness of the 

boundary layer at separation, 6S, is therefore small, 

in accordance with the experimental observation of 

G: oodward . 
7 

(15) 
. 

The effect upon the values of aB of 

variations in the constant governing the length of 

separated laminar flow is small. 

For general inviscid velocity distributions: - 

(16) The effect of concavity of the invisc d 

velocity distribution is to increase the values of 

bubble length and pressure recovery parameter at bursting; 

and vice versa. 

(17) Curvature of either sign of the i_nviscid 

velocity distribution decreases the value of -PB for 
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a given value of R8 
s 

(18) The rate of increase of Q with decrease of 

Re becomes infinite at bursting. 
s 

(19) A possible explanation of the flow unsteadiness 

frequently observed near bursting conditions is 

provided by the non-uniqueness of the solution for the 

position of re-attachment. 

(20) Further experimental work is required to provide 

empirical. datä to enable the full yiscous-inviscid 

interaction equations governing bubble formation to be 

solved. - 



Notation - Part II. 

a Combined convergence and sweep 
parameter. 

A1 Integration constant 

A, B Constants in hot wire calibration 
law (equation 10.1). Also, 

constants in law of the wall. 

Cl Constant in transition law i1=C1/Re . 
s 

P-P. 
Cp= Pressure coefficient. 

20. 

Cf1, Cf, Streamwise and crosswise skin 
friction coefficients. 

Cd1, Cd2 Streamwise and crosswise dissipation 

coefficients (see equation 9.42). 

F Non-dimensional rate of entrainment 
of mass into viscous layer (see 

equation 9.33). 
d 

H1161 Streamwise shape parameter. 
11 

Chordwise shape parameter. 

6-al 
Head's shape parameter (streamwise). 

e11 

fiE=El11 Streamwise 'energy' shape parameter. 811 

hl, h2, h3 Metric coefficients (equation 9.1). 

11 

I Hot wire heating current. 
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k = tan $. 

,K K Geodesic curvatures of curves 2 l 
C=const., n=const. respectively 
(see equation 9.3). 

Ql length of laminar separated flow. 

12 length of turbulent separated flow. 

n Arc length of curves E= constant. 
Also, distance normal to external 
streamlines measured outwards from 
the centre of curvature, in the 
plane of the surface. 

p Static pressure. 
2 

611 ue ue 

P= s( R .s Gaster's parameter (defined stream- 
v SR-Ss 

wise). 

11 
P'=ea2(R- S Caster's parameter (defined chord- 

V xR-xs wise). 

q Mean velocity component in viscous 
layer in the direction of the local 
surface shear stress. 

qT= T Friction velocity. 

r(=h ) Radius of equivalent axi-symmetric 2 body in Cooke's analogy. 

R radius of streamline curvature. 

s Arc length of curves n= constant. 
Distance along external streamlines 
in the external streamline 
coordinate system. 

ds Length element. 

(u, v, w) Mean velocity components in the 
viscous layer in (E, n, r, ) directions. 
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(u', v', w') Fluctuating velocity components. 

(ue, veWe) External flow velocity components. 

(U, V, W) Mean velocity components in the 
viscous layer in (x, y, z) directions. 

(U', V', W') Fluctuating velocity components. 

(Ul, V1, Wi) External flow velocity components. 

Ue=(ue2+ve2)2 

UOO Free-stream velocity. 

UýO=U. cos r Free-stream velocity component 
normal' to leading edge. 

V,,, =U. 
O sin r Free-stream velocity component 

parallel to the leading edge. 

=ITT7P Streamwise frictional velocity. 
w 

W(ä) Cole's wake function. 

(x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system for 
infinite yawed wing. 

X Distance along plate centre-line 
from the leading edge. 

Y Distance normal to plate centre- 
line, negative values being in the 
'tip-wise' direction. 

ß Incidence of Thwaites flap on 
porous cylinder. 

aw Angle between external and limiting 
streamlines. 

r Angle of sweep. 

6,6.995 Boundary layer thicknesses. 
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.S 
d*ý=ý (1- U )dz Chordwise displacement thickness. 

Jo Ul 

Sl, d2 Displacement thicknesses. (Egns. 9.25 & 9.35). 

C11l'Cl2l "' ¬222 'Energy' thicknesses (see equations 
9.31 and 9.39). 

611'e12'e21'e22 'Momentum' thicknesses (see equations 
9.26 and 9.36). 

8'= U (1---)dz Chordwise momentum thickness. foul Ul 

K von Karman's constant. 
2 dU 

e 1 
x? 

v 'dx Chordwise pressure gradient parameter. 

ll e =ü 
äs 

Streamwise'pressure gradient 
e parameter. 

u Viscosity 

V Kinematic viscosity. 

Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, 
C being normal to the surface. 

TI Coles' profile parameter. 

p Density 
C -C PS PR 

a= C Streamwise pressure recovery 
PS parameter. 

C -C PS PR 
Q, - 2 Chordwise pressure recovery 

cos r-C parameter. p S 

Tl'-r2 Shear stress components in (E, n) 
directions. 
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Angle between external streamline 
and chordwise direction. 

Angle of yaw of stream to hot wire. 

( )(Bar) Indicates lengths or velocities 
non-dimensionalised by ell and 

ue (strdamwise quantities), or 
s 

81s and U1 (chordwise quantities). 

()' (prime) Indicates quantities resolved 
perpendicular to the leading edge 
of yawed wings. 

Suffices 

S conditions at separation 

T conditions at transition 

R conditions at re-attachment 

w conditions at the surface 

e conditions in the external stream. 
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8. Introduction 

The first part of this thesis has dealt exclusively 

with separation bubbles in two-dimensional flow, and 

indeed all the published literature dealing in detail 

with low-speed bubble separations has treated only the 

two-dimensional case. 

However, in view of the fact that in practice most 

aircraft having wings of thin enough section for bubble 

separations to be important have some degree of leading- 

edge sweep, it is evidently of considerable interest to 

extend our investigations to include an examination of 

the effect of sweep? -ack upon the behaviour of separation 

bubbles. 

As we have seen, two different types of separation 

bubble, long and short, can be formed near the leading- 

edge of an aerofoil in two-dimensional flow, the type 

of bubble depending upon the Reynolds number and the 

inviscid pressure distribution. The change-over from 

one type of bubble to the other occurs simultaneously 

of course over the whole span in the ideal. two-dimensional 

case. Any three-dimensionality of the invisc: id flow, 

such as that due to tip effects and sweep-back, will 

however lead to situations in which the bursting process 

takes place at different values of Reynolds number or 
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incidence at different spanwise positions. In particular, 

typically on swept wings of finite aspect ratio, non- 

uniform spanwise pressure distributions occur such that 

the suction peak on the wing's upper surface usually 

increases in magnitude and moves forward as the spanwise 

distance from the centre-section is increased, for 
" 

incidences below the stall, although this must depend on 

distribution of camber and wash-out as well as inclrience 

to some extent. Consequently, bursting occurs at lower 

incidence at outboard sections than at inboard ones, and 

the situation arises in which a short bubble exists on 

inboard sections with a long bubble over the outboard 

sectxns. Because the circulation round the stalled 

outboard sections is less than that round the unstalled 

inboard sections, vorticity must be shed at the junction. 

of the short and long bubbles, which results in the shedding 

of a part-span vortex sheet. This shed vorticity can 

markedly affect both the downwash at the tailplane 

and the induced vorticity at the wing. 

Evidently it is necessary, for the prediction of 

the complex flow patterns arising from such mixed flows, 

to be able to predict the behaviour of separation 

bubbles on swept wings. In the following sections we 

shall, after a brief review of some relevant topics, 
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describe some experiments designed to investigate the 

effect of sweep-back upon the structure and the growth 

and bursting behaviour of separation bubbles. In order 

to isolate the sweep-back effect from the effect of 

non-uniformity of spanwise pressure, an apparatus has 

been used which simulates as far as possible the 

conditions near the leading-edge of a thin yawed wing 

of infinite span. We then proceed, on the basis of the 

information gained from this investigation, to extend the 

two-dimensional semi-empirical bubble growth and bursting 

theory described in Part I to the three-dimensional 

case. Such an extension can only be considered 

tentative at the present time in view of the fact that 

the experiments have been conducted at one rather 

moderate angle of sweep only. Furthermore, the increasingly 

large cross-flows which may be expected as the angle 

of sweep is increased will render the assumptions upon 

which the extension of the theory is based less valid for 

high angles of sweep. Nevertheless,, the approximate 

range of validity of the approach may be expected to 

lie between angles of sweep from zero to about 4r°, 

which include, the majority of aircraft wings of 

conventional planform. 

The experimental work also included an investigation 

of the re-attached turbulent boundary layer behind the 
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swept separation bubbles. The boundary layer 

characteristics are analysed in some detail, and the 

results compared with existing data for two-dimensional 

layers. 
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proceed to a discussion of these phenomena in three- 

dimensional flows. 

Finally, in the absence of any previous theoretical 

or experimental work on three-dimensional separation 

bubbles, we. shall review some qualitat-ve suggestions 

,..: hick have been made concerning the nature of the 

separation bubbles formed on swept wings and the 

effect such bubbles have upon the formation o` r>art- 

span vortices and the stalling characteristics of swept 

wings. 

9.2. Boundary Layers in Three-Dimensional Flow. 

921 Cross-flows and Streamline Convergence. 

By a two-dimensional boundary layer we mean a 

boundary layer formed on a cylinder of infinite lateral 

extent in a flow perpendicular to the generators of the 

cylinder, when the projections of the streamlines of 

the external inviscid flow are perpendicular to the 

F, enerators. All other cases of boundary laver flow 

may be classed as three-dimensional. 

Generally, the projections of the external stream- 

lines on the surface will be curved in three-dimensional 

flow, and as a result of this curvature a pressure 

gradient acting at right angles to the ; projection of the 
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exterr1 streamline will exist at the outer edge of the 

boundary layer, of magnitude approximately 

2 
t=_p 

ue 

nR 

where n is measured normal to the streamline and directed 

outwards from the centre of curvature, ue is the external 

velocity and the radius of curvature of the stream- 

line. New provided the principal. radii of curvature 

of the -ur ace are, large compared with the boundary 

layer thickness, pressure variations through the boundary 

la%, er are negligible, and this so-called cross-wise 

pressure gradient therefore, acts throughout the depth 

of the local boundary layer. Because however the 

velocity of Particles within the boundary layer is less 

than that at the edge of the layer, the radius of 

curvature of the paths of such particles must be 

decreased in order for the balance of centrifugal and 

pressure forces to be maintained. Hence fluid within 

the boundarv layer tends to turn inwards towards the 

centre of curvature of the external streamline; the 

resulting velocity component within the boundary layer 

at right anfiles to the external stream direction is 

termed ,, econdary or cross flow. 
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The effect of viscosity, which has not been 

included in the above simplified argument, is to modify 

somewhat the picture without changing the conclusion 

that streamline curvature leads to cross-flows, s nce 

viscous stresses can only arise as a result of velocity 

gradient s. The balance of cross-wise pressure, inertia 

ßn: 9 viscous force. -, therefore always require- velocity 

variations pernendicular to the curved external stream- 

line. 

_' :e -ecor. d effect arising as a result of three- 

dimen iona1 ty is a thickening or tinning of the boundary 

la ; per due to the convergence or divergence of adjacent 

external stre, miines, compared with a corresponding 

two-dimensional boundary layer. For instance, the 

flow over a circular cone at zero incidence is similar 

to that ov_-r a t-: o-dimensional body in that, by symmetry, 

no cross-fl w car: occur, but the boundary layer grows 

at a reduced rate compared with that over a two-dimensional 

surface with a pressure distribution, because 

the extern:. _ : treami: ine: ° diverge conically. In this 

ca:; e, the divergence arises directly as a result of 

the body j.. ecmetry. In the general case, it may arise 

as a ccrýýiýation of the effects of body geometry and 

imposed pressure f : Leld. 
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9.2.2. Three-dimensional Boundary Layer Equations. 

The derivation of the boundary layer equations in 

a curvilinear orthogonal coordinate system has been given 

by Howarth56 for incompressible, adiabatic laminar flow, 

and has been extended by Vaglio-Laurin57 to compressible 

turbulent flows. We consider here only the incompressible, 

adiabatic, laminar and turbulent cases. A system of 

orthoconal curvilinear coordinates is used, 

such that ?; =0 defines the surface of the body over which 

the boundary layer is formed. The boundary layer is 

assumed to be thin compared wýth the principal radii 

of curvature of the surface. The elemental length ds 

is then given by 

ds2 = h12dC2 + h22dn2 + h32dC2.9.1 

If we choose h3=1, then r *Measures the distance 

along surface normals to a close approximation, and the 

metric coefficients h1 and h2 are functions of ý and 

only. Then 

Ost = hI2d 2+ h22dn2 + dC2.9.2 

Since h3=1, s is interchangeable with the Cartesian z- 
ordinate, and for convenience we shall often use z in 
place of r in the ensuing work. 
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PART II 

An Investigation of Three-dimensional (Swept) Laminar 

Separatio Bubbles. 
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The geodesic curvatures K1 and K2 of the 

curves ý= constant and n= constant are then given 

by6ý: - 

ah2 1a hl 
K1 =- hlh2 ý--; K2 hlh2 

The three momentum equations and the continuity equation 

in this coordinate system are then67: - 

u au L- au au 2__ 11 an 1 
aT 

1 
hl a+a+wTT- K2uv +K1v h1 a+p `ä', 9 .4 

u av 
+v 

IV 
+. w 

av 
-K uv +K U2 -11a, +1 

aT2 
9.5 

hl aE h2 an aý Z2 hý'o an p at 

0 9.6 

h1h2 aj(h2u) + hIh2 2n(h1 + 
äc 9.7 

Here u, v and w are the velocity components in the C, n 

and c directions respectively, p is the pressure, P is 

the density and T1 and -t 2 are the components of shear 

stress in the & and n directions respectively. For 

laminar flow, these shear stresses are the viscous 

stresses only; i. e. 
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- TI =u and T2 = uä 5 9.8 

whilst for turbulent flow additional Reynolds shear 

stresses are included, i. e. 

ý 
. J. 9 T'T and T2=uvp Wy 

The usually small Reynolds normal stress terms 

have been omitted. 

At the surface, u=v=w=0, so that 

(a71) 1, 
and (3T2) 9.10 

ar W3ýw 
h2 an 

where the suffix w denotes conditions at the surface. 

In the external flow we have 

u au ve au e911 an e e9 
. 1.1 hl a+ h2 an _ K2ueve + K1 

e=- ri"p aý 

and 

ue ave Ve IV 2111, 
hl aC 

+ h2 an - K1 
eve 

+ K2ue =- h2"p in ' 9.12 

where ue and ve are the external flow velocity components. 

Subtracting equations 9.11 and 9.12 from equations 9.4 and 

9.5, and expanding the continuity equation 9.7 we obtain: - 
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1 (uau -u 
au 

e) +1 (Vu 
au 

_v 
e) + wau +K (u v -uv)- hl e3 h2 an e an aý 2ee 

2 
-K (v _2) v 

1 
= 

aTl 
9.13 

, 1 e p 

av 
(uä -u 

h ) +h (van 
av 

-uv) - e)+ wäß + K1(u v v 
l ea 2 e e e an 

2 
-K (u _2 u 

1 az ' 2 9.14 
2 e p ac 

hl au + 
h2 an + äc 

- K1 - K2v = 0,9.15 

0=9.16 

This set of non-linear partial differential equations is 

in general extremely difficult to solve, and recourse is 

almost invariably made to integral techniques, except 

for instance in the case of the 'similar solutions'. 

Before proceeding to derive the integral equations however, 

we shall discuss a case of particular relevance to the 

present investigation in which the equations are 

considerably simplified. 
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9.2.3. The Yawed Wing of Infinite Span. 

9.2.3.1 Boundary Layer Equations. 

We consider the case illustrated in Fig. 42 in 

which a wing of infinite span and constant section is 

placed in a stream yawed at an angle r. The most 

convenient coordinate system is in this case a geodesic 

system, the geodesics being lines normal to the leading 

edge and the cylinder generators. We now associate 

the coordinates (r,, n, c) with'distances normal to the 

leading edge, distance along the span, and distance normal 

to the surface respectively, and to avoid confusion we 

make the substitutions 

x=E, y= Ti, z= 

U U, V v, W=w9.17 

U1= ue V1 = ve, W1 = we 

We note that for this coordinate system 

K1 = K2 =0 
9.18 

h1 = h2 = 1, 

and, further, spanwise derivatives are zero because conditions 

are constant along the span, i. e. 

a=og. lg 
ay 



Then we obtain from equations 9.13 to 9.15: - 

U+ `aau U aul 
+1 

aT 1 
ax aZ 1 ax p az ' 

U+ G7. LV =UV1+1 
ar 2 

3X az 1 ax p aZ 

o= aZ 

1.89 

9.20 

9.21 

9.22 

a+ aW 
= 0.9.23 

aX aZ 

9.2.3.2. Laminar Flow. 

If the flow is laminar, T1 = uäZ, and equation 

9.20 is independent of the spanwise velocity V; together 

with equations 9.22 and 9.. 23, this equation is that 

describing the boundary layer growth over a two-dimensional 

body having the same pressure distribution perpendicular 

to the leading edge. Thus the chordwise* boundary layer 

may be calculated by the usual two-dimensional methods, 

and the spanwise boundary layer may then be calculated 

using the linear equation 9.21. 

This 'independence principle' was proposed 

independently by Prandtl58, Jones59 and Sears60. From 
* In this thesis the terms chordwise' and -Is a wise as 
applied to infinite yawed wings will always mean 'in 
directions perpendicular to and parallel to the leading- 
edge', respectively. 
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the point of view of the present work, an important 

consequence of this. principle is that the chordwise 

position of laminar separation on a yawed wing of 

infinite span is independent of the angle of yaw, and 

that the chordwise velocity profile at separation is 

the same as the corresponding two-dimensional profile. 

In general, the definition of the precise meaning of 

separation of a three-dimensional boundary layer is not 

simple, and this problem is discussed in more detail 

in section 9.3. However, in the particular case of 

-the infinite yawed wing, the separation line obviously 

lies along a generator, and the position of separation 

may be identified as the position at which the chordwise 

component of skin-friction vanishes. It may be 

expected that the spanwise component of skin-friction 

is in general non-zero at separation, however. 

9.2.3.3. Transition. 

Since the chordwise boundary layer equation is 

identical to the two-dimensional equation, and hence 

the chordwise hydrodynamic stability equation is identical 

to its two-dimensional counterpart, Sears" speculated 

that the chordwise position of transition should be 

independent of yaw. Bursnall and Loftin61 found that 
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the critical Reynolds number of a circular cylinder 

is approximately independent of yaw up to a yaw angle 

of 450, but that a significant departure from independence 

occurred at higher angles, and concluded that the 

position of transition was independent of yaw up to 

angles of 450. However, it is now known that the 

critical drag rise of a circular cylinder occurs as a 

result of the bursting of a short laminar separation 

bubble, rather than as a sudden movement of the position, 

of transition, so Bursnall and Loftin's result may be 

taken as indicating that the bursting of the short 

bubble is independent of yaw. The analysis given in 

Part I leads us to expect that this implies that 

the distance between separation and transition in the 

laminar shear layer of the bubble is independent of yaw, 

up to a yaw angle of 45° approximately; that is, the 

rate of growth of disturbances in the separated layer 

is unaffected by yaw up to this angle. 

Anscbmbe and Illingworth62 found that the position 

of transition measured normal to the leading edge on a 

swept wing was unaffected by sweep up to an angle of 300, 

but moved rearward rapidly for higher sweep angles. 

In contrast to this observation however, 

Gregory63 et al. found that the boundary layer of a swept 
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wing of large aspect ratio became turbulent much closer 

to the leading edge than on a corresponding unswept 

wing. This implies a breakdown of the independence 

principle as applied to the stability of the laminar 

boundary layer. It was found that this forward 

movement of the transition line due to sweepback was 

associated with the formation of streamwise vortices 

in the boundary layer ahead of transition. In order 

to explain this phenomenon, Squire75, Owen and Randall88 

and. Stuart63 examined the linearised stability equations 

in a general orthogonal curvilinear system of coordinates. 

It was concluded that, within the range of certain 

approximations, the flow component in the direction of 

propogation of the disturbance may be 'regarded as two- 

dimensional for stability purposes, the stability 

problem then resembling the well-known two-dimensional 

problem. Thus, at a given locality of a three- 

dimensional boundary layer, there is a whole class of 

velocity distributions, corresponding to different 

directions, which may exhibit instability. One particular 

velocity profile - namely, that for which the point of 

inflexion lies at the point of zero velocity - may 

generate neutral disturbances of zero phase velocity, 

giving rise to the observed streamwise vortices. 
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The boundary layer Reynolds number at which the 

appearance of streamwise vortices was first detected 

was considerably higher than that associated with short 

separation bubbles in the critical regime for all the 

angles of sweep tested, which were in the range from 

0o to 600. It is therefore unlikely that such vortices 

were present in the flows examined by Bursnall and 

Loftin61. It was indicated above that transition in 

these experiments occurred in the separated shear layer, 

and by the independence principle for laminar flow the 

chordwise mean velocity profile 'there may, be expected 

to be identical to the corresponding two-dimensional 

profile, which from our knowledge of two-dimensional 

flows we know to be highly unstable at all Reynolds 

numbers of practical significance. The highly amplified 

chordwise disturbances resulting from this instability 

may be expected to outweigh the weaker disturbances 

resulting from any instability of profiles resolved in 

other directions. 

We may provide some quantitative basis for this 

argument by considering the magnitudes of representative 

Reynolds numbers of the chordwise and cross-flow 

velocity profiles at separation for the present experiments. 

For the chordwise flow, a convenient Reynolds number is 
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that based on momentum thickness and chordwise velocity, 

namely Re'. At the pressure gradients associated with 

laminar separation, the lower stability limit is 

approximately R8 = 20, according to the curve on p. 542 
s 

of Rosenhead89, which was prepared from the calculations 

of many authors for two-dimensional flow. The value of 

F8 ' in our experiments are well in excess of 200, so 
s 

the stability limit for the chordwise flow is exceeded 

by a factor of at least 10. It has been suggested" 

that a suitable Reynolds number on which to base a. 

stability criterion for the cross-flow is ueIs21/v (in 

the notation of the present work), where the modulus of 

d2 has been taken since no distinction is made concerning 

the sign of the cross-flow. For the present experiments, 

this parameter lies between 50 and 60, whilst the 

stability limit is estimated by Kärman and Lin'to be 

about 230. Thus, near laminar separation, at the angle 

of sweep of our experiments, the chordwise flow is 

unstable to neutral disturbances whilst the cross-flow 

is not. At larger angles of sweep the magnitude of 

the cross-flow would increase, so the stability limit 

of the cross-flow would ultimately be exceeded, but we 

may expect that near separation the chordwise instability 

will be much greater than the cross-wise instability even at 



angles of sweep considerably in excess of that of the 

present experiments. 

These results may be expected to be representative 

of conditions pertaining to the experiments of Bursnall 

and Loftin, since the boundary layer Reynolds number 

and pressure distribution were similar to those in 

the present experiments. We may therefore conclude 

that the independence of transition position in a bubble 

implied by Bursnall and Loftin's results is due to the 

much greater instability of the chordwise profile 

compared with that of the cross-flow profile. 

9.2.3-. 4. Turbulent Flow. 

. If the flow is turbulent, Tl = -U I WI and 

T2 pV1 W, neglecting the relatively small viscous 

stress terms, and equation 9.20 is only independent of 

9.21 if U' W is not dependent upon V'77, and furthermore 

equation 9.20 is only. identical to the two-dimensional 

equation if U'W' has its two-dimensional value. It 

is not possible to determine theoretically whether these 

conditions occur, and accordingly experiments have 

been carried out to establish whether the independence 

principle holds for the case of turbulent boundary layer 

flow on a swept flat plate. Unfortunately the 

195 
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evidence is conflicting even in this simple case. 

Young and Booth64 and independently Altman and Ilayter66 

both found the independence principle to be applicable 

to swept plates, but Ashkenas and Riddell6` later 

obtained results which did not confirm these findings. 

It is possible that the presence of the transition- 

provoking devices used in the experiments may have 

sufficiently modified the results as compared with 

natural transition as to render them open to doubt. 

The controversy has yet to be resolved, and for this 

reason we shall not utilise the independence principle 

for attached turbulent flows in the ensuing work. 

For turbulent separated flow, the independence principle 

will be invoked on the basis of indirect evidence from 

the present experiments. 

9.2.4. Integral Equations in General Orthogonal 

Curvilinear Coordinates. 

The analyses of two-dimensional separation bubbles 

described in Part I of this thesis relied upon the use 

of integral forms of the boundary layer equations. 

The equations used were the momentum integral equation, 

the kinetic-energy integral equation and the entrainment 

equation. In three-dimensional boundary layers, two 
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momentum integral equations and two energy-integral 

equations arise from the integration of the two 

momentum equations 9.13 and 9.14, whilst a single 

entrainment equation arises from the continuity equation 

9.7. 

4b 

9.2.4.1. ',, zomentum Integral Equations. 

The momentum integral equations in a general 

orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system have been 

given by Cooke and Ha1167, and the derivation need 

not be given here. The equations are obtained by 

integrating equations9.13 and 9.14 with respect to 

ý. Putting 

Ue2 =ue2+ vet; 9 . 24 

aa 
Uea1 (ue-u) dC 

,Ue62=J 
(ve-v). dý 9.25 

00 

ra a 
Ueell =ý . 

(ue-u)u. dc , Ue°21 =f (ve-v)u. dc, 
00 

9.26 

rd jS 
U 

e©12 
J (ue-u)v. dr, 

' 
Ue022 =f (ve-v)vdý 

o Jo 

and denoting the components of wall shear stress in the 

and r; directions by Tl and T2 respectively, we get 
ww 
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1 2, 
+1a(U 

2ý 
+ 

dl 
. 

3ue 
+ 

hue2 at 
`e11Ue 

h 
2U e 

2an e12 e llue aE, 
1 

d au vV 
+ h2UeýaýE - K1(811 - 822 - 0- 2) - K2(©12 + 621 + ue. d1) 

e 

T1 
W 

: 

OUe2 

9.27 

'l av 

hU1e 2-ä 
t821e2ý +h 

1V1 e 
2'an 

t822Ue2ý + hle'a4e + 

1 

7v uu 
+ haU 

e` Ki(821 + 812 +U 62) ' K2(022 - ell - Ue'dl) 
2e ýi 

.ee 

T2 
= w2 9.28 

ý Ve 

9.2.4.2. Kinetic-Energy Integral Equations. 

The kinetic-energy integral equations in the 

general orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system do not 

appear to have been previously derived, and the derivation 

is accordingly given in the Appendix. The resulting pair 

of equations is 
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63 (d 
Ve-E212 = 

J(vu_vu)v. 
d; Ue"c222 = lo(ve2-v2)v. dC. 9.3 

The quantities c12 1 and E122, being equal to E211 and 

e212 respectively, do not appear in the integral equations, 

having been replaced by the latter two quantities in order 

to minimise the number of variables. The increase in 

the number of separate energy thicknesses compared with 

the number of momentum thicknesses indicates an increase 

in the complexity of solution of the energy equations 

compared with the momentum equations. The 'displacement', 

momentum and energy thicknesses given in equations 9.25, 

9.26 and 9.31 may be thought of as 'tensors' of the 

first, second and third orders respectively. - Thus 

writing 

u_ u v =u l, 2 

u u V = u e l e 2 , 
e e 

we may write the three thicknesses as 

Ue. Si =J (ui -ui). dý, i=1,2; 
e 

2 J: (uie_ui)uj. dc, Ue eij _ 
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. co 
(j 3e (v u -vu)v. dý; U 3e (v 2-v2)v. dc. 

e' 212 
ýo 

ee e' 222 
fo 

e 

The quantities 6121 and £122, being equal to £211 and 

g212 respectively, do not appear in the integral equations, 

having been replaced by the latter two quantities in order 

to minimise the number of variables. The increase in 

the number of separate energy thicknesses compared with 

the number of momentum thicknesses indicates an increase 

in the complexity of solution of the energy equations 

compared with the momentum equations. The 'displacement', 

momentum and energy thicknesses given in equations 9.25, 

9.26 and 9.31 may be thought of as 'tensors' of the 

first, second and third orders respectively. - Thus 

writing 

u ul , v = u2 

ue u7. 
e 

' ve u2e' 

we may write the three thicknesses as 

a 
Ue. di =j iu'e- uii. dý, 

' 

rcuie_ui)uj. 
d, Ue z 

Oil = 
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U e3E: ik (ui u-u1u )uk. dý, i, J, k=1,2. 
1oe je 

9.2.4.3. The Entrainment Equation. 

The derivation of the entrainment equation in the 

general system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates 

has been given in streamline coordinates by Smith69, and 

in general orthogonal coordinates independently by 

Cumpsty and Head68. Integration of the continuity 

equation 9.7 with respect of C leads to 

S 
1 ah2 sa61 ah1 fo 

udc +1 Vh udý +h vdý + 
1h2eaoe1aon 

+ Ulh " as 
{vd 

ý=F, 9.32 
e2 Jo 

where 

uve 36 F_ Uh1 we), 9.3 + h2 an 

and 6 is the boundary layer thickness. 

The quantity F can be interpreted as the non- 

dimensional rate of entrainment of fluid into the boundary 

layer from the external stream. 
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9.2.4.4. External Streamline Coordinates. 

9.2.4.4.1. Streamwise and Crosswise_Integral Equations. 

It is generally found convenient to identify the 

curves n= const. and E= const. with the projections of 

the external streamlines on the surface and the 

orthogonal trajectories of the same. Then we have 

that 

ve =0 and Ue Ue' 

If the external flow is irrotational, which will 

always be the case in the type of flow considered in 

this thesis, then E may be identified with the velocity 

potential, and we may write 

1 hl =u 
e 

In this coordinate system, the quantities defined 

in equations 9.25 and 9.26 become 

al =J (1-u). dc, a dý -[6 
v0e2 

Jo ue 

ad 
ell =I (1-ü )ü fo 

(1-ü )ü 
1o ee 12 

ee 

9.34 

9.35 

9.36 
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r 
dC. 9.36 021 

Jd u2dý' 022 j0 (ü )2 
uoe 

e 

The momentum integral equations may then be written: - 

ueBell + 1"a12 +aue (2e 11 +6i)-K1 (ell - e22) _ h23 

Tl 
W 

2 ' 
pu 

e 

X9.37 

ae21 1 22 + 
taue 1 aue 

ue ac + h2.3n ae . 621 + h2ue"an 
(911 + 022 + Sl) - 

T2 

- 2K1e21 =2"9.38 
Pue 

These equations may respectively be termed the streamwise 

and crosswise momentum integral equations. 

The energy thicknesses defined in equation 9.31 

become 

b 

elll 
o 

il u2 
uu . dý, E121 £211 =-J u23'dr' 

1o ueou ee 

u2 
e112 -I (1 - 2ý üe . dý, £122 £212 £221 

ýo ue e 

62 ö3 üv3 dý, e222 -J 3. dý, 9.39 
0e0ue 
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and the streamwise and crosswise energy integral 

equations become 

u12.3(ue3E111) 
+ h1 

E 1n12 + K1(2c221 Fill) = Cdl, 9.40 

1u3+ 
Ti 

ae222 
+2 

au 
e(£ 

23e 221 2 an h2uean 112 
+ £222 

e 

-3K1 £221 = Cd2' 

where 

9. x+1 

fd s Cdl = 
23 Tla . dý, Cd2 =23' T2a dc. 9.42 

pue 0 pue 0 

The entrainment equation becomes 

hä 
[h2u 

e 
(ö-dl)I - hl 

as 

22 an 
9.43 

this result being due to Smith", and Cumpsty and Eiead68. 

A further simplification may be made, following 

Cooke70, by replacing the ordinates C and n by the arc 

lengths s and n measured along the curves n=constant 

and ý=constant respectively. This coordinate system 

is shown in Fig. 42. Then from equation 9.1, we have 

that 
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a_1a __ 
a 

Ua hl ýa as ' 

1a_a 
and h2'an an 

Putting also h2 =r we have 

1r 
K1 --r 3s ' 

Making these substitutions in the momentum integral, 

energy integral and entrainment equations leads to: - 

Momentum Integral Equations: 

012 
I' +a- 822.1 

r 
r 14 (H11+2). ü 

e 

aas 
+a + e11 ' r as 

Ti 

_ w2 
2, 

pU 

9.44 

+1 
3U aO21 

2 rI 
a+i fir.,. + 

a822 
+ e(8 +e +a ) 

aJ 621 ue as r as an ue an 11 22 1 

T2 
w 

s 2' 
pU e 

d1 
where H11 

e11 

0 . 45 
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Energy! ntegral Equations: 

+ -I- 
euff-.. 

+ 1. + 
aE1.22 

-e1_ as elll IU 
as r ash an -21 'r as 

e 

s Cd , 
: I. 1+ 

1 

ac 
2+31 Sue 

+1 8r + 
äe222 

+2 
aue 

(e + 
as £221 1u' 

as r ash 2n ue 3n 112 e222 
e 

=C. 9.47 
d 2 

Entrainment Equation: 

a(6-a ) au as 1+ (6-ö )[1+1 ar] 
-2=F. x. 43 

as 1 ue as r as an 

9.2.4.4.2. Transformation from Cartesian to Stream- 

Line Coordinates. 

The external velocity distribution over a 

wing is usually known in terms of velocity components 

in, a Cartesian coordinate system, and in order to make 

use of equations 9.44 to 9.48 it is necessary to 

calculate velocities and derivatives with respect to 

the streamline coordinate system; in addition the value 

of the term 
r äs is required. Cookeýý has descr. t. ed 

the method of calculating these quantities. 
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Suppose the external velocity components in 

the Cartesian system (x, y) are Ul and V1. Then we 

have* 

ue2=U 12 + V12 

Now let the external streamline make an angle 

with the x axis (see fig. 42); then 

x=s cosh -n sin ý, y=s sin4 +n cos c. 

Now -L _ -ý- .+a 
aY 

as ax as ay as' 

and --a- _ -a-. + 3. iX 
. an ax an ay an 

... 
a= coso. -2- + sinn . --- , as ax 8y 

and a_- sin4. ax 
+ coso. - 

V 
Also, sind = ul, cosh = 

Ul, 
tangy = 

V1 
. 

ee 
U1 

In the. curvilinear coordinate system, the 

divergence of the external velocity vector V=(ue, ve, we) 

is given by 

=It is assumed that the surface is flat, so that 
W1 = 0. 
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div V=hhh fa(h2h3ue) + 
an(h3hlve) 

+ (h1h2we)]. 
12 3 

Taking h3=1 as before we have, since ve=we=0, 

div V=h (hu 
h 

). 
122e 

Putting h2=r and h "B _ as before, 
1 

" div V=r 
as 

(rue) 

In the Cartesian system, we have 

aUl 
+ 

av1A 
div V= ax a Y 

Equating these two expressions for the divergence gives 

1a auf IV, 
r. es(rue) ax + 

ay 

In this thesis we shall be concerned with the 

infinite yawed wing; for this case V1 = constant and 

= a o. ay 

9.49 

au 
. '. r"^S(rue) 

= ax 
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Also, as = coso" äx - ul'äx e 

aU 
. '. rü"as(rue) = 

ül 
--x 

and hence rue = Al. Ul, where Al is an arbitrary constant. 

From this result it follows that 

I lz 
_ 4( 

V1)2.1 au 
e 

r as Ul ue as 

i. e. 
1 ar k2. 

aue 
9.50 

r as ue as 

V1 
where k= tann =U9.51 

l 

We also have a=- 
sinO .a=- tanO . as" ax 

, ", 
a_ 

-k-2- 9.52 
en s 

For the infinite yawed wing, the integral 

equations may thus be written in terms of derivatives 

with respect to the streamwise arc distance s only, 

as follows: 
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Momentum Integral Equations: 
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Energy Integral Equations: 
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Entrainment Equation: 

9.56 
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1+ (1-k2). u as +k aý = F. 9.57 
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9.2.4.11.3. Discussion of the Integral Equations 

and Profile Representation. 

It was mentioned in section 9.2.1. that. the 

two additional phenomena arising in three-dimensional 

boundary layers, as opposed to two-dimensional layers, 

are those of streamline convergence and crossflow. 

With reference to the integral equations in streamline 

coordinates, equations 9.44 to 9.48, let us examine 

the way in which these phenomena affect the equations. 

By comparison of the streamwise equations 

9.44,9.46 and 9.48 with the corresponding two- 

dimensional equations, we note firstly that the first 

two terms on the left sides of each of the three- 

dimensional equations are identical to the corresponding 

two-dimensional equations, and the right sides of the 

equations correspond, -provided that we identify s and 

u with x and u, and Tl with T. The third terms of the 

three-dimensional equations represent the effect of 

streamline convergence, since 

1 3r 
r as Kl' 

and Kl, being the geodesic curvature of the orthogonal 

tra-jectories of the external streamlines, is therefore 
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a measure of their convergence. A negative value of 

r äs implies convergence, and a positive value divergence. 

The fourth terms in each of the three- 

dimensional equations are derivatives normal to the 

external streamlines of integral quantities involving 

the crossflow velocity v, and hence represent the main 

effect of crossflow upon the streamwise boundary layer 

development. The remaining terms in the momentum and 

energy equations represent the combined effects of 

crossflow and divergence. 

In many cases the magnitude of the crossflow 

velocity v is small compared with the streamwise 

velocity u, and 
.a 

good approximation to the streamwise 

flow may be obtained by putting v'= 0. Then 

812 = 822 = c112 E221 =62' 0' 

and the equations become formally the equations for 

flow about an axially-symmetric body of local radius r. 

Hence the streamwise equations may be solved independently 

of the crosswise equations. This simplification, due 

to Eichelbrenner and Oudart7l, is usually termed the 

'principle of prevalence', to distinguish it from the 

principle of independence of chordwise and spanwise 
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flows on an infinite yawed wing (section 9.23). The 

assumption is almost invariably made that the streamwise 

velocity profiles may be represented by the same 

families of profiles as for two-dimensional flow. This 

has been found to be a good approximation in the case 

of laminar flow by examination of exact three-dimensional 

solutions, whilst experiment shows the approximation to 

be reasonable in turbulent flows also. In turbulent 
4b 

flow, the additional assumptions are made that the 
T 

skin friction coefficient -, the dissipation 
2pu e 

coefficient Cd and the entrainment rate F are given by 
1 

the two-dimensional laws. A more complete discussion 

of the representation of velocity profiles and the 

skin friction laws is given by Smith69 and will not be 

repeated here. It is worth remarking that systematic 

discrepancies between calculations by Smith, using two- 

dimensional skin friction laws for the streamwise flow, 

and experiment suggested to him that the use of the 

two-dimensional laws is a questionable procedure. He 

also found poor agreement between his measured streamwise 

profiles and the two-dimensional 'law of the wall'. It 

is possible that the streamwise pressure gradients 

occuring in Smith's experiments might have been large 

enough to cause significant departures from the law of 
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the wall, and this point is at present being investigated 

by workers at Queen Mary College. 

9.3. Separation'and Re-attachment in Three- 

Dimensional Flow, and Some Qualitative 

Descriptions of Yawed Separation Bubbles. 

The concepts of flow separation and re-attachment 

in two-dimensional flows are quite precise, and we can 

identify the occurrence of these phenomena by the 

vanishing of the surface shear stress, Tw. Formally, 

separation and re-attachment may be distinguished from 

each other by examining whether 3T /as is negative or W 

positive, and physically they may be distinguished by 

whether the flow 'breaks away' from the surface, or 

impinges upon it. Since in two-dimensions only the 

streamwise skin friction component is non-zero, there 

is no difficulty in identifying the separation point 

so defined. Flow reversal occurs at the point of 

separation since 

zw = u( 

and TW changes sign at separation. 

When we attempt to extend the concept of separation 
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to the three-dimensional flow, we find that the vanishing 

of skin friction is not a suitable criterion for 

determining separation, as the simple case of laminar 

separation from an infinite yawed wing shows. Because 

the flow is by definition independent of the spanwise 

coordinate, the flow evidently separates along a line 

parallel to the leading-edge. Now the flow perpendicular 

to the leading edge is, by the independence principle, 

identical to the corresponding two-dimensional flow so 

the chordwise skin friction vanishes at separation. 

There is no reason however why the spanwise component 

should vanish simultaneously, and calculations show that 

it does not, at least according to the boundary layer 

approximations. Thus the skin friction is finite at 

separation, although in this particular case it is 

evident where separation occurs. In the case of a 

general wing or body, however, the geometry does not 

usually give an indication of the shape of the separation 

line, and it is difficult to identify separation from 

the local behaviour of the skin friction alone. Rather, 

we must consider the behaviour of the skin friction over 

the whole surface simultaneously, and in order to do this 

Maskell72 developed the concept of limiting stream- 

lines, which are defined as the streamlines an infinite- 
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-simal distance from the surface. For practical 

purposes, these lines are coincident with the skin 

friction lines, these being curves to which the local 

surface shear stress vectors are tangential. 

Maskell showed that, except at 'singular' 

points defined by 

az)w = (az)w = o, 

. the limiting streamlines are tangential to the surface, 

all non-singular points being termed 'ordinary'. It 

is evident that a two-dimensional separation point is 

singular, since k 

`(äz)wýSEP. 0, and (äZ)w = 0, everywhere.. 

Fig. 43b shows Maskell's description of singular separation 

in two-dimensions, the families of limiting streamlines 

on either side of S merging at S to form a singular 

separation streamline. 

Our previous remarks have already indicated 

that (äz )w and (av)w do not in general vanish 

simultaneously at a three-dimensional separation line, 

so three-dimensional separation is usually ordinary in 

the above sense. Since, as Maskell showed, the flow 
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must be single-valued and continuous at an ordinary 

point, the two families of limiting streamlines on either 

side of an ordinary separation line must be tangential 

to each other, so the separation line must be the cusp 

locus and envelope of the limiting streamlines. It is 

also the envelope of the separation streamlines which form 

together a surface of separation emanating from the 

separation line. This is shown in Fig. 43a. Re-attachment 

occurs in a similar fashion except that all flow directions 

are reversed. After separation, the separation stream- 

lines may either return to the surface forming closed 

paths enclosing re-circulating eddies or bubbles, or may 

be shed to form free vortex layers. It is in the former 

possibility that our interest mainly centres here. 

Maskell illustrates a possible form of leading-edge eddy 

or bubble, as shown in Fig. 44. We note that the 

separation streamlines and the limiting streamlines inside 

the bubble form closed paths round which the fluid 

continuously circulates, and furthermore the direction 

of the surface shear stress vector is in the sense SS' 

at separation, and R'R at re-attachment - that is, in 

opposite directions. Now from elementary considerations 

we know that the surface shear stress at separation will 

be directed down-span (tip-wise), since the curvature of 
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the external streamlines due to an adverse pressure 

gradient is such as to curve streamlines in the boundary- 

layer in this direction. At re-attachment however there 

is also a strong adverse pressure gradient, so we should 

also expect the skin-friction here to be directed down 

the span, and indeed the experimental work to be 

presented later shows this to be the case. Hence., 

Maskell's model does not appear to be viable. 

If we draw both the separation and re-attachment. 

skin friction directions directed down-span, and further 

assume the bubble to be uni-cellular, the only pattern we 

can draw is as shown in Fig. 45. Now, the internal flow 

has more the configuration of a vortex than an eddy, 

and a continuous downstream flow of fluid occurs inside 

the separation surface. This type of separated region 

is therefore not truly closed unless we think in terms 

of a hypothetical infinite span. The limiting streamline 

projections for the Maskell model and the alternative 

model are shown in Fig. 46. We could construct a variety 

of multi-cellular flows between the separation and 

re-attachment lines, but they must all contain at least 

one such vortex if the skin friction vectors at separation 

and re-attachment are both to be in the same direction. 

Even though this type of trapped-vortex flow 

is not in the strictest sense closed, we may distinguish 
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it nevertheless from an open flow by the fact that 

streamlines inside the separation surface do not originate 

from infinity upstream, but rather follow helical paths 

which viewed in sections normal to the leading edge 

appear closed. Furthermore, for the infinite yawed 

case still, the rate of mass flow down the span inside 

the separation surface will be constant so that no fluid 

addition takes place at any section. Obviously, for 

a span of finite length these conditions must be 

violated at the ends, but we may suppose that far 

enough from the ends the flow will attain uniformity. 

Thwaites73 has suggested some possible types 

of leading edge separations on swept wings, illustrated 

in Fig. 47. ' The top diagram represents the two-dimensional 

state of affairs, and would also represent the flow on an 

infinite yawed wing viewed normal to the leading-edge 

using either Maskell's model or the modification suggested 

above. The middle diagram shows a mixed flow containing 

'both a closed bubble and a free vortex layer, whilst 

the bottom diagram illustrates a fully open flow. The 

latter is representative of the flow on a sharp-edged 

slender delta wing, whilst the middle diagram is 

suggested by Thwaites to be representative of an 

intermediate stage, at moderate sweep between the fully 
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closed and the open types of flow. We may remark that 

since fluid is continually entering the partially or 

fully open flows, such flows cannot be uniform along the 

span. Probably the type of flow, open or closed, depends 

upon end effects as well as upon the angle of sweep. We 

can imagine the existence of a short closed bubble on 

a wing of large sweep, but it is difficult to visualise 

a long bubble uniform across the span in such circumstances, 

and it seems probable that some rolling-up of the 

mixing layer will occur. 

On a wing of infinite span, the distortion 

of the pressure distribution due to the tip will generally 

lead to premature bursting of a short leading-edge bubble 

near the tip, and Kuchemann74 has demonstrated that when 

such a situation occurs, there must be shedding of the 

bound vorticity from the inboard part of the wing at the 

junction between the 'short' and 'long' parts of the 

bubble. This results in the formation of a part-span 

vortex sheet, whose strength may be estimated from the 

difference in circulation between the stalled and unstalled 

parts of the wing. Kuchemann suggested that the short- 

long bubble junction may be well-defined, as the 'bursting' 

of a short to a long bubble is usually well-defined in 

two-dimensional flow. 
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10. Experimental Details. 

10. l. Introduction. 

The basic aims of the experimental work carried 

out on swept bubbles were firstly to discover the 

structure of such bubbles, and secondly to evaluate the 

parameters such as bubble length and pressure recovery 

in order to determine whether a suitable choi.. ce of 

co-ordinates for the measurement of such parameters leads 

to similarity with two-dimensional bubbles. The 

investigation was limited to one ankle of sweep-back 

only, namely r= 26.5°, and a further restriction was 

imposed by choosing apparatus simulating as closely as 

possible conditions on a yawed wing of infinite span. 

This latter restriction was made because of the desirability, 

in a first approach, of eliminating the effects of spanwise 

non-uniformity. The chosen angle of sweep was 

considered to be large enough for three-dimensional effects 

to be appreciable, yet not so large that end-effects wnu1r: 

be excessive. 

10.2. Model Design. 

The short bubbles formed near the l. eadin -ed eo 

two-dimensional aerofoils are generally only of len the 

of the order of one percent of the aerofoil chord, so 
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that in order to obtain bubbles of sufficient physical 

dimensions to enable detailed explorations of the velocity 

field within the bubble and the associated shear laver 

to be made, conventional aerofoils of chord between 

5 and 10 feet are required. The same situation may he 

expected when the wing is swept. The sze or conventional 

aerofoil required is too large to be accommodated in the 

wind-tunnels of the laboratory at Queen Mary College 

Aeronautical Engineering Department, and accordingly 

special models have been used by previous workers in the 

Department in their studies of two-dimensional bubbles. 

McGregor9 used an unconventional aerofoil section 

consisting of a semi-circular nose followed by a parallel 

section and tapered trailing-edge, the bubbles formed 

on the nose being two or three times longer than those 

on a conventional section. Gaster`' used an apparatus, 

specifically designed with the intention cf modification 

for the study of swept bubbles, cons i t*_nf7 a flat 

plate upon which a pressure distribution o form similar 

to that occurring at the leading edge of thin aerofoils 

was imposed by means of a small. aux iiarv aerofoil 

placed close to the nlate. _Ftibhles -: ere forme' on the 

surface of the flat plate beneath the aerofoil. tallln 

of the aerofoil was. inhibited by means of hlewinT'. The 
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apparatus yielded much useful data on two-dimensional 

bubbles, but had the disadvantages that it was capable 

of giving suction peaks of rather limited macnitude, and 

that the inviscid pressure distribution could not he 

conveniently calculated. 1,7oodward76 later developed 

a two-dimensional apparatus similar in principle t- that 

of Caster, using however a porous circular cylinder w'.. th 

boundary layer control by suction in place of the 

auxiliary aerofoil, for which he was able to calculate 

the theoretical inviscid pressure. distribution. This 

type of apparatus is particularly suitable for use "n a 

swept configuration, since although the aspect ratio of 

the flat plate is very low, that of the cylinder or 

aerofoil imposing the pressure distribution can he quite 

high. Thus end-effects, which would be excessive if an 

aerofoil of suitable chord were u. ed, are very considerably 

reduced. Woodward designer] a swernnt ver:; _i_on of hi_s 

apparatus, and this was subsequently used by in 

his investigation of three--c'imensiona. turbulent boundary' 

layers. Since this apparatus; was already in existence 

at the start of the present work, it uas decided to use 

it for the swept bubble investigat 
. on. 

The model- has been dc r'_; -. ed in 

and only the essential;; . -ill 
:e given here. 
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Fig. 48 shows a diagrammatic view of the apparatus 

as a whole. It consisted of an untapered flat plate, 

swept at an angle of 26.5° to the free stream, of 30" 

span and 36" chord, mounted horizontally between false 

walls in the working section of the low speed blow-down 

wind tunnel. A porous circular cylinder of 3" diameter, 

similarly swept, was mounted below the lower (working) 

surface of the plate. The chordwise and vertical 

positions of the cylinder centre-line could be adjusted, 

but were maintained respectively at a (streamwi_se) distance 

of 10" from the plate leading edge, and a vertical 

distance of 4" from the lower surface of the plate. The 

cylinder was constructed of Porosint Pigid Mesh, a 

porous stainless-steel mesh, and was fitted with a small 

'Thwaites' flap whose incidence ß could be varied. to 

control the rear stagnation point position, thus 

producing various imposed pressure distributions upon 

the plate. Sufficient suction to maintain fully 

attached flow was applied c ier the entire c-, -linder ace, 

and additional suction was applied to norou. s brons e discs 

supporting the cylinder in the false to prevent 

separation at the cylinder-. all junciions. 

The p1 ate, ; lo ,n in more : etai in f Bure 4 tiý , 

equipped with eight s±re ým. <ise rows of pros sure tappings 
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arranged across the span as shown. The two closely 

spaced rows near the centre-line were staggered, and the 

combined pressure distribution from the two rows will be 

referred to as the 'centre-line' pros' ure distribution. 

An adjustable flap of 6" chord was attached to the 

plate trailing edge. 

The blunt shape of the leading-edge of the plate, 

effectively cambered, together with the reflected 

circulation of the cylinder, caused the front stagnation 

point to lie on the curved nose of the plate. A small 

separation bubble was then formed at the nose, causing 

transition. This was used as a trip device by smith, 

but in the present work a laminar boundary laver was 

required until separation just aft of the plate centre- 

line. In order to move the stagnation point onto the flat 

lower surface of the plate, the plate flap was initially 

placed at an angle of 65°; this led to a laminar boundary 

layer, but because of end-effects, this, large flan 

deflection caused spanwise distortion of the pressure 

distribution on the elate. Acccrd. inly, an additi. onai. 

device waQ incorporated to control the stau nation point 

position; this consisted of a 4" chord auxiliar, 

aerofoil of "A': A 6412 section mounted as shown in FicT. 5fl 

above the leading-edge of the plate. The section was 
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chosen for its good stalling characteristics at low 

Reynolds numbers. With this auxiliary aerofoil in rnlace, 

a laminar boundary layer could be obtained over the 

whole span with the plate flap at an incidence of 40°, 

and it was then found that the pressure distribution 

was acceptably uniform across the span. 

In order to carry out velocity measurements in the 

boundary layer and separated region, a traversing 

mechanism was mounted underneath the tunnel. A vertical 

I sting projecting upwards from this mechanism could he 

moved along the tunnel centre-line parallel to the 

plate surface by means of a rack and pinion with a positioning 

accuracy of 0.01", and in a vertical direction by means 

of a micrometer with a positioning accuracy,, of . 00C)". 

The sting could be yawed about its axis, its nos tion 

being indicated to ý,,, ithin 0.05° by a small counter. 

Provision was made for the mounting of suitable probes 

on tot of the sting. 

10.3. ' ressure and Tunnel 'peed 'Measurement. 

The pressures at the surface tappings on the plate 

were measured by means of multi-tube alcohol slope 

manometers . The free-stream total ham? was measurerl `'y 

means of a r, itot-tube mounted in the Working section, 
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whilst the reference static pressure was taken to he that 

at the plate surface at a distance of 20" aft of the 

leading-edge along the plate centre-line, the difference 

between these pressures being read by a Betz manometer, 

and the free-stream wind-speed was calculated from this 

reading. This position of the reference static pressure 

was chosen because at this Point the kert! irtations due 

respectively to the cylinder and the plate flap were 

both small and cancelled each other to a good a; -nroximation. 

Because of the appreciable blockage effect of the model, 

the unperturbed (flat-plate) pressure on the plate was 

significantly different from the static pressure in 

the working-section upstream of the model. 

The maximum tunnel speed at which fully attached 

flow on the cylinder could he maintained was about 80 ft/sec., 

whilst the maximum incidence of Ae Thwaitcs flap for 

0 fully attached flow was about in 

10.4. Probe Design. 

The very small thickness of the vi_scr u:: re7, *. ons 

encountered in separation bubble ; tucl Le ha3 1 ec'. to the 

adoption of the hot-wire anemometer or the measurement 

of mean veiocitie in two-di* en: - : on } ýi' rl es <<t Queen 

Mar" College 9)41-17 C, and for the Gate reason t. 
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instrument was chosen for the present investigation. 

In the early stages of this work, the importance 

of careful design of the hot-wire supports was not fully 

appreciated nor anticipated, since no difficulty appears 

to have been experienced by previous workers on two- 

dimensional bubbles. In two-dimensional flow, the 

hot-wire supports may be positioned relatively far enough 

away from the working part of the wire for their influence 

to be negligible there. In three-dimensional flows 

however, the probe must be rotated in order to measure 

angles of yaw, and in some positions it is inevitalle 

that the wire will be influenced by a support upstream 

of it. However, quite apart from this difficulty, the 

actual interference effect of the wire supports was 

found to be large even with the grobe aligned to measure 

streamwise velocities. When one considers that ; ep<nr"3ti. on 

bubbles are interactive flows having displacement th: iick- 

nesses of the order of only 0.03", it is not surprising 

that the introduction of a support of diameter say 0.020" 

should have a locally disruptive effect uocn the flow. 

The effect of nrobe interference was . cst marked 

in the vicinity of separation, presumably clue to the 

s all di sr. lacement thickness there; from the transition 

as not apprecia? bi e mint aft however the interference , 
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provided a reasonably small probe was used, with 

supports of 0.020" diameter. However, it was necessary 

to obtain accurate profiles near separation, so a 

considerable amount of time was devoted to develor. ing 

a hot-wire probe giving the least possible interference. 

The technique described by Dryden7" of using a semi. - 

circular arc of plated hot wire materia to form the 

final wire support was used, but instead of etching the 

plating away to form the working part of the wre, wires 

were prepared with an unplated portion before soldering 

to the supports. 

The final form of the probe is shown in 

The main support consisted of 
iý 

outside diameter 

hypodermic tube, which also served as the earth lead. 

The prongs consisted of tapered nickel plated neec? 1es 

of 0.011" maximum diameter, solderec' into ^. 020" nuts; i ie 

diameter hvrodermic tubes. One tube was soldered to the 

main support, whilstthe other was insulated from it, 

and an insulated lead from the latter tube was carried 

inside the main support. Semi-circular su; nort; of hot- 

ire material plated to ci diameter of n. ýý . �t pr matc] v 

were soldered to the tips of the needles , the or ,, -i 

portion of the wire being ^. ^3. ̂ ý" in 1enprth. iuný7ýý ý. en 

wire of diameter C. fl002" was used for the hot-wire. 
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This probe design enabled the main hulk of the 

probe to be sufficiently far removed from the point of 

measurement for the interference to be minimal, whilst 

at the same time having sufficient rigidity to prevent 

prong vibration. The latter can be a serious problem 

since it causes wire fatigue with a consequent change 

" of wire resistance. 

The procedure used to solder the copper-plated 

hot wire to the prongs is shown in Fig. 52. With 

practice, perfectly straight hot wires could be made 

which maintained their geometry throughout the speed 

range used. 

The probe was mounted on the support shown in 

Fig. 53, the cranked shape being necessary to allow 

clearance for the porous cylinder when taking measurements 

in its vicinity. The probe support was inclined at an 

angle of about 650 to the vertical, and provision was 

made in the support to enable the hot wire to :e , pes. itioned 

accurately both on the axis of the ctirlg and parallel to 

the plate surface. These adjustments were carried out 

on a special jib? mounted on a projection microscope, 

by which means the hot wire centre could he positioned 

on the sting axis to within '0.005", and the wire 

aligned parallel to the surface to within tO. O0O5" over 

it,,! Length. Tn addition, the total. height of the wire 
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above the sting face could be measured on the jig, and 

hence the vertical position of the -,,; ire in relation to 

the plate surface deduced, to within ±0.0005", the 

distance between the sting face änd the plate being 

measured by means of a dial indicator. 

The vertical deflection of the tip of the probe 

at the maximum wind speed used was found to be less than 

0.001". 

10.5 Hot Wire Measurement Technique. 

10.5.1. Mean Velocity Measurement. 

Hot wires of length 0.03" and diameter 0.000? 
_" 

mounted on the probe described above were used to measure 

the flow velocity and direction within the viscous 

region. The hot wire was operated in the constant 

temperature mode and was supplied from a hand balanced 

Wheatstone Bridge Circuit. The technique for finding 

flow direction in the plane of the surface (i. e. yaw 

angle) was that described by Smith69. The technique 

relies upon the directional characteristic of the wire, 

which is such that the wire responds onll; to the component 

o{ velocity Perpendicular to it. Hence the velocity 

reading is a maximum when the wire is perpendiciiiar to 

the flow. This maximum is however not well (1, ef.. ned, 
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so the flow direction was found by finding the mean yaw 

angle between two points, one on either side of the 

maximum, at which the velocity reading was equal. The 

velocity was then found by rotating the wire to this 

mean position. 

The wire was calibrated in the wind tunnel 

against a Betz manometer at intervals of about 1' hours 

running time. This frequent calibration was necessitated 

by the rather rapid rate of calibration drift due to 

dust contamination. Various methods of cleaning the 

wires suggested by previous workers were tried, such 

as immersion in trichloroethylene, audio-frequency 

agitation in a bath of solvent, and agitation in an 

ultra-sonic bath. The first two methods had little 

or no effect, whilst the latter cleaned the wire but 

distorted or broke it. Towards the end of the 

experimental programme, the simple expedient of placing 

the wire under a hot running water tap was tried and 

found to be very effective. Providing that the probe 

is sealed against the ingress of water, this method of 

cleaning hot . -fires is strongly recommended. 

The wire calibrations were found to Fit well 

the equation cf Collis and lily amr e . ihi. ch, for the 

Reynold. number range in question and for com-tant. 
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temperature operation, may be written 

i2 _A+ Bu0.45,10.1 

where I is the wire heating current, 

u is the velocity, 

A and B are constants for the wire. 

No attempt was made to correct the results for the effect 

of surface cooling, since no readings were taken closer 

than 25 wire diameters (i. e. 0.005") from the surface, 

and it is generally agreed that the cooling effect is 

negligible at this distance. This was checked at zero 

wind-speed, for which the cooling effect of the surface 

is most severe. A small effect was apparent at 0.005" 

from the surface under these conditions, but the effect 

was not detectable at 0.007". Hence a small velocity 

error may arise when the velocity near the surface is 

very low for plate-wire separations of less than 0.007". 

Since a hot wire, whilst being sensitive to 

yaw, is entirely insensitive to pitch, the method of 

velocity measurement described above is incana} c of 

measuring the pitch angle. This is an acceptable 

situation in boundary layer measurements ww. wheie the flow 

is very nearly parallel to a surface, but in separated 

flows the direction of flow can, in certain re_, ions, be 
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far from parallel to the surface. Most workers on two- 

dimensional bubbles have measured the resultant velocity 

profile only, which is considerably distorted from the 

u-profile in that part where u=0, but acceptable near 

the wall and in the shear layer outside the u line. 

As we shall see from the experimental results for 

three-dimensional bubbles however, the situation in this 

case is considerably better because of the presence of 

cross-flows. Even where u=0 it isfound that an 

appreciable v component exists, so that the component, w, 

of velocity perpendicular to the surface is still small 

compared with the component (u2 + v2)2, parallel to 

it. Hence the distortion of the profiles is considerably 

less than in the-two-dimensional flow, and is probably 

negligible except very close tQ the centre oý the 

reverse-flow vortex, where the w component is at its 

maximum value. It therefore appears that we are 

justified in assuming that the resultant velocity profiles 

are good approximations to the u and v profiles, and 

consequently the very considerable extra experimental 

work which would have been necessary to measure the w 

component of velocity was not undertaken. 

. BecauGe of the amount of labour involved in 

obtaining the angle of the yaw, some of the velocity 

profiles were measured with the hot wire permanently 
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aligned parallel to the plate leading-edge. 'Since it 

is well established that a hot wire is, to a very close 

apprcximation, sensitive only to the velocity component 

perpendicular to it, provided the angle between the 

velocity vector and the wire is greater than about 200, 

the velocity profiles so measured are profiles of chordwise 

velocity if this condition is satisfied. A check of 

the insensitivity of the wire to velocities parallel to 

it is shown in Fig. 54, where the wire calibration for 

various angles of yaw, ti, is found to obey the law 

12 =A+ B(u cos 0 0.459 1 CC. 2 

u being the magnitude of the local velocity, within 

the angular limits indicated above. 

10.5.2. Turbulence Measurements. 

Turbulence measurements were carried out using 

the hot wire probe described above in conjunction with a 

LISA Constant Temperature Anemometer. An oscilloscope 

was used for visual observation of the velocity fluctuations. 

10.6 lortcoming, s of the Fxperimental Technique. 

The scatter present in the measured velocity 
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and yaw profiles in the separated flow region, using 

the hot wire technique, is rather greater than that 

found generally in boundary-layer measurements. This 

is a problem common to measurements in separated flows, 

and arises mainly because of the unsteadiness of the 

flow. In the present experiments, the time-scale of 

the gross fluctuations of the flow was several seconds, 

so in order to obtain mean velocity measurements by 

means of an integration technique, integration times of 

the order of several minutes would be required. The 

method used to establish the flow direction required-a 

continuous reading of velocity, so integration times of 

this magnitude were entirely out of the question. 

Therefore, mean velocity readings were established 

visually from the bridge galvanometer, a technique open 

to inaccuracy but which nevertheless gave results which 

were well repeatable after some experience had been 

gained. If a direct-reading hot wire yaw-meter could 

be devised, then integration techniques could be used 

and the accuracy of measurement increased. 

.. second source of inaccuracy is the occurrence 

of large velocities perpendicular to the surface in some 

regions of the separated flow, but as has been described 

above, this Fives rise to considerably less profile 
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distortion in the sweat than in the unswept case. 

The large magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations, 

as opposed to goss oscillation of the flow, in the 

vicinity of re-attachment probably causes some 

distortion of the profiles because of the non-linear 

response of the hot wire, and this effect has not been 

allowed for in the conversion of hot wire output to 

mean velocity readings. 

Finally, it is perhaps wwth observing that the 

rate of change of velocity profile in a bubble with 

distance along the surface is very considerably greater 

than that of an attached boundary layer - for example, 

the shape parameter H changes by a factor of 4 in about 

3 'boundary layer' thicknesses - so that significant 

changes of profile may occur in a distance comparable 

with the length of the hot-wire. This is of importance 

because the wire is not maintained perpendicular to the 

flow as it is in two-dimensional work. However it is 

believed that the wire length of 0.030" used was small 

enough to render inaccuracies due to this cause unimportant, 

since the wire was not inclined to the local flow 

direction t; more than about ? ̂ ° during the measurements. 

The effective length of flow over which an average 

velocity was +aken was thus not in excess of about 0.01". 
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il. Presentation and General Discussion of 

Experimental Results. 

11.1. Surface Pressure Distributions 

The distribution of surface pressure along 

the centre-line of the plate was measured for a range 

of wind-speeds between about 20 ft/sec and n ft/sec., 

for values of the Thwaites flap angular setting R of 

50,10° and 15°. These results are presented in 

Figs. 55 to 60. Figs. 55,56, and 57 are for speeds 

above. bursting, and the remainder for speeds b eloww 

bursting. For the S=5o series of experiments, the 

local bursting speed was not particularly well-defined, 

but could be approximately established by an examination 

of the upstream and downstream patturbation effect of The 

bubble. For the other two series, the local bursting 

speed was well-defined. This is illustrated in fi1. F1, 

where the upstream perturbation effect, as measured 

by the ratio of the measured minimum value of C, 
p 

(i. e. 

the pressure minimum) to the theoretical invisc -d value, 

is plotted against tunnel speed. Above the bursting 

speed, the achieved pressure minimum is about 97-38% of 

the theoretical, but this ratio falls more or less sharply 

below the bursting speed depending upon how severe the 
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bursting is. 

The theoretical inviscid pressure distributions, 

calculated using a computer program written by Woodward76 

for two-dimensional flow and scaled by the cos2i sweep- 

factor, are also included on the pressure-plots. It 

will be seen that the theory is in good agreement with 

experiment except in the immediate vicinity of the 

bubbles, when the bubbles are short, confirming the 

validity of the cos2t sweep factor and hence the quasi- 

two dimensional nature of the flow at the centre-line. 

As in two-dimensional flow, the pressure distributions 

are markedly different from the theoretical ones 

at speeds below bursting, i. e. for long bubbles. 

Again as in two-dimensions, the perturbation 

effects of the short bubbles upon the pressure 

distributions are only appreciable over the length of 

the bubbles themselves, so that the values of Cp at 

separation and re-attachment do not differ much from 

the corresponding values at these -,: o y: i_tions in inviscid 

f1oT: J. (The measurement of the ser. aration, transition 

and re-attachment points will be described later. ) 

At the hither tunnel s eecl:. 3, the qualitative 

nature of the short bubble pressure distributions is 

identical to that of short two-dimensional hubbies, but 
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with reduction of speed a secondary pressure minimum 

appears slightly upstream of transition, which 'becomes 

most marked just before bursting occurs and then rapt ly 

disappears. The peak is most pronounced for the q=5 

and ß"= 10 o series, and rather insignificant for the 

ß= 150 series. 

Surface pressure distributions for the case 

ß= 100 were also measured along lines parallel to the 

plate centre-line, at various spanwise stations. The 

results are shown in Figs. 62a to 62f for values of 

Y= +911, +3", -3", -9", Y being the distance perpendicular 

to the plate centre-line, negative values being down- 

span, i. e. in the 'tip-wise' direction. It will be 

seen 'that at tunnel speeds above abut 50 ft/sec a quite 

uniform bubble of the short type exists over the 18" of 

span covered by the measurements, but with reduction of 

speed to 43 ft/sec the bubble becomes npn-uniform, the 

peak suction being reduced at the most downstream 

station, Y= -9", and the bubble is longer there than 

at the other stations. At the speed of 38.8 ft/sec the 

bubble has burst at Y_ -9" and is on the point of 

bursting at the centre-line, whilst at 34.8 ft/: sec the 

bubble has burst at all stations other than the most 

upstream one, Y= +911. Thus it appears that bur st ink; 
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does not occur simultaneously across the whole span, 

but takes place initially at the downstream end and 

spreads across the wing. Now, such an effect is 

predictable on finite swept wings, since the increase 

in the suction peak near the tip results in an increase 

in the critical bursting speed in this region. But in 

the present experiments the slight spanwise non-uniformity 

in the imposed pressure distribution, as evidenced by 

the measured pressure distri-utions at speeds well above 

bursting, would seem insufficient to cause a significant 

change in bursting speed across the span. This problem 

will be discussed later in this chapter. 

11.2 Flow Visualisation Studies 

Oil flow techniques were used in an attempt to 

visualise the flow is the separation bubbles. It was 

found possible to establish the line of separation quite 

accurately, which was found for speeds well above 

bursting to be substantially straight and parallel to the 

leading edge over all the span except for about 3 inches 

from each sidewall. When local bursting took place at 

the downstream end of the plate however, the separation 

line was distorted forwards locally. 

Behind the separation line, a band of almost 
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undisturbed oil occuid, indicating the existence of a 

region of very low velocity near the surface. A very 

slow movement of the oil down-span was observed. The- 

rear limit of this band was not so well defined as the 

separation line, and behind it the surface was scrubbed 

of oil for a short distance. The technique of 

applying individual droplets. of oi. 1 to the surface and 

observing their movement was tried in an unsuccessful 

attempt to determine the re-attachment line, which was 

expected to lie in the scrubbed zone by analogy with 

similar observations of two-dimensional bubbles. 

Small silk tufts were used as an alternative 

method of establishing the flow direction near the 

surface. It was found that the tufts a'; igned themselves 

exactly parallel to the leading edge when positioned on 

the surface at the position of the secondary pressure 

minimum in the bubble. This effect was very marked, 

and particularly obvious when the secondary peak was 

strong. 

11.3 Measurements of the Mean Flow in the Vi co, is 

Rejion" 

The measurements of mean velocity in the boundary 

layers and bubbles by means of the hot wire apparatus 
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described in Chapter 10 were of two types. Firstly, 

complete traverses (measuring both velocity and yaw 

angle) were carried out along the plate centre-line in 

bubbles formed at tunnel speeds of 43.2,51.9, F-7.5 and 

71.0 feet/second, with ß= 100, and in the associated 

laminar and turbulent boundary layers respectively 

ahead of and behind the bubbles. These bubbles were 

all of the short type locally, the first speed corresponding 

to conditions somewhat prior to bursting. A reduction 

of speed to nearer to the bursting speed resulted in 

too great unsteadiness of the flowforthe flow direction 

to be measured, and this was also found to be true of 

long bubbles. 

Secondly, traverses were carried out with 

the hot wire in a fixed direction to measure the component 

of velocity perpendicular to it only (cee section 10.5.1). 

This procedure was adopted because of the length of 

time involved in carrying out full traverses, and was 

used to measure chordwise and streamw se velocity 

profiles near separation, and chrdwise profiles near 

re-attachment, for various tunnel speeds with t3 = 5° and 

10°. By this means it was possible rapidly to 

establish the positions of separation and re-attachment 

and the profile parameters and boundary later thicknesses 
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at separation. Typical profiles near separation are 

shown in Fig. 63, together with the variation of 6", 

and H' with X, the dashes denoting that quantities are 

measured perpendicular to the leading edge. Separation 

was taken to occur when H' = 3.60, by appeal to the 

independence principle and using the usual value for 

HS', and this position was checked using oil visualisation 

for onecase. As a further check, a calculation was 

carried out for the chordwise laminar boundary layer 

using Head's 54 two-parameter method, the separation 

profile so calculated being shown in Fig. 64. Although 

the predicted and measured positions of separation 

differ slightly, the profiles are in good agreement 

and the separation momentum thickness Reynolds numbers 

are virtually identical. It is to be noted in passing 

that Head's method predicts separation in this case 

at a value of ?'= 70.140, where a' ý= es'/v caul/cý:;, 

is the chrdwise pressure gradient parameter. 'T'his is 

considerably lower than the Thwaites13 value of 

so the criterion of Thwaites would predict 7rematiire 

separation in this case. It is of interest to note, 

with reference to Fig. 9, that in two-dimensiona]. flow 

a large proportion of measured values of the Parameter 

P at bursting lie in the range -0.11 to -0.16. , ̀.. since 
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P is equivalent to A for linear imposed velocity 

distributions, by which the velocity distributions of 

these experiments may be approximated, it appears that 

separation may take place at values of A nearer to -0.1.4 

than to -0.09 for rounded pressure peals similar to those 

considered here. 

Having determined the positions of separation 

in this manner, the wire was aligned perpendicular to the 

external streamline direction at separation and the 

streamwise velocity profile at separation measured. 

This technique was successful in obtaining 

accurate velocity profiles near separation because the 

angle of yaw inside the boundary layer was large only 

very close to the surface, so the restriction that 

%ý 700 for the cosine law of the wire response to be 

valid was only violated for values of z below about 

0.007". At re-attachment however a substantial inner 

region was found to exist in which i exceeded 700, so 

considerable profile distortion was evident in the 

chordwise traverses. This is illustrated in ; 'i 
.s. 

Ea 

and 65b, in : which profiles before, near to, and after 

re-attachment, measured both r; y the above quasi -two_ 

dimensional technique and by Complete yaw and velocity 

traverses, are compared. It will he seen that the 
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chordwise profiles are distorted in a very similar 

fashion to those measured in ,. "o-dimensional bubbles 

with hot wire anemometers. The distortion does n-)t 

appear to be confined only the region for which ,! > 700, 

and a possible explanation for this may be that the 

very. high turbulence level near re-attachment has some 

effect upon the angular sensitivity of the hot wire. 

Such an effect would not however be expected to be 

apparent in the profiles for which yaw angles, were 

measured, because the yaw angle measurements do not 

rely upon the cosine law but only upon the symmetry of 

the law. 

The similarity between the chordwise traverses 

near re-attachment and comparable two-(ii. mensi. onal 

measurements suggests that the distortions apparent in 

nominally two-dimensional profiles may he due at least 

in part to three-dimensionality of the flow near re- 

attachment, although the departures from twc-dimeniic)nality 

would need to be rather strong. some of the distortion 

is almost certainly due to the large magnitude of w 

relative to u in this case, however. 

Although this distortion of the chordWi 3e 

profiles made identification of re-attachment more 

difficult, it was nevertheless possible to establish 
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its position with reasonable certainty by comparison 

of the measured profiles with chordwise profiles for 

which the position of re-attachment was known. 

The results of the chordwise traverses for 

the cases a=50 and B= 100 are summarised in Table TI, 

together with various non-dimensional parameters calculated 

using these data. The measured surface pressure 

distributions have been used to calculate the external 

velocity, on the assumption that pressure gradients 

normal to the surface'were negligible. The determination 

of the transition positions entered in this table will 

be described in Section 11.4. These data will be 

discussed and analysed in detail in Chapter 12. 

The data in Table TI for the series 6= 1''" 

were obtained from the complete yaw and velocity 

traverses made for these cases, with the exception of 

the U= 38.8 ft/sec case for which the data were 
co 

obtained as above, since complete traverses were not 

done for this case. 

We turn our attention now to the cases for 

which complete yaw and velocity traverses were carried 

out. The velocity profiles are presented in to 

70, for the cases U., = 43.2,51.9,57.5 and 71.0 ft/sec. 

Chordwise and spanwise profiles, that is profiles of 
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U/ U1 and V/V11are presented for each case, and 

additionally for the case U., =51.9 ft/sec the streamwise 

and crosswise 

The streamwise 

attachment are 

in Chapter 13. 

are considered 

profiles, u/ue and v/ue, are presented. 

and crossflow profiles beyond re- 

presented for the three higher speeds 

The data for the U =51.9 ft/sec case 
CO 

to be more quantitatively reliable than 

the data for the other three cases, because the latter lata 

are composite in the sense that the profiles in the 

turbulent part were measured using an earlier probe, 

for which the interference' was greater than for the 

probe described in Chapter 10. Some of these data 

have been published in a short preliminary account! " 

of the present experimental work, in which the profiles 

measured upstream of transition with the early probe 

are also presented. Because of the pronounced 

interference effect of-the probe near to and some 

distance aft of separation, profiles in the laminar 

part of the bubble were measured afresh with the new 

probe and are those presented here. The present data 

therefore supercedes that previously puIlished. 

11.4 ^etermination of Transition Position. 

The technique of measuring the variation of 
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turbulent intensity along the line U/U 
1=0.5, with 

the hot wire aligned to measure chordwise fluctuations 

only, was adopted initially by analogy with the 

method used by Gaster4 and McGregor9 for two-d_mensional 

flows. The results of such measurements are shown 

for the case Um=51.9 ft/sec in Fig. 74, where the ratio 

of turbulent intensity to the maximum measured intensity 

is plotted against distance alöng the centre-line. 

Using either the 200 c. p. s. or the 600 c. p. s. high pass 

filter, there is a well-defined position, X = 12.3", 

at which the rate of increase of intensity first 

achieves its maximum value, and this position correlated 

with the start of the pressure rise, and with flow 

visualisation indication of the position of transition. 

Furthermore, oscilloscope traces showed a clear 

indication of the break-down of instability wives into 

turbulence at this position. According, oscilloscope 

observations were used to determine the position of 

transition in the other cases. 

11.5 Discussion 

The qualitative nature of the flow is the same for 

all cases, which may therefore he discussed together. 

For this purpose, contour diagrams of constant chordwise 
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velocity ratio U /U 1 have been prepared, Fips. 75 to 78, 

which give a useful overall picture of t`, e flow pattern. 

These contours are not, of course, streamlines. 

Considering firstly the chordwise profiles and contours, 

for instance Figs. 67 and 76, it will be seen that 

between separation and transition the profiles bear 

a marked similarity to their two-dimensional counterparts. 

Inside the bubble, the chordwise velocity is very small, 

whilst in the shear layer the profiles develop gradually 

from separation profiles to profiles of a more wake-lilie 

character. Aft of transition, the shear layer profiles 

change rapidly in form, whilst reverse flow develops 

inside the bubble. After re-attachment, the profiles 

are similar in general nature to those in a two-dimensional 

re-attaching turbulent layer behind a bubble. The 

variation of the boundary thicknesses and shape 

parameters with distance along the centre-line for 

the case U. =51.9 ft/sec are shown in Figs. 71,72 and 73. 

Turning now to the spanwise profiles, for instance 

Fig. 67, some spanw ;e flow is apparent at positions. 

upstream of separation. Within the laminar part of the 

bubble, the velocities were so low that it was very 

difficult to establish the flow direction with any 

certainty, which accounts for the scatter of results 

in this region. The rate of spanwise drift is without 
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doubt very small however, and not so great as the 

previously published 14 results indicated. It is- 

believed that probe interference caused distortion of 

the streamlines in those results. 

At transition a rapid increase in spanwise 

velocity within the bubble occurs, resulting in a 

sharp increase of spanwise skin friction. This is 

evidently the phenomenon causing the surface tufts to 

align themselves in the spanwise direction at transition, 

since the chordwise component of skin friction is very 

small here (see Um=51.9 ft/sec, X= 12.00" pr-files in 

fig. 67 for example). At the centre of the reverse- 

flow vortex, spanwise velocity components of between 

0.5-0.9 of the external spanwise velocity occur. 

The iso-velocity contour diagrams show the reversE- 

flow vortex distinctly. This is in contrast to the 

contour diagrams of two-dimensional bubbles which, 

because of the lack of direction sensitivity of a hot 

wire in pitch, are distorted by velocity components 

normal to the surface and do not directly indicate 

reverse flow, although its existence may be inferred. 

We may conclude that inside the bubble there exist:;, 

between transition and re-attachment, a helical vortex 

containing a continual downstream flow of air, somewhat 
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similar to a swirling pipe flow. This is in accordance 

with the model depicted in Fig. 45, and in contrast to 

the model suggested by Maskel172, shown in Fig. 44. 

In the idealised models the vortex has been considered 

to occupy the whole bubble, whereas in reality it is 

concentrated aft of transition and is only very weak 

upstream of that position. 

The spanwise outflow is maintained by the same 

mechanism as that which causes cross-flow in an 

attached three-dimensional boundary layer, that is, 

crosswise pressure gradients due to curvature of the 

external streamlines. Between separation and transition, 

the pressure is substantially constant so the 

external streamlines are not curved and no mechanism 

exists to cause cross-flow in the internal flow, 

although cross-flow already existing in the laminar 

shear layer at separation decays only slowly. After 

transition however a very strong adverse pressure 

gradient exists, causing curvature of the external 

streamlines and hence strong cross-flows, in the 

'downstream sense' both in the shear layer and inside 

the bubble. Inside the bubble, particles are re- 

circulating and hence the continual action of cross- 

pressure forces results in an actual down-span flow 
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(2) The turbulent shear layer, in which the cross- 

flow rapidly changes sign aft of transition, and T. n 

which turbulent expansion to re-attachment with an 

associated pressure rise takes. place. 

(3) The region underlying the laminar part of the shear 

layer, in which the chordwise velocities are negligibly 

small, whilst small spanwise velocities are apparent. 

This corresponds to the dead-air region observed in 

two-dimensional bubbles. 

(4) A helical reverse-flow vortex, under-lying the 

turbulent shear layer, in which appreciable spanwise 

as well as chordwise velocities are present. 

The variation of streamwise boundary-layer 

thicknesses and form parameters for the case TI. =51.9 ft/sec, 

shown in Figs. 71,72 and 73, show similar trends to those , 

found in two-dimensional floes . The displacement thick- 

ness increases from separation to transition,, where it 

reaches a maximum, levelling off some distance aft of 

re-attachment to about 3 times its value near separation. 

The total thickness of the viscous region, 60.99,, shows 

a sharp increase in its rate of growth between transition 

and re-attachment. The momentum and energy thicknesses 

increase slightly between separation and transition, 

after which they increase very rapidly, levelling off 
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some distance aft of re-attachment. The slight drop 

near transition may be a result of the pressure drop 

at the secondary pressure minimum. The share 

parameter H11 reaches a maximum of about 12 somewhat 

downstream of transition, whilst Head's stape rarameter. 

H^ varies rather erratically. The energy shape 

parameter He on the other hand varies only slightly 

throughout. 

11.6 Conditions for Local Bubble Bursting 

It was observed in section 11.1 on the basis of 

the measured surface pressure distributions that burst- 

ing does-not take place simultaneously at all points 

across the span, but rather occurs initially at the 

downstream end of the plate and spreads across the span 

towards the upstream end with reduction of tunnel speed. 

The question therefore arises as to whether bursting 

at any given station on the span is determined only 

by the local conditions at that station, or whether 

conditions at other stations of the span have a major 

effect on the local bursting. 

At first sight, the experimental evidence would 

seem to favour the latter proposition, because the 

pressure distribution at speeds well above bursting 
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was found to be uniform over much of the span, so that 

differences in bursting speed across the span would not 

appear to result from differences in the imposed 

pressure distribution. However, it is cerl_ain: v 

true that the pressure distribution must be quite 

drastically distorted near to the downstream false wail, 

the effect of the wall being similar to that of a wing- 

tip. Furthermore, the trapped vortex in the bubble 

must be shed near this wall. Both these considerations 

indicate that premature bursting will occur near this 

wall, and flow visualisation showed this to he the case. 

The long bubble near the downstream wail will modify 

the pressure distribution at adjacent sections, causing 

burstirg at a somewhat lower speed, and we may visualise 

the bubble burst spreading upstream from the end wall 

in this manner. Thus, the speed at which the bubble 

bursts at any given section will be dependent upon the 

end conditions. 

This means that care must be exercised in utilising 

results obtained from a certain configuration to predict 

general conditions for the bursting of separation 

bubbles on swept wings. Nevertheless, we shale analyse 

the measured parameters such as Rq and o at bursting 

in the next chapter, because these parameters should, 

on the basis of the above argument, describe the local 
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bursting behaviour, even though the modifications to 

the imposed pressure distribution suggested above may 

occur. 

In ref-14 an alternative mechanism for the 

bursting behaviour was suggested. Thais was based on 

. cGregor'sQ suggestion that two-dimensioonal 'pur sting 

occurs when the return-flow vortex has grown to such 

a size that it an no lon}? er maintain itself in 

equil iittrium, when it disintegrates, destroying, the 

re-attachment process. This may occur as a result 

of the vortex attempting to entrain more air than it 

car. accommoodate. It was therefore sug,, ested that in 

the case of swept bubbles the vortex has arg alternative 

to d isintegrat. ion, whereby excess air coin r1 simply 

be added to the spanwise flow resulting in a build-up 

of fluid inside the bubble at positions farther down- 

stream and hence in premature bursting there. However, 

in view of the'work in Part I of this thesis, Mc regor's 

vortex disintegration hypothesis seems unlik(, ly to 

provide the correct physical explanation for bursting, 

so this argument loses its appeal. 
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12. Analysis of Measured Bubble Parameters. 

12.1. Introduction 

Integral techniques for the calculation of 

three-dimensional boundary layers generally rely upon 

the reduction of the three-dimensional problem to a 

quasi-two-dimensional one, and accordingly we seek to 

analyse our three-dimensional bubble re, q'ts by arr yinrT 

similar procedure to tho two-dimensional theory 

pre5ented in Part ', in order to establish the 

c^rrel,, t. ing parameters. 

The queet ion arises as to whether we should work: 

in ''artesian coordinates perpendicular and parallel to 

the leading ecke, cr in curvilinear : streamline 

coordinates. As we sack in section 9.2.3, the use of 

the former leads to the so-called 'independence principle' 

whereby the chordwise flow on an infinite yawed wing 

(rerpendi. cular to the leading edge) is independent of 

the spanwise flow and hence can be treated two-dimensionally, 

" in laminar but probably not in turbulent flow, at least 

in the case of attached layers. The curvilinear 

coordinate system on the other hand leads to the 

' Apr. Traci ; ie of prevalence' whereby the t? o in the external 
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streamline direction is reduced to an approximately 

equivalent flow on an axially-symmetric body, for 

both laminar and turbulent flows. 

Since so-called laminar separation bubbles 

consist of both laminar and turbulent flow regimes, 

and becaucc the principle of prevalence is applicable 

to-general wing shapes as opposed to the restriction 

of the independence principle to the infinite yawed 

wing,, it would appear at first si7. ht that the 

stream,, -., i se coordinate system is the more a, p, rcrnri, -ite 

for the analyt-, is of short swept bubbles. 'here are 

however some difficulties in the adaptation of the 

simple bubble analysis of Part I to this "Vstem. Firstly, 

the simple linear external velocity distribution 

assumed in that analysis is not directly applicable 

because. of the curvature terms in the inviscid flow 

equations 9.11 and 9.12. However, the inaccuracy is 

probably not great for the moderate sweep angle at 

rresent under consideration. econdly, the point c. 4- 

-zero streamwise skin friction does not correspond 

precisely with the point of re-attachment, although the 

discrepancy is not treat because of the very rapid rate 

at which the yaca of the limiting streamlines changes 

after re-attachment. Thirdly, the experiment,, of 
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obeys the independence principle, at least for 

t< 300, so the transition law must be accordingly 

modified in streamwise coordinates. Finally, the 

presence of curvature and cross-flow terms in the 
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viscous flow equations lend an extra d<e; r. Fie of comz, lcxity 

to the problem, and further approximations are necessary. 

On the other hand, if we work Ln the Cartesian 

coordinate system, the cross-flow and curvature terms 

are absent from the chordwise equation, re-attachment 

is ea.; ily defined, transition appears to `)e 7. overne(i 

by the two-dimensional law, and the externý-il flow 

equations are identical with those for twr; -iimensional 

flow. Our major uncertainty is whether the turbulent 

separated flow obeys the independence principle. In 

this respect it, is possible to argue that the lack of 

independence of ppanwise and chordwise flows inferred from 

some experiments for turbulent attached boundary layers 

may be due to a wall effect, more or less absent in 

separated floFS. However, we leave this iuest: i. -n aspen, 

andproceed with an analysis on the assumption t -AL the 

independence principle is valid in se paratedj turbulent 

floc:, and in addition we develop an anal %s!. s in exter, ila:, 

streamline coordinates. W°Je shýý7.1 then examine which 
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approach leads to the better a7reement with exl-erimerit. 

It must be pointed out that when in the present 

experiments bubble bursting took place at the centre- 

line, the spanwise pressure distribution was locally 

non-uniform so that the conditions necessary for the 

strict applicability of the independence principle are 

violated. however, the spanwise pressure gradient 

was not large, compared with =, so the deviations ay0, x 
from strict independence are not expected to be important. 

12.2. Cartesian Coordinate Ana ysi;,. 

We choo^e Cartesian coordinates; (x, ,1 such that 

the x-axi.. - is normal to the leading edge. Then from 

potential theory we 'Know that the chordwise external 

. ýPlocitý component U is independent of the spanwise 

VCI_ocitVV Vl, and may he calculated as a two-dimensional 

flow in a free stream of velocity iim cos r. We make 

the assumptions suggested above that the chordwir, e 

VIEcou s flow may similarly be calculated independently 

of the spanwise flow, and that transition occurs at the 

posit Ion in the x direction at ,: dich it would occur in 

two-dimen; ional. flow. The two-dimensional hui' ble theor'; 

is then a p- icable to an infinite yawed wing if' '1111 

velocity components and surface d. i stances are measured 
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in the x direction. 

In. order to calculate the chordwi_se components 

of external velocity from surface pressure distributions, 

the formula 

U2C 
()=1- ---- 12.1 2U 

cos 

is used; this may be derived by apnlvinp nerncýuT1i's 

equation to an external streamline, with 

U=U cos r 

v ýI sin r. 

Hence the form of Crabtree's3 para, neter c? appro*riate 

to the i resent coordinate system is 

-c 
at =1-(V1 

R) 2= CPR 
S, 12.2 

U1 cost 1'-C 
ý 

the -prime indicating that the pararreter it based on 

quantities rescived normal to the leading edge. This 

notation will henceforth be adorted for all parameter:; 

so resolver.. 

For the present , weep angle of ^ FF . 50, than 

the value of 0.80, so the difference between ýý' and the 
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corresponding value of a based on the external stream- 

wise velocities, 

C -C I'R Ps 
1-C 

PS 

is small. Furthermore, the difference between d' and 

o'beeomes smaller as -C increases, which is to be 
PS 

expected because the external streamline turns towards 

the chordwise direction as the velocity increases. 

Thus for the large values of -C usually encountered 

on thin aerofoils at high incidence, the difference 

between the Cartesian coordi=nate system and the external 

streamline system becomes small, at least at 

moderate sweep angles. 

The chordwise value P' of Gaster's4 parameter may 

be similarly evaluated, and the momentum thickness at 

separation calculated using chordwise components of 

velocity. 

Fig. 79 shows the non-dimensional chordwise lengths 

of laminar flow, Rl' = R/os, plotted against the 

�/v chordwise separation Reynolds number, (R0') U1 of 
s 

for the present experiments. For purposes of comparison 

the two-dimensional data already presented in Fig. 3 are 

included. The swept bubble data conform broadly with 
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the unswept bubble data, though a slightly higher value 

of the constant Cl in the empirical law is indicated. 

This is surprising since it would be expected that the 

sweep would, if anything, tend to reduce the shear layer 

stability and hence the value of the constänt. The 

best value of C1 for the swept bubble data is about 

5x 104, von Doenhoff's5 two-dimensional value. 

Considering now the chordwise length of turbulent 

separated flow, Iig. 80 shows the variation of a' with 

2' = 2together with the theoretical two- 

dimensional relationship. There is rather more `fitter 

of the data than was the case for the two-dimensional 

experiments, but it is fairly evenly spaced about the 

curve and the results conform broadly with the two- 

dimensional theory. 

The variation of a' with(R. ) for'the three test 
s 

values of ß is shown in Fig. 81. The bubbles are 

close to bursting at the highest values of a' for each 

case. It will be seen that the values of a' at 

bursting agree very well with the two-dimensional theory 

with C1 between 4+5 X 104. 

The bubble growth trajectories in the P' -tiýRQ} 
S 

plane for the three values of a are shown in Fig 
,. 

8, ), 

again with bursting lines calculated by the two-dimensional 
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theory for values of C1 of 4x 104 and 5x 104. For 

the cases for ß= 5° and ß= 10 ° good agreement with 

the theory exists, but the trajectory for g= 15°, 

although agreeing well at bursting, crosses the bursting 

liens prior to bursting. 

Finally, the variation of non-dimensional total 

bubble length, ''/',, is shown against(RI) 
5 

in 

Fig. 83. The curve for 8= 5° follows closely the 

theoretical bursting line for C1=4x 104, which is 

perhaps to be expected since this case exhibits a very 

weak bursting behaviour such that bursting appears 

imminent at well above the bursting speed. The other 

two cases show the more pronounced rapid growth rate 

behaviour near bursting. predicted by the theory. 

The agreement of the present results with the 

two-dimensional theory is certainly as good as that-of 

the two-dimensional data, and we may conclude that, 

for angles of sweep up to 26j°, the independence 

principle may be used to predict the bursting behaviour 

of short separation bubbles provided that spanwise 

pressure gradients are small. This latter proviso 

excludes of course the tip and centre sections of finite 

swept wings. 
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12.3. External Streamline Coordination Analysis. 

The limited applicability of the independence 

principle to approximately zero spanwise pressure 

gradients makes it desirable to consider the more 

generally applicable principle of prevalence. This 

states that, under the assumption of small cross-flow, 

the streamwise flow may be calculated independently of 

the cross-flow, a result which may be obtained by putting 

the cross-velocity v equal to zero in the streamwise 

momentum equation. Near to, or after, separation 

however this approximation is not valid near the 

surface : Ji. nce u becomes small compared with v, but if 

we work with the integral equations the approximation 

may still be quite good because the integrals of the 

cross-flow properties through the viscous layer may 

still be small compared with the streamwise integrals. 

As discussed in section 9, the two additional 

effects which must be taken into account when considering 

three-dimensional rather than two-dimensional flows are 

streamline convergence and crossflow; we shall new 

consider their effects upon the two-dimensional analysis. 

12.3.1. The Re-attachment Criterion. 

In order to determine the criterion for three- 
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dimensional re-attachment, we proceed in a similar 

fashion to that used in two-dimensional flow. The 

streamwise momentum and energy integral equations were 

derived in Section 9 (equations 9.44_and 9.46) and 

are: - 

ae 
11 +e [( H+2)1 

au 
e. 1 ar )+ 

ao12 1 ýr 
as 11 11 ý+r a5 an - ©2 2. r -s = 

T1 
W 

2' 
Pue 

12 .3 

a E111 
+e[3 

aue 
+ .1 ark 

+ 
112 1 <ar 

as 111 ue as r as an E2 21 r -s 

= Cd . 
12.4 

1 

X111 
Putting H 

E ©11 

aElll aell aHE 
i. e. as - Hs ' as 

+ 111, as 

and eliminating 
e11 

from equations 12.3 and 12.4, we 

get: - 
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which is the three-dimensional analogue of Truchenbrodt's 

shape parameter equation. It is to be noted that the 

convergence term r 
as 

is only present as a multiplier of 

a cross-flow term, being eliminated in its main effect. 

Both 022 and 6221 are small unless the cross-flow is 

very large, because both are integrals whose kernels 

are multiplied by (v/ue)2. From the definitions of 

these quantities, equations 9.36 and 9.39, it is evident 

that they are of the same magnitude, and since F. 
e 
=1.5 

at re-attachment, (©22-2e221/H is considerably smaller 

than ©22 or c221, and hence negligible. Furthermore, 

it has been found from the present experimental results 

that e112/e12 is not far different from NC, and since 

from equation 9.52 

än "- 
as 

3x 
and at re-attachment EY0 (see Section 3.3), then 

as 

3012 1" 3e112 
_. Q. 

an H an 
e 

Hence even with quite large cross-flows we may omit the 

third and fourth terms of equation 12.5 with little 

loss of accuracy. We then obtain 
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611 aue ©11 8HE T 1w C dl 
12.6 ýH11-1 'u 8s H 'as 2 

e pue E 

which is identical to the two-dimensional equation with 

all quantities resolved in the external stream direction. 

Hence, if we take 're-attachment' as the point of 

zero. streamwise skin friction, the equation governing 

two-dimensional re-attachment may be applied. Determinations 

of the re-attachment parameter A. given in table I 

indicate that the three-dimensional values lie within 

the scatter of the two-dimensional determinations. 

As mentioned above, the point of zero streamwi_se 

skin friction is not the true re-attachment point, hut 

the variatim of Cfl in this vicinity is so rapid (c. f. 

fig. 99) that for practical. purposes the two. points are 

co-incident. % 

12.3.2. Variation of Momentum Thickness in the 

Separated Region. 

In the laminar part of the bubble, Cfl is negligibly 

small as in two dimensions, so ©11 may be assumed 

constant from separation to transition. 

In the turbulent part, we shall assume the 

streamwise dissipation coefficient and energy shape 
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parameters to have their two-dimensional values, 

i. e. Cd /HE = 0.0121. The assumption of constant 
1 

He = 1.5 is reasonably well justified, as may be seen 

from Fig. 73. An attempt was made to calculate the 

variation of Cd from the experimental results for the 
1 

case U,, =43.2 ft/sec., by evaluating the terms on the 

left side of equation 9.55. The experi". errtal scatter 

was however such that the necessary graphical 

differentiations were not reliable, though an overall 

value of Cd = 0.028 between transition and re-attachment 
1 

was estimated. Because of the unreliability of this 

result, we shall use the value used for the two- 

dimensional calculations, that is Cd = 0.0182. Assuming 
1 

for the time being small cross-flow, let us examine the 

effect of the streamline convergence. 

Omitting the cross-flow terms, the energy integral 

equation 12.4 may be written 

r1 

äS : ru3el11ý Cdl" 12.7 

e 

Following the two-dimensional procedure, we assume 

H.. and Cd to be constant so that 
1' 

3 
ýý Cdl S2 

3 [rue All] = rue . ds. J_? 
_. 

8 

Si e '1 



The variation of r depends upon the pressure 

distribution, and its effect cannot therefore be 

determined in general. For simplicity, consider the 

case of the infinite yawed wing, then from section 

9.3.4.2 

rue = A1. U 
1' 

and since ue2 =U 12 + V12, and V1 s constant, 

(tae 2-V12 

r= A1. 
u e 

so equation 12.8 becomes 

I s2 Cd s2 

[(ue2-V2) u2811] H 
(ue2-V2) 11 e2. 

ds. 
sl 

U 
1'1 

Putting e= 811 , ue =U, s=g, es 
llS es lls 

vl U sinr 
and also writing a= ll 

ü, we get 
ee ss 

12.9 

C `'R , 
(ue 2-a2) 

. 
üe 2.8R 

- (1-a2) = Ii 
1I (ue2-a2) üe2. ris. 

RRE 

T 
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1.2.10 
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inside the bubble. The action of cross-flow may 

perhaps be more easily appreciated by making reference 

to the cross-flow profiles presented in Fig. 70. 

In the preliminary report14, an increase between 

separation and transition of cross-flow of the type 

associated with favourable pressure gradients was 

observed in the laminar shear layer, but this effect 

has not been found in the profiles measured with the 

new probe and appears to have been a spurious effect 

due again to probe interference. 

The secondary pressure minimum near transition 

which has previously been noted is probably a result 

of the interaction of radial and tangential flows within 

the reverse-flow vortex, analogous with the low 

pressures observed in the spiral vortices on highly- 

swept delta wings, as discussed by Ha1179, for example. 

The phenomenon observed in bubbles is however very 

considerably weaker in nature. 

In summary, the short swept separation bubbles 

discussed above may therefore be conveniently thought 

of as consisting of four basic regions: - 

(1) The laminar shear layer, in which cross-flow 

caused by the mainly favourable pressure-gradients 

upstream of separation persists. 
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Finally, assuming that the external velocity in 

the turbulent separated region varies linearly with s, 

and putting 

t 2 
= = - S s 2 e R T il 

s 

so that £2 is measured along the external streamline, we 

obtain the equation relating Q2 with the velocity ratio 

u /u 
. - eR es 

(1-a2)1(1-ti ) 
eR 

2=Cd CONTa 

Hliue 
3(üe 

a2)ß(1-C 
nR4H 

- 
a222)21-2la2 + 

ER?? dl Ee 
R 

Cow,? 

4 (1-a2) 2+1 
12.11 

+ 2a Zn {}] 
22(ü 

-a)1+ü eR eR 

For zero sweep, a=O and we recover the original two- 

dimensional result. The parameter a has been introduced 

in order to account simultaneously for the effects of 

sweep angle and C 
Ps upon the convergence. Since 
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a_ sin r 
u /U 

e 00 s 

12.12 

it is evident that the greater is -C PS , 
the smaller will 

be a and hence the smaller the effect of convergence. 

On the other hand, the greater is r, the greater is the 

convergence effect. 

Curves calculated from equation 12.11 using two- 

dimensional values of Cd , He 

a 

and A for values of 
1 2=0,0.11,0.33 

are shown in Fig. 84. As in two- 

dimensional flow, 

C -C PR PS 
o= 1-ue 2= 

1C 12.13 
R PS 

The value a2=0.11 corresponds to the present 

experiments with ß=5°; for the cases ß=10° and ß=15° 

the values of a are smaller, and the corresponding 

curves lie between the zero convergence (a2=0) curve 

and the a2=0.11 curve. The value a`=0.33 corresponds 

to the ß=5° chordwise pressure distribution at a sweep 

of 45 °, and is included for comparison purposes only. 

It will be seen that the effect of convergence 

at r=26.5° is very small, and the predicted Z2 vs. Q 
I 

curve for a=0. ll lies well within the scatter of the 
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two-dimensional experimental results. However, at 

I=45o the effect of convergence is more marked, though 

for higher values of -C PS 
it would be less so. Fig. 85 

shows the bursting lines corresponding to the same three 

values of a, assuming C1=4 x 104. Again, the effect of 

convergence is very small for the value of a=0.11 

corresponding to the present ß=5o results. 

For the analysis of the present results, inclusion 

of the effect of streamline convergence seems therefore 

unnecessary. 

Turning our attention now to the effect of the 

cross-flow terms upon the streamwise energy integral 

equation, we first note that these terms - the last 

two terms on the left side of equation 12.4 - can only 

be calculate. d if the crosswise equation, equation 9.17, 

can be solved. This would be a difficult task, laut 

fortunately the cross-flow terms are found experimentally 

to be small. Consider first the term 

1 Dr 
-2e221'r as' 

Since E221 = -ý 
u3 d5 , and v IS at most about, u 

oe 
0.2u 

el E221 is small compared with We have already 111 
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shown that the divergence term 

1 ar 
elll'r as 

has only a very slight influence upon the solution as 

a whole, so the crossflow term will certally be negligible. 

This leaves oily the term ae112/ 3n to be crns-idereci. 

Because of the difficulties involved in graphical 

differentiation it is not possible to make a precise 

evaluation of this term, but it can be said from the 

present results that omission of this term would result 

in an error of about 10% in E111 at the most. Because 

of the rather crude approximations made concerning the 

value of Cd and H errors of this magnitude, can be 
1 

considered acceptable within the context of-the present 

work. 

12.3.3. Simplified Streamwise Analysis. 

In accordance with the findings of sections 12.3.1 

and 12.3.2, we appear justified in neglecting the 

influence of both streamline convergence and erossflow 

upon the streamwise momentum thickness growth in the 

turbulent separated region, and in addition the two- 

dimensional re-attachment criterion appears to be valid 
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to quite a"good approximation. If all quantities 

are measured in the streamwise direction, the two- 

dimensional bubble growth and bursting theory appears 

applicable, with the proviso that the position of 

transition will be governed by the independence principle, 

as discussed in section 12.2. As shown in Fig. 86, the 

length of laminar separated flew measured along an 

external streamline is greater than that for two- 

dimensional flow, the constant c1 having a value of between 

5x 10 4 
and 6x 104. 

The experimental variation of ý, 
l and a is shown 

" in FigAQ, both quantities being resolved along the 

external streamline direction. The agreement with 

the two-dimensional theory is not so good as that 

obtained in the Cartesian system. 

Fig. 88. shows the variation of streamwise u with 

Re, and it will be seen that bursting occurs at values 
lls 

of a markedly below the two-dimensional theoretical 

values for c1 between 5 and 6x 10 . 

The curves of P and , against R given in Figs. 
oil 

s 
89 and 90 indicate values of these parameters at bursting 

in approximately as good agreement with two-dimensional 

theory as were the corresponding parameters in Cartesian 

co-ordinates. 
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12.4. Conclusions. 

In conclusion, we may say that the three- 

dimersional experimental results are correlated quite 

well by the two-dimensional relationships established 

in Part I, if the principle of independence of chordwise 

and spanwise flows is invoked. The principle of 

prevalence is somewhat less successful in relating the 

three-dimensional and two-dimensional parameters. 

However, the independence principle is only strictly 

applicable to yawed wings of infinite span, so the 

principle of prevalence will need to be used in practice 

if marked departures from spanwise uniformity occur, as 

for example near the tip of a swept wing. The resulting 

inaccuracy will not be too great provided that, 
_it 

is 

tentatively suggested,. the position of transition is 

determined by the two-dimensional law applied perpendicular 

to the local separation line. 

It is to be emphasised that these conclusions apply 

only up to the angle of sweep of the present tests. With 

increase of sweep we may expect the cross-flows to 

become so large that any attempt to resolve the problem 

into a quasi-two-dimensional one will break down, 

although as we previously observed, Bursnall and Loftin's6l 

experiments indicate that the independence principle as 
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applied to short separation bubbles may be valid at 

sweep angles up to 450. 
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13. Analysis of the Re-developing Boundary 

Layer Measurements. 

13.1. Introduction. 

The behaviour of the turbulent boundary 

layer re-developing, after re-attachment to the surface, 

behind a swept separation bubble is of interest for two 

reasons. 

Firstly, in the context of separation bubble 

studies, the behaviour of the re-developing layer must 

be understood in order that ultimately an interactive 

bubble calculation procedure may be evolved, since such 

a calculation must extend both well forward and well aft 

of the bubble. Furthermore, the subsequent boundary 

layer development behind a bubble will in practice need 

to be known so that further separations downstream of the 

bubble may be predicted. 

Secondly, with particular regard to the 

three-dimensionality of the flow, the rather extreme 

conditions in the boundary layer after re-attachment 

suggest that such flows may represent almost limiting 

cases where the applicability of the various proposals 

concerning streamwise and crosswise velocity profiles 

and streamwise skin friction will be put severely to the 

test. The extreme conditions referred to are, firstly, 
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large angles of divergence between the external and limiting 

streamlines up to a maximum of about 700; secondly, large 

adverse pressure gradients and small skin friction, leading 

to values of the parameter 

as 
wl 

of up to infinite magnitude; thirdly, small values of the 

streamwise momentum thickness Reynolds number, R, 
8 of the 

11 
order of 103; and fourthly, crossflow velocities 

considerably larger than those usually found in fully- 

attached boundary layers on wings of comparable sweep. 

Of course, at least the first, second and 

fourth conditions are encountered near turbulent separation 

as well as near re-attachment, but the relative unsteadiness 

of flow near turbulent separation on wings is disadvantageous 

to the experimental study of such flows. 

Additionally, the general lack of experimental 

data on three-dimensional wing boundary layers i8 an extra 

incentive to examine closely the data concerning the 

re-developing layers of the present experiments. However, 

a complete and exhaustive examination is beyond the scope 

of the present work, so some selectivity is necessary. 

We shall examine the streamwise flow in three 
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main aspects - mean velocity profiles, skin friction law 

together with law of the wall, and dissipation and 

entrainment rates. The crossflow we shall examine only 

from the point of view of mean profile representation, 

and it is worth remarking here that the existence of an 

inflexion of the internal streamlines a short distance 

upstream of re-attachment implies that we may expect 

'cross-over' or near cross-over profi. les. ý Thus, those 

profile representations which do not allow for cross- 

over cannot be expected to be accurate. 

13.2 The Streamwise Flow. 

13.2.1. Streamwise Velocity Profile Representation. 

The representation of the mean velocity 

profiles of conventionally attached three-dimensional 

turbulent boundary layers was discussed briefly in 

Section 9.2.4.4.3., where it was stated that such 

profiles are generally assumed to be adequately 

represented by the same families which have been 

empirically found to represent two-dimensional profiles. 

For simplicity, power law profiles of the form 

ü_ (ä)l/n 
e 
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have often been used, although nowadays this profile 

family has been largely superceded, in the two-dimensional 

case, by two-parameter families such as that represented 

by Colesi33 combination of the law of the wall with 

his 'law of the wake'. 

dimensional profiles is 

zu 

ü= 
f( 

vT) 
+K. w(ä), 

e 

Coles' form for the two- 

0 

where the first term on the right side is the conventional 

law of the wall and the second term is a 'wake deficit' 

term that was determined empirically. Ti is a profile 

parameter, and K is von Karman's constant. In principle 

the family of profiles so represented may be written as 

ü= 
fn(B, H, Cf 

e 

and since Cf is uniquely related to H and Re for the 

family, then alternatively 

U= 
fn(B, H, RB). 

e 

Thompson32 has more recently derived a somewhat similar 

family which is presented in the convenient form of 
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charts, and which represents a wide variety of two- 

dimensional data accurately, and it was decided to use 

this family, rather than that of Coles, as a check on 

the applicability of two-dimensional families to the 

present three-dimensional streamwise profiles. The 

outer part of these profiles was derived on a different 

basis from those of Coles, but the two families are 

very similar. 

A-summary of the measured streamwise profile 

parameters in the re-developing layers is given in 

Table III. 

Velocity profiles in the re-developing boundary 

layer for the case 0= 100 at the wind speeds U0 = 51.9 ft/sec. 

57.5kft/. sec., and 71.0 ft/sec., are shown in Figs-91,92, 

and 93. The z ordinates have been non-dimensionalised 

by the momentum thickness of the profile, and the Thompson 

profiles have been derived from the charts given by 

Thompson32, using the measured values of H11 and Re 
11 

The profiles fit the experimental data quite well on 

the whole, though some fairly systematic deviation is 

apparent in the vicinity of z/611 = 0.05, and some of 

the measured profiles are slightly more 'wake-like' than 

the corresponding fitted profiles. For the U., = 71.0 ft/sec.; 

case the fit is as good as in the two-dimensional 
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comparisons made by Thompson, and in the other two cases 

somewhat less good. It is perhaps noteworthy . 
that in 

each case the first profile behind re-attachment, that 

is`the profiles with the highest values of H11 shown in 

the figures, are all fitted almost perfectly by the 

family. Thus, although the actual re-attachment 

profiles themselves have values of H11 in excess of 

those charted by Thompson, (see Fig. 17), it nevertheless 

appears that aft of a very short distance from 

re-attachment the streamwise velocity profiles in a three- 

dimensional re-developing boundary layer may be adequately 

represented by two-dimensional profiles. The relation- 

ships between the shape parameters HE and H11, and HA 

and H11 (streamwise values) have already been shown to 

be in agreement with Thompson's curves in Figs-13 and 

24. 

13.2.2. Skin Friction and Law of the Wall. 

We now pass on to a more detailed examination 

of the inner portions of the profiles. 

In two-dimensional flow it has been well 

established empirically that in the inner part of 

turbulent boundary layers in zero or moderate pressure 

gradients, 
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zu ü= f( 
vT), T 

13.1 

T 

f being a universal function, and uT = (p )2 . In the 

region nearest, the wall, i. e. the viscous sub-layer 

zu zu Uü=T, for 
ýT < 8,13.2 

TV 

whilst in the fully turbulent region 

Ab 

zu zu u-A+B log10 ( 
_L), 

for 
-T 

> 30,13.3 
T 

there being a blending region between these two regions. 

Various empirical values of A and B have been suggested, 

but we shall here use Sarnecki's80 values of 

A=5.4, B ='5.5. 

The applicability of this two-dimensional 

'law of the wall' to three-dimensional flows is under 

debate. Hall8i found good agreement, but Smith" 

could find no appreciable linear portions on semi- 

logarithmic plots of his velocity profiles. 

In order to plot velocity profiles in the 

form suggested by equation 13.1, it is of course 
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necessary to know uT and therefore the surface shear 

stress. Ideally this should be measured by some means 

not relying upon an assumption of the validity of the 

law of the wall, but such measurements were beyond the 

scope of the present work. Even the 'reston tube 

method, which assumes the law of the wall for its 

calibration, would have been extremely difficult to 

use because of the very rapid changes of Cf. Instead, 

Clauser's39 method of obtaining a best fit to the wall 

law has been used, and the good fit obtained has been 

considered to be an a posteriori justification for the 

validity of the law of the wall. Clauser's method 

is to plot the velocity profiles on the ordinates 
zu 

(ü 
' log10 s), Cf being determined by finding the best 

e 
fit to straight lines of constant Cf according to the 

equation 

ü=C [A+B log10 C]+BJC, 7--7-2 e), 13.4 
e 

obtained by expanding equation 13.3. 

The values of Cf obtained may be compared with 

the values predicted by the two-dimensional skin 

friction laws for the measured values of H and R0. The 

most well-known of such laws valid ii pressure gradients 
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is that of Ludwieg and Tillman82, viz. 

Cf = 0.246 x 10-0.678H x Re-0.268 13.5 

which was determined empirically and has a lower limit 

Of validity of R. = 103. The present results 

correspond to values of Re of this order or less, and 

there is thus some doubt as to the accuracy of this 

law in the present circumstances. Accordingly we have 

also calculated the values of Cf from a chart presented 

by Thompson32 for his velocity profile family. This 

law differs appreciably from the Ludwieg-Tillmann 
3 law below R8 = 10, but otherwise gives very similar 

results. 

Figs. 94,95, and 96 show the semi-logarithmic 

plots of the velocity profiles for the three runs, the 

values of uT having 

except in the cases 

re-attachment which 

portion. The valu, 

been obtained by Clauser's39 method, 

of profiles immediately after 

have no appreciable semi-logarithmic 

es of uT for these profiles have 

been calculated from Thompson's law. 

The agreement with the law of the wall is 

very satisfactory, and for the U= 57.5 ft/sec. series 
Go 

of profiles is as good as that found in two-dimensional 
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boundary layers in pressure gradients. The extent of 

the wall region increases rapidly with distance aft 

of re-attachment as would be expected. At re- 

attachment itself the correlation of course is invalid 

since u=0, but within a distance of about one boundary 
T 

layer thickness aft of re-attachment a definite sub- 

layer has formed, and at a distance of three or four 

boundary layer thicknesses a well-defined semi- 

logarithmic region is evident. The agreement of the 

measured profiles with the viscous sub-layer equation, 

13.2, and with the blending region curve provides some 

confirmation of the accuracy of the values of u. 
T 

Hence it appears that, even in the strongly 

three-dimensional flows examined here, the two-dimensional 

law of the wall is valid with surprising accuracy. 

Table IV presents the values of Cf derived 

from the Clauser charts, together with values derived 

according to the two-dimensional laws of Ludwieg and 

Tillmann82, and Thompson32. For the run U= 71 ft/sec., 

the Thompson and Clauser values are identical, whilst 

on the average Thompson's law gives values 3.7% too 

low, and the Ludwieg-Tillmann law 9.0% too low. The 

uncertainty in the Clauser determinations is generally 

about ±1.5%, and rather more in one or two cases. 
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Thompson's law thus predicts the skin friction 

in the present circumstances with acceptable accuracy 

whereas the Ludwieg-Tillman law underestimates Cf quite 

markedly. 

Also included in Table IV are values of the 

pressure gradient parameter 

3 
U T 

p 

p as 

Examination of the semi-logarithmic plots shows that 

appreciable linear portions exist for values of the 

parameter greater than between 15 and 20. This is in 

agreement with the value of. 20 given by Perry, Bell and 

Joubert83. Thompson32 suggests that deviation from the 
zu 

law of the wall becomes apparent at VT = 100 when the 

above parameter falls below 100, whereas the present' 

profiles suggest a value of between 20 and 30. 

McDonald84 has suggested the relationship 

plotted in Fig. 97 between H and Cf in re-developing 

turbulent boundary layers, but the present results do 

not conform to this curve, as shown. This is 

evidently because of the neglect of Reynolds number 

effect by McDonald, the present results being for a 

considerably lower Reynolds number than those plotted 
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by McDonald. Our previous remarks indicate that 

conventional skin friction laws having a dependence on 

both H and Re will be more accurate. 

Smith69 found consistent discrepancies 

between three-dimensional boundary layer calculations 

using two-dimensional skin friction laws for the 

streamwise flow, and experiment, and concluded that 

'the skin friction term T1 /pue2 would have to be... 

w 
higher in the case of a converging flow with an adverse 

pressure gradient than would be so in the two-dimensional 

case'. However, in view of the low Reynolds number 

of Smith's experiments and of the above comparisons, it 

seems possible that inaccuracies of the two-dimensional 

laws in themselves at the low Reynolds numbers in question, 

rather than their application to three-dimensional 

circumstances, may have been a source of inaccuracy, 

whilst additional inaccuracy of the skin-friction laws 

may have arisen because of the small values of 

uT3i p" in Smith's experiments. 

The apparent applicability of the two- 

dimensional law ofthe wall in the present three-dimensional 

circumstances is worthy of some examination. The law 

of the wall plots presented above were prepared using 

the velocity components parallel to the local external 
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stream direction, which differed from the local flow 

direction in the boundary layer by angles of at least 

200 for profiles having an appreciable semi-logarithmic 

portion. Now it has been observed experimentally, 

notably by Johnston85, that near the wall a region 

exists in which the flow is parallel to the limiting 

streamline direction, this region forming the 'inner' 

side of the triangular 'Johnston plot' to be discussed 

in the following section. Smith" has argued on 

mathematical grounds that the existence of such a 

region-is incompatible with the inner boundary conditions. 

However, as we shall see, the present experiments indicate 

the existence of a sensibly co-linear inner region in 

most cases. This discrepancy is discussed in Section 

13.3. 

Accepting for the present that such a region 

exists, then it seems plausible that within this region 

the two-dimensional law of the wall will apply in the 

direction of the surface shear, since the outer yawed 

flow will exert no influence upon the inner region. 

Hence, denoting velocities in the surface shear direction 

by q, we have 

zq ý= f( ), 13.6 
qT V 
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where the function f is the two-dimensional law of the 

, where zw=(T1 
2+T2 2)`" 13.7 wall, and qT =T p 

ww 
The streamwise velocity component is then 

u=q cos ßW, 13.8 

where ßw is the angle between the external streamline 

and the limiting streamline. 

Also we have Tl = Tw cos w, 
so we may write 

w 

UT =�T/ = g1(cos ßw)`. 13.9 
w 

In the laminar sub-layer we have 

q 
zq 

13.10 
qv 

u(cos ßw)2 zuT 

so uT cos ßw (cos ßw)2 

zu 
i. e. 

u=T. 13.11 
uV 

T 

Thus the two-dimensional law applies unchanged 

to the streamwise velocity components in the sub-layer. 

In the fully turbulent region, 
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A+B 1og10( 
vT 
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13.12 

which on substitution of equations 13.8 and 13.9 gives 

zu 
ü C+D 1Qg10( T), 13.13 

T 

where C= (cos 6w)ý(A- 0.5 B log10 cos 6) 

1 
D= (cos 8W)2B. 

13.14 

Thus the streamwise velocity components in the 

semi-logarithmic region obey a law of the wall similar 

to the two-dimensional law but with modified constants 

depending upon the magnitude of ßw. Fig-98 shows 

curves corresponding to equations 13.13 and 13.14 for values 

of Bw up to 40°. For angles up to about 20°, the 

modification of the wall law due to yaw is small, and 

in view of the rather wide range of values of A and B 

which have been proposed for two-dimensional flows, 

not significant. Hence we may expect that, for total 

yaw angles ßw less than about 200, the streamwise 

velocities will appear substantially to obey the two- 

dimensional wall law provided the 'streamwise friction 

velocity' uT is used as the non-dimensionalising velocity. 
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In practice, values of ßw as high as 200 are usually 

encountered only very close to separation or re-attachment. 

In order to check the validity of the 

momentum integral equation, and as an additional check 

upon the skin friction values, the left side of the 

streamwise momentum integral equation, 9.53, has been 

evaluated using the measured values of H11, e11, etc. 

for the case U. = 71 ft/sec. The resulting values 

of Cf are plotted in Fig. 99 against streamwise 
1 

distance from re-attachment, together with the values 

of Cf previously deduced from the mean velocity profiles. 
1 

The-agreement with the Ludwieg-Tillmann82 law values 

is good except in the immediate vicinity of re-attachment, 

whilst Thompson's32 law and the Clauser plots predict 

values of Cf in excess of those required to balance 
1 

the momentum integral equation except near to re- 

attachment. Since the Clauser plot values may be 

considered to be the most reliable, there is uncertainty 

as to whether the good momentum balance obtained using 

the Ludwieg-Tillmann values is purely fortuitous. It 

is possible that the strong adverse pressure gradients 

have some influence. 

The variation of the streamwise shape parameter 

H11 with distance aft of re-attachment, non-dimensionalised 
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by the momentum thickness at re-attachment, is shown 

in Fig. l00 for the three cases. The mean curve of 

similar measurements by Mueller34 in the re-developing 

layer behind a two-dimensional roughness element, 

essentially at constant pressure, is also included 

for purposes of comparison. The present results 

collapse close to a single curve, somewhat surprisingly 

because of the difference in boundary layer thickness 

in the three cases. This curve is somewhat different 

to that of Muller, almost certainly because of the 

adverse pressure gradient causing the somewhat reduced 

rate of decrease of H11 in the present case, but the 

similarity of the results strongly indicates that the 

physical characteristics of the two types of boundary 

layer development are essentiAlly the same.. 

13.2.3. Energy Dissipation and-Entrainment Rates. 

The variations of the energy dissipation 

coefficient Cd and the entrainment rate F of the 
1 

streamwise flow in the re-developing layer may be 

deduced by assuming the validity of the energy integral 

equation 9.5.5 and the entrainment equation 9.57. All 

the quantities on the left sides of these equations 

may be evaluated from measured velocity profiles and 



surface pressure distributions, so the right sides may 

be determined. This procedure is likely to be somewhat 

inaccurate near to re-attachment where the neglected 

Reynolds normal stress terms may not be very small, with 

regard to the energy integral equation, but the similar 

procedure carried out with the momentum integral equaticn 

in the previous section indicates that major inaccuracies 

will be confined to the immediate vicinity of 

re-attachment. 

The evaluation of Cd and F has been carried 
1 

out for the case U= 71 ft/sec., in this manner. The 

variation of Cd has already been discussed in Part I, 
1 

and was shown in Fig. 21, and it is sufficient to 

remark here that the present results are in reasonable 

agreement with the formula, equation 3.30, deduced by 

Mueller34 from his own experiments. 

The variation of entrainment rate F with 

distance from re-attachment, measured in the external 

streamline direction, is shown in Fig-101. F falls 

approximately linearly with distance over the range 

of measurement from the very high value of 0.145 at 

re-attachment to about 0.02 at a distance of 0.14 feet 

aft of re-attachment. In order to compare the present 

values of F with those for a fully attached boundary 

296 
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layer, the results are plotted against Head's shape 

parameter HA in Fig. 102, together with Head's1'4 empirical 

F vs Ho curve. It will be seen that the present 

results lie far from Head's curve generally, but the 

lowest experimental point, corresponding to the point 

`farthest aft of re-attachment, approaches Head's curve 

and it would appear that at this position the boundary 

layer has almost fully re-developed. 

It is evident that calculations of the 

re-developing boundary: layer using Head's empirical curve 

would be greatly in error. The non-uniqueness of the 

F- Ho function exhibited by the present results may 

be considered to be a result of the greatly increased 

level of shear stress, originating upstream in the 

free shear layer of the separated flow compared with a 

conventionally attached layer. Mweller's34 formula 

for the energy dissipation takes this enhanced level 

of shear stress into account empirically, although the 

dependence of Cd solely upon H and R8 appears, on 

theoretical grounds at least, to be unlikely to be 

generally valid. Nevertheless the agreement between 

the present results and those of Mueller is encouraging. 
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13.3. The Cross-Flow Profiles. 

The profiles of mean cross-flow velocity 

measured in the re-developing layers are compared in 

Figs. 103 and 104 with two types of representation, 

proposed by Mager86 and Johnston85. Mager suggested 

that turbulent cross-flow profiles may be represented 

by multiplying the streamwise profile by a quadratic 

function of z/d, such that 

ü=u (1 - ä)2 tan Bw 13.15 
ee 

where $w is the angle between external and limiting 

streamlines. 

Such profiles satisfy the simpler boundary 

conditions at the wall and at the outer edge, but are 

incapable. of representing cross-over profiles. Also, 

when the streamwise component of skin friction is zero, 

tan ßw is infinite so the equation breaks down. Thus 

the Mager profile is likely to be inapplicable near 

re-attachment behind a bubble, where in addition to 

tan ßw being large, some degree of cross-over is likely. 

As will be seen from Figs. 103, the representation is in 

fact completely inadequate at the stations nearest 

re-attachment, although fartter, downstream there appears 
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to be a tendency for the Mager profiles to become 

progressively better fits to the measured profiles. 

The profiles for the U. = 71 ft/sec. case are not 

included in the comparison because they are so markedly 

of the cross-over type that comparison is useless, and 

additionally because the limiting streamline direction 

could not be properly determined in this very thin 

layer, due to probe interference. 

Johnston" suggested alternatively that cross- 

flow profiles lie on two sides of a triangle if plotted 

in the polar form of v/ue against u/ue. One side of 

the triangle corresponds to the part of the flow near 

the surface where the flow is'in the direction of the 

local skin friction, whilst the existence of a straight 

outer part of the triangle implies that the velocity 

defect is here directed along this line. Perry and 

Joubert87 showed that a straight outer portion of the 

polar is to be expected only in the special case of the 

sudden yawing of a previously two-dimensional layer. 

The polar plots of the present results, shown in Fig-104 

show a marked tendency towards linear inner regions for 

the profiles well aft of re-attachment, with the 

exception of the U= 71 ft/sec profiles. As mentioned 

above, it is thought that there was marked probe 
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interference near the surface in this case. 

The values of zu 
T 

/v below which the inner 

portion of the polars are linear are in the range of 

about 30 to 70, so it appears that in the sub-layer the 

flow is essentially in the limiting streamline direction. 

The apparent existence of the co-linear inner region is 

in contrast to Smith's69 mathematical argument showing 

that the flow direction must vary continuously to the 

wall, unless the limiting streamlines are parallel to 

the local pressure gradient vector. This is far from 

being the case in the present experiments. The author 

has been unable to fault Smith's argument, and it 

therefore appears that the apparent linearity must be 

an approximation to a higher-order type of behaviour. 

The physical reason for the marked fall-off in the rate 

of change of yaw angle with z as the wall is approached 

remains unexplained. 

In none of the cases do the outer part of the 

polar plots conform to straight lines, even far down- 

stream. 

13.4 Conclusion. 

The above discussion is by no means an 

exhaustive analysis of the re-developing boundary layer 
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results, nor is it intended to be, since little or no 

analysis of this type has been carried out for the 

comparable two-dimensional case and it is felt that this 

should be done prior to attempting to draw too many 

conclusions from the swept results. 

It does appear however that the flow in the 

external streamline direction of the three-dimensional 

re-developing boundary layer conforms remarkably well 

with the empirical laws for fully-attached two-dimensional 

layers as regards mean velocity profiles, skin friction 

law and shape parameter relations. Both the entrainment 

rate and the energy dissipation rate, on the other hand, 

appear to be very different from their fully-attached, 

two-dimensional 'values, but the dissipation rate at 

least appears to be related to 14 and R. by the same 

empirical law found in two-dimensional flows re- 

developing after turbulent re-attachment. 
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14. Conclusions 

1. Short laminar separation bubbles, swept at 260 

to the free-stream, have been produced on a flat plate 

on which a pressure distribution, similar to that near 

the leadirg edge of an aerofoil, was induced by means of a 

nearby cylinder having boundary layer and circulation 

control. 

2. These bubbles were substantially uniform across at 

least the central 60% of the span at tunnel speeds well 

above that at which bursting first occurred at some 

spanwise station. With reduction of speed, bursting 

occurred initially at the downstream wall and spread 

gradually across the plate as the speed was further 

reduced. It is suggested that this occurred because 

of an initial bursting at the downstream wall due to 

distortion of the pressure distribution there, the long 

bubble so formed causing distortion of the pressure 

distribution at adjacent sections. 

3. Measured surface pressure distributions show the 

same qualitative features as those for two-dimensional. 

bubbles at speeds well above bursting, but exhibit a 
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secondary pressure minimum near the transition point at 

speeds close to bursting. It is suggested that this 

occurs as a result of the interaction of radial and 

tangential velocity components in the reverse-flow 

vortex. 

4. Great care was needed in the design of the hot 

wire probes used for mean velocity measurements in the 

bubble in order to , prevent marked probe interference, 

particularly-when making measurements in the vicinity 

of re-attachment. 

S. Hot-wire mean velocity measurements in the short 

bubbles show the existence of four basic regions -a 

laminar shear layer, with cross-flow of the favourable 

pressure gradient type; a turbulent shear layer, in 

which the cross-flow rapidly changes sign; a region 

of negligible chordwise velocity and small spanwise 

velocity underlying the laminar shear layer; and a 

helical reverse-flow vortex with an appreciable spanwise 

component underlying the turbulent spar layer. The 

surface pressure is essentially constant in the laminar 

region, apart from the secondary pressure peak, whilst 

a rapid pressure rise takes place between transition 

and re-attachment. 
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6. Head's two-parameter laminar boundary calculation 

method applied to the flow component normal to the 

leading-edge predicts the chordwise separation Reynolds 

number very accurately, and predicts a value of the 

pressure gradient parameter A of -0.140 at separation, 

in contrast to Thwaites' value of -0.090. 

7. The variation of the non-dimensional length of 

laminar separated flow with R8 and of the non-dimensional 
s 

length of turbulent separated flow with c, follow the 

two-dimensional relationships established in Part I quite 

closely if all quantities are measured perpendicular 

to the leading-edge. Agreement with two-dimensional 

relationships is not so good however if quantities are 

measured in the external streamline direction. 

8. The parameters governing local bursting at the 

centre-line of the plate are, if measured perpendicular 

to the leading-edge, those governing the bursting of 

two-dimensional separation bubbles, developed in part I. 

If the parameters are measured in the external streamline 

direction, agreement with the two-dimensional relationships 

is not so good. Thus, in this particular type of 

separated flow, the 'independence principle' appears valid. 
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9. The streamwise velocity profiles after re- 

attachment are well fitted by Thompson's two-parameter 

family for two-dimensional flows. The two-dimensional 

law-of-the-wall is also a good fit to the inner region 

of the profiles even for quite large angles of divergence 

between the 'external and limiting streamlines. 

10. The Ludwig-Tillmann law predicts values of stream- 

wise skin-friction on the average 9% lower than those 

deduced from Clauser law-of-the-wall plots, Whil3t the 

law deduced by Thompson from his profile family predicts 

values on the average 3% lower. 

11. Both the entrainment rate and the streamwise 

dissipation rate in the re-developing boundary layer 

are considerably greater than those in conventionally 

developing two-dimensional boundary layers. The 

dissipation rate however. agrees well with the empirical 

formula found by Mueller for re-developing flows. The 

disturbing effect of the re-attachment appears to have 

died out at a distance behind re-attachment of about 200 

times the momentum thickness at re-attachment. 

12. Values of skin friction deduced from the streamwise 
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momentum integral equation and from the streamwise 

profiles are in reasonable agreement, indicating that 

the neglected contributions to the equation due to 

normal Reynolds stresses and normal pressure gradients 

are not of major importance near re-attachment. 

13. The cross-flow profiles in the re-developing 

layers cannot be adequately represented by either the 

Mager or the Johnston representation. There does however 

appear to be a tendency for the fit of the Mager 

representation to become better further downstream of 

re-attachment. 

14. Well downstream of re-attachment, most of the 

results show an inner region in which the flow is in 

the direction of the surface shear, extending over at least 

the depth of the sub-layer. 
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APPENDIX 

The Kinetic-energy Integral Equatic-ns in Three- 

dimensional Flow. 

The boundary layer equations for three- 

dimensional incompressible flow in a general orthogonal 

curvilinear coordinate system have been derived in 

section 9 (equations 9.13,9.14 and 9.16), and are, 

using the notation of section 9. 

a 
h Cum - ue la) +h (v 

u 

an - ve 3ne)+ w3 + KZ(ueve-uv) - 
1 aý a2 

_1 
3T l 

- Kl(ve2-v2) 
p ai 

A. 2 . 1. 

Q av 
hi(ua 

- ue a&e)+ 
h2Cvan ve ane)+ W3 + Kl(ueve-uv) - 

221 aT2 
- K2tue -u )=p 

ac , A. 2.2. 

ha+h av +w- Klu - K2v = 0. A. 2.3. 
12 

We consider the case of zero suction only. 

1. ) ý Equation. 

Multiplying equation A. 2.1. by u and equation 

A. 2.3. by 22 u and adding together the two resulting 
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equations, we obtain: - 

132 au aue 1 au ,2 av aue 
h1(2 Uu ue a9 

)+ h2(uvan + 2u an -u ve an 
)+ 

+ f. (u2w) + K2(u ue ve -2 u2v) - 

aT " 
- K1 (u vet - uv2 + 2u3) = 

p. 
u ai 

A. 2.4. 

Integrating equation A. 2.4. with respect to ; between 

the limits c=O and c=h, where h>6, we obtain 

h2u2 
(u -uue ). dý + 2hJud+ hý(u v)dc - 

+-j: 321 

h au fh J 
ve anudc + 2aal w). dt + 2K2X 

2o0 

XIh (2uu 
eve- 

3u2v)dc - 2K1 rh (2. uve2 - 2uv2 + u3)dC 
%o 

o 

1h aTl 
p0 aý u . dC. A. 2.5. 

Now 
h a(u2w)dý 

=u2 
[haw. 

dC Jo 
ac eJ oac 

h at1 h 
au 

and 
1ou- 

. dr, -10 t . dr,. 

Making these substitutions in equation A. 2.5, 

and eliminating ue21 w. dc from the equation by multiplying 
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equation A. 2.3. by 2ue2, integrating from 0 to h and 

subtracting the result from A. 2.5, we obtain: - 

haJ 
(uu2-u3). dý +h än Lue2v-u2v). d( 

1oe2 

fo 

au (S d 
-ý 

h2 
aye 

f 
(uve-uev). dý -K 

r2 Io(2uucve-3u2v+ue2v). dC + 

rd 
t K1 I (2uve2-2uv2+u3-uue2). dý 

lo 

rÖ 

0 
A. 2.6. 

where the differentials with respect to C and n have been 

taken outside the integrals, and the upper integration 

limit has been changed to d, since contributions to the 

integrals between 6 and h are zero. 

2. ) n Equation. 

This is obtained in a similar fashion to the 

C equation, by multiplying equation A. 2.2. by v and 

equation A. 2.3. by Iv2 and adding; integration leads 

to the equation 
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rd 

1 

J6(uv 
ý e2_uv2 

)-dc +h1 -2- ýJ 
(vve2-v3 ). dc + 

a20 

av (a 
+2e 

Jo 
(uev-uve). dc -KJ (2uevev-3uv2+ve2u). dý + 

1ad0 

+ K2 J(2ue2v-2u2v+v3-ve2v). dc 

0 

=pf; T2 
äcdý A. 2.7. 

Division of equations A. 2.6. and A. 2.7. by 

Ue3 and substitution of the integral quantities defined 

in equation 9.31 leads to the forms given in equations 

9.29 and 9.30. 
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++ (R"IO 0.810 O"'7 - 3.2. 

m 13.00 1"16 2"5b 2.75 0409 0.1929 22.6 
» 13.20 2.88 3.00 3.30 0.90, 0"87ib 1*0 

13. ß0 3"1* 3.40 5.40 1.000 0.963 40.3 
16"00 3.73 3.90 4.00 0"476 0.931, *5.9 
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t INDICATES THAT PROFILE IS AT, OR VERY CLOSE 
To, THE POINT OF RE-ATTACHMENT. 

f INDICATES THAT' NO SEMI-LO&ºRITHMIC REGION 
CAN aE IDENTIFIED. 

DENOTES UNCERTAINTY. 

Ct1 ̀_T C f, ACCO . bIN( TO LUDWIE*-TIU. MANN LAW. 

OBTAINfb FRAM THOMPSOM6S CHARTS. 

Ct1 C. Cf, OBTAINED 8Y FITTINdr TO THE 2-3) 

LAW-OF-THE-WALL BY CLAUSE*'S METHOD. 

VALUES OF (Lt IN THE LAST COLUMN ARE BASED ON 
THE CLAUSER-PLOT VALUES OF SKIN FRICTION, EXCZPT 
WHEN THESE ARE UNDEFINED, WHEN THE THOMPSON 
VALUES WERE USED. 

TABLE ]i 
SUMMARY OF SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS 
RE-DEVELDTI NCT $OUNDARY L '1 ERS 
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